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SITREP: Mirabile Dictu! my links restored  4/29/2010; still BANNED/MONITORED…

*       *       *

“Aren’t we on the same side, working tirelessly to expose this evil cabal? Aren’t we  brothers in the fight, united in our conspiracy

theories? What’s up  Jason?

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/04/10/10/pg1

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 880806

United States

4/9/2010 7:30 PM

The above minion  responded to my posts on   Palin   & Obama w/YouTube 

clip of  Metallica w/the title“Masters  Of  The Puppets”displayed across top of clip, and this  comment “sorry 

to be so obvious, had to be done” Translation: we know who you are, and cannot allow you to continue to 

post this stuff, it violates our orders as “gatekeepers/controlled assets” — subsequently I 

was“BANNED”and all links to my blog contained w/in posts were frozen.Question: Who’s team are Jason 

Lucas & Alex  Shamash on?

ITK7: Godlike Productions (GLP) BANS posters for typing “C2Media”, “Lop.com” ,“Stanford Research Institute”, “SRI” and 

especially “Tavistock” in any posts! Some checking with some Friends of Mine      got big laughs and revealed  Godlike Prods. is one of the 

many “controlled opposition” sites functioning as “gatekeepers” for global cabal…

core elements of this post here:

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/archive.cgi?read=63267
http://www.us-army-info.com/pages/mos/intelligence/intelligence-mos.html
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/03/12/mr-president-whos-team-are-you-on-who-are-your-masters/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/05/11/anatomy-of-sarah-l-palin-re-post/
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/04/10/10/pg1
http://www.scribd.com/documents
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/intheknow7


The Mysterious Data Mining Twins

Jason Lucas (a.k.a. Trinity GLP moderator) is based in Shalimar, Florida (.7mi) from Eglin Air Force Base, US  (no Florida office  listed on 

company website) — Alex Shamash is based in UK  (no UK office listed on company website) Both design “spyware/malware” for Military 

Industrial Complex to conduct “data mining” —  Jason is Deputy Director of  a “data mining” (spyware/malware)  a.k.a.  flowers”program 

for Dept. of  Defense (DoD) Joint Forces Command.

check out quote from pg.4 of Jason’s presentation…

”through today’s quick and efficient data collection and analysis… all necessary levels of exercise feedback can be 

quickly turned into lessons learned. Offering the interoperability and resource reuse advantages to the data 

collection, TENA has become an important factor in range instrumentation and data gathering 

systems, particularly as an interoperability enabler in JNTC military exercises…

PDF for TENA      (Test and     Training Enabling Architecture)

Jason Lucas & Alex Shamash’s masters…

Crooks-Incompetents-A-holes CIA Langley, VA — “I say we all take off, nuke em’ from out of orbit…it’s the only way to be sure” – Aliens 2

British Intel MI6

http://www.dtic.mil/ndia/2006test/hudgins.pdf


Dept. of Defense (DoD)

US Joint Forces Command

C2Media & Lop.com — London, New York, Florida Axis

Company website here   notice something missing…where are the Florida and London offices? they don’t 

physically exist, they’re PO Boxes. C2 headquarters is  in New York @ 423 W. 55th St, NY 10019

Letters establishing Jason Lucas as principal in 

C2Mediahttp://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/spyware/040312lucas.pdf

http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/spyware/040414lucas2.pdf

“Whois” records show C2Media & Lop.com locations

msgplus.net:66.220.17.175

CustName: C2 Media Ltd

Address: P.O. Box 1113

City: Shalimar

StateProv: FL

TENA workshop  given by Jason Lucas was @ Eglin Air Force Base,307 Boatner Road, FL 32542, just

(.7miles) from C2 Media’s PO Box  in Shalimar — how convenient …

http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/spyware/040414lucas2.pdf
http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/spyware/040312lucas.pdf
http://www.c2media.com/


Uniform Business Report (UBR) posted by anonymous person sarcastically calling themselves Jason,  shows 

links between Jason Lucas/Alex Shamash and Trinity/C2Media detailing  their spyware activities…

click for PC World article on C2Media

London Base

Unit 12, 571 Finchley Road, Hampstead London, NW3 7BN UK

Tel: + 44 7817 130 743 (type into Google Earth) take a peek, it’s a 24hr Post Point, like a U.S. Kinkos w/ (3) 

stories of  residential units above, odd locale for Dod (Dept. of Defense)  US Joint Forces Cmd. Ops…

hmmm?

listing of      LOP.com (spyware sites)

State of  Florida Division of Corporations Filings show (3) entities  w/Shamash & Lucas listed as 

officers/directors…

Fla Internet Marketing Inc., PO Box 330, Shalimar FL 32579

Electronic filings as of 3/10/2010

*entities below listed as “inactive” (defunct)  but records remain of file.

Secure Software,Alex Shamash & Jason Lucas,PO Box1113, Shalimar Fl.32579

Electronic filings as of  9/06/05

Trinity Acquisitions Inc., PO Box 334, Shalimar FL. 32579

“Whois”      Domain Search “Trinity Acquisitions”

Electronic filings as 6/30/04

Dept. of  Defense (DoD)  Joint Forces Command “TENA”

Jason Lucas’s      day      job

Tena-Enabled SIMDIS Analysis & Visualization System Provides Tactical 3D Pictures For Dept. of

Defense (DoD)

PDF     version click here

U.S. Joint Forces Command Structure:

Jason Lucas & Alex Shamash boss is Gen     James N. Mattis, USMC   —current Commander, U.S.  Joint 

Forces Command

ITK7: These two clowns must be sharing a brain, to leave their butts hanging out like this — the utter stupidity of attempting to suppress 

info re: Tavistock Behavioral Research Institute and it’s sister org Stanford Research Institute (SRI)… it’s like trying to collect the sand on 

the beach, it’s on Wikipedia, and their antics are all over the web!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:James_N._Mattis.jpg
http://www.jfcom.mil/about/abtstaff.htm
https://www.tena-sda.org/download/attachments/6750/TENAfactsheet-SIMDIS-2006-08-16.pdf
https://www.tena-sda.org/display/intro/Home
https://www.tena-sda.org/display/intro/Home
https://www.tena-sda.org/download/attachments/6750/TENA-intro.swf?version=1&modificationDate=1142352604000
http://sunbiz.org/pdf/80506018.pdf
http://www.who.is/domain_archive-com/ibmx.com/
http://sunbiz.org/scripts/cordet.exe?action=DETFIL&inq_doc_number=P02000112500&inq_came_from=NAMFWD&cor_web_names_seq_number=0000&names_name_ind=N&names_cor_number=&names_name_seq=&names_name_ind=&names_comp_name=SECURESOFTWARE&names_filing_type=
http://sunbiz.org/pdf/70906989.pdf
http://www.freedomlist.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=110498
http://www.pcworld.com/news/article/0,aid,101916,tk,wb061702x,00.asp
http://profile.myspace.com/116606892


Jason Lucas & Alex Shamash “Controlled Opposition” wunderkinds

* copy sample post below,   go to GLP

log on/ paste  — these two Mensa      Society rejects   will ban you instantly  for info stored on

practically every  server in the world…

Hello Jason/Trinity — love your site, I’m not an anonymous coward, but read in PC World that you and partner Alex Shamash were 

formerly principals in “Trinity Acquisitions Inc” and “Secure Software” — Is it true C2Media, LOP.com & “Fla Internet Marketing Inc”are 

your current spyware/malware companies used for “data mining” or spying on people? I’m new to this NWO stuff… do your posts 

cover Tavistock Behavioral Research Institute and (SRI) Stanford Research Institute?

Thanks in advance for setting the record straight.

SITREP: Jason Lucas/Alex Shamash are contract agents for Military Industrial Complex who( 1) previously were principals in “Secure 

Software” and “Trinity Aquisitions Inc”arecurrently in joint ownership of  “Fla Internet Marketing Inc” — a data  mining  business (2) GLP 

is  masquerading as a place for people who are fed up w/global mgt team,  to share info, when in reality Jason (a.k.a. Trinity)  is  compiling

 lists, turned over to Dept. of Defense (DoD) and at some point, will be classified as “undesirables” and “enemy combatants” 3) Jason 

Lucas & Alex Shamash own “spyware” companies” (4) C2Media is a CIA-front org w/offices in IL, CO, TX, VA, NY, WA, OR,CA and 

Canada (5) Jason is amiddleware sofware designer working w/DoD, Joint Forces Command (JFCom) on system that will co-ordinate 

movements of  Monarch Prog Multiples, using Virtual 3D imagery, Remote Neural Monitoring via EEG Evoked Potentials, utilizing all 

three NSA platforms (SIGINT, COMINT, HUMINT) The military apparratus displayed within TENA training  manuals/visuals  is a thinly 

veiled cover for army of Monarch Multiples — MK’s they are the      weapons in their arsenal. This will give Military Industrial 

Complex ability to broadcast directly into audio/visual cortex of  the  brain — basically a huge megaphone  heard simultaneously.  RFID 

(Verichip)  implanted Monarch Units, as well as civilians, will feel the effect of  “having a song stuck in your head”  Signals will originate 

from NSA, transfer toGWEN towers,      strategically placed throughout CONUS. MKs have enhanced audio/visual capabilities —  this system 

will allow  on-line, real-time  retrieval of  images stored in audio/visual cortex, as well as transmitting coded intel to individual or groups 

of MK’s — the days of  physically reporting for de-briefings are being phased out. Easiest way to decode TENA is to substitute MK’s for 

weaponry. 

*        *       *

Now a special treat for the gang over at GLP and all those who“walk between the raindrops”

Tavistock      Behavorial        Research        Institute     (“TBRI”)

30 Tabernacle Street, London EC2A 4UE; email  :

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/central.admin@tavinstitute.org;
http://www.tavinstitute.org/
http://educate-yourself.org/dc/Los+Angeles+Tower+from+Hell.jpg
http://www.mensa.org/
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/04/10/10/pg1


Tel: +44(0)20 7417 0407 ; Fax: +44(0)20 7417 0566

ITK7: Jason Lucas, Alex Shamash, Congress, Dept. of  Defense (DoD), U.S. Joint Forces Command, MI6, CIA, NSA and the rest of  the 

“spook” community   don’t want you to know about MK-Ultra Monarch Mind Control Prog and its “brainchild” –– hiding behind the  false 

banner of “national security”…

Tavistock has been all over the web for years, despite several name changes, the goal of its founders remains the same — condition the 

masses (useless eaters) to accept servitude — “a slave is easier to control, if he doesn’t know he’s a slave” In 1920, Tavistock Institute of 

Medical Psychology (TIMP) was founded, renamed Tavistock Clinic, Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, currently known as Tavistock 

Behavioral Research Institute. This was only a“formal” coming out. Rothschild Dynasty funded Sigmond Freud (about 1909 -1912) and a 

team of Nazi mind scientists, set them up  i n lavish estate to conduct “mind science” research. Under the guise of “providing assistance to 

wives of SS members”, SS  Himmler used these as breeding camps. Orphanages were set up as holding pens,  children were shipped to 

Germany for “Germanization” or “re-education” — read: subjected to horrific torture sessions in order to cause “mind splitting” (DID 

-MPD) in their twisted efforts to create army of human robots. The generic description of “experiments” is deceptive, as it  masks  the 

“purpose” of  the (SRA) satanic ritual abuse — those who could  not withstand the torture, were ritually sacrificed under the Occult-Nazi 

death symbol — the swastika…

Origins: Rothschild Dynasty financedJohn D. Rockefeller in the oil industry, they planned to control — taught 

him ruthless business model for Standard Oil “competition is a sin”— through treachery and deceit 

became Exxon-Mobil (1911 Supreme Court mandated break up was a sham…”you want us to break up the co.? oh 

this is awful” ( *wink-wink*)  – each co. grew independently, when re-assembled, single entity was worth much 

more. Rothchild’s had almost two centuries of  money manipulation when Rocky came along, and viewed him as a 

young upstart (easy to control)  Rothschild used Rocky as cover for “formal” coming out of Tavistock. The grant from

Rocky, was Rothschild stake in their mind science plot to have earth’s citizens serve them as perpetual monarchy…

it’s worked exceedingly well. The formalization began w/these doctors (not going to name all) Elliott Jaques, 

Henry Dicks, Leonard Browne, Ronald Hargreaves, John Rawlings Rees (Dir. In 1932 

becamefounder of  World Federation for Mental Health in 1948) Mary Luff , Wilfred Bion and Tommy 

http://www.nsa.gov/
http://www.nsa.gov/


Wilson as Chrmn — others joined later John D. Sutherland,John Bowlby, Eric Trist, Fred Emery. 

Tavistock joinedKurt Lewin and his Research Center for Group Dynamics (RCGD) at Univ. of Michigan, published 

an international  journal, “Human Relations” relating theory to practice – 1st vol. “Overcoming Resistance 

to Change,” & “A Comparison of the Aims of the Hitler Youth and the Boy Scouts of 

America.” Tavistock Institute used Lewin’s techniques to arrange“therapeutic communities.” [we call 

them “12 step programs” the first of the 12 steps calls for the following declaration: “We admit we are 

powerless over our addiction” to alcohol [drugs, gambling, sex] — that our lives have become unmanageable” 

— the sheer insanity of waking up everyday making negative affirmations about oneself and having 

this reinforced in group settings! Any first year psychology major knows repetition is how the mind is 

conditioned, it’s how you train your children…Ed.] In 1932 Lewin came to U.S. for concentration in child 

psychology. During  WW2 he was an agent U.S. Office of Strategic Services (OSS)  psychological 

warfare Division —  which became CIA PsyOps…

Rees developed “Tavistock Method” which induces and controls stress via “psychologically controlled

environments” in order to make people give up firmly held beliefs under “peer pressure.”  Wilfrid 

Bion pioneered“Group Dynamics”

In April 11, 1933, Rockefeller Foundation Pres. Max Mason assured trustees that in their program, “the Social 

Sciences” will concern themselves w/rationalization of social control — the control of human behavior” [ or 

MIND CONTROL] This declaration led to a Rockefeller grant that resulted in the birth of the “Tavistock Institute 

of Human Relations” in Rothschild controlled City of London in 1947. (see Empire States: Geostrategic Power 

Centers Pt. 1) This was 1yr after National Security Agency (NSA) was created, to provide the secrecy 

needed for these evil mind scientists under the banner of “national security”.

In 1935, Harvard psychologist (1930-1967) Gordon Allport co-authored The Psychology Of Radio with Hadley 

Cantril. In 1940, Cantril wrote The Invasion From Mars: A Study In The Psychology Of Panic regarding radio 

broadcast of H.G. Wells’ The War Of The Worlds [masterful  fear-based trauma, mind control  Op, so

successful,  it caused  mass hysteria/panic  in the streets, as Americans believed  country was 

under attack by Martian invaders —   today it’s fear of      Islamic fundamentalism, tactics don’t 

change…it’s a formula]

FREE audio download here

Fred Emery in (HUMAN RELATIONS, Vol. 12, No. 3, August 1959) “Working Hypotheses on the Psychology

of Television” …”The psychological after-effects of television are of considerable interest to the 

would-be social engineer.”

These are the monsters that created our heroes  in sports, entertainment, political realms — (“TBRI”) created the 

Beatles, Rock-N-Roll (most of the Satanic “acid rock” groups) Elvis, Michael Jackson, (ERA) 

Women’s Movement, Gloria Steinem (CIA asset) Civil Rights Movement (MLK asset), 

environmental movement, video game craze, cell phones (to get us used to carrying our own 

personal GPS devices) phony War On Drugs, global warming hysteria w/the inane recycling, Hip 

Hop, phony War On Terrorism, Madonna, Britney, “Obama Girl”(inducing emotional bonding 

w/obvious target group) Sarah L. Palin Disney-like fantasy narrative and on, and on…

http://www.archive.org/details/OrsonWellesMrBruns
http://www.war-of-the-worlds.org/Radio/Newspapers/Oct31/NYT.html
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/01/23/empire-states-part-i/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/01/23/empire-states-part-i/


These are the people who decide what toys your children play with, color cars you drive (70’s brown, 80’s black, 90’s 

silver), how your corporate office (trauma box/cubicle) will be designed,  shows/movies/vids you’ll watch, songs we 

sing, clothes we wear, what will be legal and illegal,  which drugs will be produced/sold, what 

quantity/potency, to whom and who will be prosecuted for sale/use. They dictate what’s printed  in 

magazines — every major societal movement you can think of was hatched in the City of London — 

there are no such things as “spontaneous uprisings” …and if, by chance they are…swift infiltration 

is executed — witness Tea Party Queen…

Tavistock Behavioral Research Institute  is “the brain” of  the abominable MK-Ultra Monarch 

Program. The worlds’ most brilliantsocial engineers, neurosurgeons, behavioral scientists, 

psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, professors, leaders of major religions, 

politicians have received “mind control” training (“TBRI”)  in Rothschild controlled City of London or one of

 (“TBRI”) sister orgs i.e. Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in California…

(“TBRI”) has the resources of Rothschild/Rockefeller Dynasties at it’s disposal, enabling it to operate 

w/ impunity,  seducing the world’s most brilliant minds to develop sinister methods to control earth’s citizens 

(subjects) to basically suffer in silence…they are “experts” in the field of mind science, and determine the 

standards/practices for mental health on the planet, through control of  world mental health institutions, 

universities, hospitals, trade journals w/virtually unlimited funding and complete political support.

* links for Tavistock Behavorial Research Institute (Global Mind  Control Org)

brilliant expose on Tavistock  by Dr. Byron T. Weeks, MD

Others  here:

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_tavistock.htm

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_committee300_10.htm

*       *       *

This explains why  Jason Lucas and Alex Shamash want to conceal this from citizens who simply 

want to try and make sense of the senseless…

*       *       *

“Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; and hid, that shall not be

known”  (Matthew 10:26)

Be Well and Stay Vigilant
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4. Anonymous Believer

11/02/2010 at 8:17 PM

What we are and what we should be is “free”to make choices in this life or any other.

I have been a poster on GLP for about three years running. Recently banned again for the last time as it seems.

My experience at GLP has been pretty good over all.
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Think most of what is there is horse pucky but I still find it entertaining at best and interesting at the very least.

I,like the rest of you have read all the pros and cons about GLP.

But ,in spite of all the bad,it would still be “my choice”to post there or not.

I have never been banned for any of the reasons stated or could I tell you (why) I was banned in the 

first place.Such things concerning me personally still remain a mystery.And I am offered no explanation as to the 

reasons why.

All I know is that now I have been banned permanently as it seems for it has been three months now and the worst it

ever was was two weeks.

I have no regrets or ill feelings toward GLP

(whoever or whatever)the web site is or isn’t I still miss posting there.

I don’t feel so simple minded as to believe all the “mind control” and secret ops crap.Even if it were true it seems like

money and time pissed away for the sake of the simpleminded people that it would effect if any!

After all the site does belong to someone or a group of someones and it is there’s to rule and grovern as they see fit.

I did become attached and miss it somewhat….

But thats life………

It truly was a great place for “battle”……………..

There is always more than meets the eye to anything.

And two sides to every story………

May the peace of God be with us all.

5. Aqua

10/06/2010 at 3:03 PM

If you want to know who exactly either works directly for GLP or is a paid for GLP look no further than this thread 

(http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1127974/pg1).

They call themselves the Moran workforce and jokingly refer to themselves as such. Its a VERY big 

organization/project, much bigger than you think…

6. RR

10/03/2010 at 12:22 AM

Hello;
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Latest sad news on Dr. David Duke and his war with JewTube:

http://incogman.net/09/2010/jews-censor-david-dukes-youtube-channel/free-speech-photo/

And HERE IS THE ENEMY WHO DID IT CELEBRATING IN CRASS ARROGANCE, The “Jewish Internet Defense 

Force/JIDF=Mossad=ADL:

http://www.thejidf.org/2010/09/we-finally-took-out-antisemiticracist.html

The title of the article:

SUCCESS! We Finally Took Out the Antisemitic/Racist David Duke YouTube Channel!

They boast:

“Of course, David Duke’s YouTube channel is only one of the THOUSANDS of channels we have been directly 

responsible for removing.”

This is their Site Page on how to Stalk People at YouTube=JewTube=ADL=Mossad=B’nai Brith=Sabbatean Satanist 

Talmud/Kaballah worshipping Sanhedrin:

http://www.thejidf.org/2008/02/problematic-youtube-channels-and-videos.html

Here’s 750+ YouTube Accounts they falsely stalk as “Nazi” YT Accounts:

http://www.thejidf.org/2009/06/list-of-750-nazi-channels-on-youtube.html

They boast on the Site insulting Dr. Duke:

“As we’ve proven time and time again, the JIDF is the most active and effective force against online Jew hatred and 

terrorism. We don’t just expose the issues. We don’t just write press releases to kvetch about them. We encourage 

our network of over 270,000+ strong to report this trash.”

Here’s where JIDF Stalking began with letter by filthy Rabbi:

http://www.thejidf.org/2010/04/rabbis-letter-to-youtube-regarding.html

Title:

Rabbi’s Letter to YouTube Regarding David Duke’s Antisemitic YouTube Account

Here’s a few lying quotes by the hypocrite Rabbi in his filthy letter to YouTube to Slander and Defame the Character 

of Dr. David Duke which is Felony and he would have to commit Felony Perjury in Court Lying under Oath to slide 

this one by:

“Dear YouTube Administration,

I am writing to you again and asking for the suspension of the account of anti-Semite and racist David Duke, 

“drdduke”. This is not the first time I have contacted YouTube about this hate propagandist and former KKK grand 
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wizard. All of my previous emails requesting this have gone unanswered, and thus far no action has been taken by 

YouTube and Google to remove this hate monger from our community. ”

This is another article about this stalking Rabbi on the JIDF Site:

http://www.thejidf.org/2009/11/from-rabbi-dov-coder-open-letter-to.html

NOTE WHO HE CONTACTS AT YOUTUBE TO GET ACCOUNTS SUSPENDED:

From: Dov Coder

Subject: Suspended Account abuser is back

Date: November 23, 2009 11:06:32 PM CST

To: bigjoe@youtube.com, mia@youtube.com, missribs@youtube.com,abuse@youtube.com, citizentube@youtube.co

m,editor@youtube.com,security@youtube.com, service@youtube.com, suggestions@youtube.com

Cc: Jewish Internet Defense Force

Dear YouTube Administration,

I am requesting that YouTube investigate the following six (6) accounts for TOS violations regarding hate speech 

towards a protected minority:

et. al.

Rabbi Dov Coder

ravdov571

I want this to get out all over the Web, because the JIDF is the Guilty Party for countless YouTube Suspended 

Accounts and Suspended WordPress Accounts too like IncogMan, FirstLightForum and others.

Please pass this on all over the Web and expose these evil ones. Now You know who does the ADL’s dirty work online

at JewTube and WordPress…

RR

7. intheknow7

09/27/2010 at 3:40 PM

ATTN: NEW 4shared account for Global Management Team(ITK7GMT) w/DOWNLOADABLE 

PICS/VIDEOS for:Jesuits (SJ), SMOM Knights of Malta, Steering Commitees, MK-Ultra Prog’mg Centers, 

Chivalric Orders, Rothschild & Rockefeller Dynasties, Bush Syndicate, Unified Military Command, Occult Gov’t 

Seals, Masonic Grips & Hand Signs, Media Barons, MK’d Sarah L. Palin (Henry Kissinger Prog/Handler), Occult 

logos and more…

Let’s look into the EYE that’s always looking at us, from the back of their worthless fiat currency, 

from GPALS, 2-way FLATSCREENS everywhere and their built-in backdoor technology we’re hooked

on. You have no idea how amused they are to see us staring into ourPDA/GPS devices. They’ve snared us in 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://1heckofaguy.com/wp-content/photos/allseeingeye.jpg&imgrefurl=http://1heckofaguy.com/2007/09/29/mchenry-county-eye-candy/&usg=__q_1LPczFaqQy9nFXriG_yW8Q6dY=&h=484&w=436&sz=225&hl=en&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=U7-d3-J8F3c6aM:&tbnh=151&tbnw=135&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dall%2Bseeing%2Beye%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rlz%3D1R2ADSA_enUS396%26biw%3D1003%26bih%3D568%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=128&vpy=202&dur=47&hovh=237&hovw=213&tx=112&ty=107&ei=UvCgTMCFN4zZnAedjs2dDQ&oei=UvCgTMCFN4zZnAedjs2dDQ&esq=1&page=1&ndsp=11&ved=1t:429,r:0,s:0
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an electronic web of tracking and surveillance! We’re determined to help readers see into this cabal 

thatHIDES IN PLAIN SIGHT, EVER CONCEALING and NEVER REVEALING by shining the spotlight on 

them…

Be sure to subscribe to this account for folder updates!

8. 4by2

09/23/2010 at 11:40 AM

What would you do if you knew that the owners Trinity/Jason Lucas and mods work for the USAF United States Air 

Force and all live less than 5 minutes away from the base in Florida and are the fuckers that are spraying innocent 

americans/humans with chemtrails?…

Thats the reason these fucktards run the site because they are shit scared the masses will find out the truth so they 

coverup and troll any new info on chemtrail related stories…these guys days are numbered…

So what would you do if you knew?…

9. intheknow7

09/14/2010 at 4:51 PM

OK enough already w/the “your controlled op, no you’re controlled op” — this is getting silly and taking up way to 

much room…KNOCK IT OFF! Going forward any comments re: who’s Controlled Op on GLP will be 

BLOCKED! The matter has been settled in the original post — the entire site, along w/their comical YouTube 

Channel is data mining for Military Ops (lists have been created, peoples lives have been threatened)… If that’s all 

you have to contribute, we can do without it…

 R.R.

09/14/2010 at 5:17 PM

This was funny tonight to see this finally pop up… I wondered when You were going to detonate over the wise-asses

on this section…

You know, Ride, when people point the finger at someone they have 4 of their own fingers pointing back at them 

and it really sucks to take out a blame-thrower to burn other people instead of being Responsible to One’s Self in 

open Self-Honesty…

It’s like the whole 12 Step Program of AA/NA/Etc. hangs on the 1st Step that says:

“We admitted we were powerless over alcohol/drugs/emotions_________, that our lives had become 

unmanageable.”
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So it’s like a Magicke Mirror where One looks in the Mirror at One’s Self instead of pointing the finger and takin’ 

out the blame-thrower to burn Others. Hinges on Self-Honesty because what we ALL Own about Ourselves will 

change for the Best, and what we ALL diss-own about Ourselves will also change… for the worst.

And most sheeple live in denial which is an acrostic for:

Don’t

Even

kNow

I

Am

Lying.

Sad but True, Ride.

Later, Studly Do-Right, Hang Tough, it gets Greater Later (LOL)

RR

 intheknow7

09/15/2010 at 11:30 AM

Agreed. As much as I detest censorship, I will not allow ANYTHING to erode the intergrity of this blog, 

too much sacrifice has gone into this, not only me, but my partner as well.

Keep sending those emails :)

 Fritz

09/21/2010 at 9:45 AM

So, it looks like trinity lifted all bans. Word on the street is that GLP was/is imploding and Jason Lucas and the 

gang decided to let the cat live outside the bag given that anymore covering-up would just harm them more than 

anything else. They are completely exposed and will soon shut down in my opinion. If you google GLP, first few 

answers are that GLP is conlusively disinfo psy-op…. It was fun while it lasted Jason, your done.

10. Curtis Jackson

09/05/2010 at 9:29 PM

Another new wave of government/paid bloggers.

Terror-O-Bloggers – Members of the AboveTopSecret Blogging Forum who have participated in 

disinformation/cointelpro tactics either as a paid blogger to provide the material support of terrorism directed at the

US Citizens to promote a political ideology or for monetary gain.
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(disclaimer. These are my own viewpoints after studying cointelpro and disinfo tactics. All of these bloggers have 

participated in more than one COINTELPRO/DISINFO tactic on a constant basis to get on this list.)

clarknick67 – Gun questions. What type of guns, whats a good hiding place. What can that gun do?

Xcalibur254 – first 1 -5 negative poster

Mothershipzeta – Race the card.

kdogga21

FortAnthem – supports left vs right religiously

Ben81 – he sounds like al sharpton. Playing both sides.

copper5661 – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

schrodingers dog – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

prepared4truth – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

Gentill Abdulla – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

Mblahnikluver – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

Esoteric Teacher – WARNING. Obssessed with glenn beck. WARNING

SaturnFX – WARNING. REPEAT. very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor 

mean?

Tothetenthpower – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance.

Skyfloating – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

LucidDreamer85 – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

Hippomchippo – very threatened by glenn beck. Attacks no substance. What does restoring honor mean?

loner007

italkyoulisten

chorizo4

CodyOutlaw

The Sword

SeventhSeal

MrXYZ

anglodemonicmatrix



Miraj

hippomchippo

schrodingers dog

Kaploink

tspark

p51mustang

yadda333

gotredeemed

SIRTMG

kinda kurious

jaynkeel

Annee

cindyremains

soleprobe

buddhasystem

Romantic_Rebel – Media doesn’t lie, everything you have been told is true. You’re all nuts.

Whine Flu

American Mad Man – huh?

AllIsOne – attacks religion by calling people stupid.

gwydionblack

catwhoknows – openly professing communism.

Child like niaveness

madnessinmysoul

Xtinguish

Nameless Hussy

AndreDC

Peruvianmonk – fallacy argument. Media matters talking points

Logicalthinking – Posting the same exact topic and response as those above. Pretty much word for word.

steve_oZ – Only attacks the right? No open mind?

Retseh – Questionable.

mythos

poet1b – thinks republicans control congress



anglodemonicmatrix – Glenn Beck stories, obssessive. Media matters talking points

BartIV – Sunstein conspiracy theories?

Conspiracies are for nuts

SeventhSeal – confused by glenn beck? His argument was hate.

BiGGz – Only signals out Israel. Nothing wrong with Saudia Arabia

LarryLove – conspiracy theorists who don’t get the FACTS about god, 911 so they’re are shills and communists.

 schrodog

09/14/2010 at 12:10 PM

If you’re going to include everyone on the internets who knows that all ol’ Glenn ‘crazy eyes’ Beck cares about is 

lining his pockets and feeding his megalomania on the backs of the feeble minded you’re going to need a much 

longer list.

Disinfo ftw!

 eNumbra

09/14/2010 at 2:38 PM

This is absurd; I demand to be added to this list immediately.

 EndarkenDown

09/14/2010 at 4:23 PM

All your Becks are belong to us.

Cookie?

 Mblahnikluver

10/15/2010 at 11:27 AM

HAHA this is great, thanks. I wish I got paid for “blogging” and discussing topics of interest to me. Me threatened 

by Beck? HA! That is great and so not the truth. I have watched him once, a grown mad dressed like Washington or

something and he looked nuts. Sorry kind of hard to take someone seriously when they are always so angry and 

yelling. He could be calmer. You obviously know nothing about me and your comments or assessment is FAR from 

accurate. So please don’t slander my good name any more with your paid disinfo crap. Also you might want to 

either get a job or another hobby.
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11. mutagen

08/22/2010 at 5:09 PM

I got money for someone who has skill at setting up a real time internet voting service. What I can’t figure out is how 

to secure the vote, technologically. Even didgital finger prints could be faked by government. But I do feel this is 

would put control back into the hands of the people and they would use the voting service to kick the bums out, 

period. And their shills, too.

12. Jackson Curtis

08/22/2010 at 3:54 PM

the propaganda has really ramped up this weekend and I am starting to notice pattern. The bloggers hit the 

conspiracy sites then anywhere from 24-48 hours the stories start appearing on MSM in the small headline sections. 

It appears MEMO’s are going out to the govt bloggers first then to MSM to give the ‘story’ credibility.

Here is a new list. All of these bloggers have done 1 of 3 things according to COINTELPRO Disinformation tactics.

1. Ad Hom Attacks, Saul Alinksky Tactics

2. Reinforce the divide and conquer

3. Disinformation and COINTELPRO

If it says WARNING then something is wrong.

New List.

Ladyskadi

~lucidity – Possible paid blogger

shamus78

ElijahWan

VintageEnvy

Aggie Man

DEEZNUTZ

Kaytagg – WARNING

Snarf

Drwizardphd

DrJay1975

ElijahWan

Drwizardphd

Annee

Southern Guardian is a possible paid blogger

lee anoma
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K J Gunderson – Possible Paid blogger

Daddymax

Usgov

Redwookieaz

Snarf

VonDoomen

Benevolent Heretic

DJW001

Kharron

Eye of Horus

Helmkat

Piddles

Whatuknow is possibly a paid blogger. WARNING

Misinformational

Adevoc Satanae

CynicalM

The Sword

Skeptic Overlord – WARNING

SeventhSeal

Romantic_Rebel

iamsupermanv2

Jazzyguy

SeventhSeal

Romantic_Rebel

Flatfish

Inforeal

Sumdumguy

Misoir – left vs right paradigm – racist card constantly. WARNING

Hotbakedtater fed reserve not bad

Theregonnakillme – always agrees with the ‘left’ – Fed Res not bad

InvisibleAlbatross – toeing the same line as Theregonnakillme – Hotbakedtater

Whaaa – racist card constantly

Paraphi – seems oblivious to political corruption.

thesneakiod

ZikhaN – Just attacking people with no evidence or facts.



boondock-saint – Questionable.

Luckerspud – Acts like the ATS TOC cop. Obssessive about it.

FYI. I am not just selecting people based on their political ideologies. All of these bloggers have been selected 

because they fit the tactics used in COINTELPRO.

 Weizzer

08/29/2010 at 7:18 PM

Thanks for you very usefly posts. They hate being exposed!

13. Jackson Curtis

08/15/2010 at 2:36 AM

9 out of 10 times the first 1-5 posters on ATS are govt paid bloggers.

1. LadySkadi. is a prime example. Completely ignored the video

2. Maybe…maybe not. Completely ignored the video

3. ~Lucidity. Completely ignored the video

All three of these bloggers fit the COINTELPRO disinformation tactics by their posts.

14. Pingback: Speaking With One Voice: Rothschild Funded Nazi-Mind Science Controls Media (VIDEO) « 

intheknow7's Blog

15. R.R.

07/30/2010 at 8:10 AM

You know, I’ve sat in the distance watching this comment section take off growing like a loco-weed of all the articles 

on this Blog, and I never knew about that phony shill site GLP… (is that like “GuLP” You feel in Your throat when 

You’re about to puke?)…

So I had to go there to see what everyone was so uptight about… wow… creepy… kinda’ New Agey… reminded me of 

the 80’s when New Agey took off with multi-generational Satanic “Stars” into it preaching their white light Satanic 

Occult s**t like Shirley MacLaine and them all getting off like bad sex going into ritual trances like a real VouDoun 

or Santaria Ritual so they can “channel” and leave the driver’s seat of their minds or bodies astrally projecting out so 

they can be physically possessed by demonic lying entities thinking that’s some “Ascended Master” s**t talking in 

creepy voices physically possessed like that skank Ramtha-in-the-A$$ JZ Knight…

SO my reply to ALL New Agers preaching their infected lies is this and to those at GuLP seeking converts…
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Go buy a crystal dildo and go f**k Yourselves so You all can get off good and go channel an Orgazm and that will be 

nicer and safer than the New Age nicey-nice phony crap that’s just white light Satanism Dualism of the Tree of 

Knowledge of BOTH Good and Evil… like nicey-nice New-Age Masquerade Misanthrope Shills like Icke/Maxwell-

Pine/Tsarion/Acharya-Murdock… what a Racket… Conspiracy with New Age Religion for huge shekels of moola as 

their Reward for lying to You ALL about Conspiracy as I say they ALL like post-modern TV Preachers like 33rd 

Degree Masons Kenneth Copeland, Pat Robertson, Robert Schuller, Oral sex Roberts (what kinda’ Mom names their 

son ‘Oral’???)

They ALL Use a Lake of Truth to hide an Ounce of Poison… for that fat Shekel=Moola …

$$$

£££

€€€

₣₣₣

₤₤₤

₯₯₯ +

_____

666

No Thanks/No Skanks

16. Bring It On

07/25/2010 at 10:16 AM

Noah Noah! Say it ain’t so! Don’t be swayed by their trickeries. They are master manipulators. Come back to the 

Light, lol!

17. intheknow7

07/25/2010 at 12:26 AM

ATTN: per his request, comments from poster “Noah” have been removed; much of what was contained has been 

covered in my post and by others commenting here — apparently he’s been intimidated by GLP moderator Jason 

Lucas (a.k.a.) Trinity. We should contact this Global Mgt. Team minion and inquire as to the progress 

of the “list compiling”…

TENA SDA Deputy Director, 96 CG/SCTOS,

201 W. Eglin Blvd Suite 258, Eglin AFB, FL 32542 Fax: (850) 882-4464Jason.Lucas@eglin.af.mil

We can also add Paciullo Cyril (a.k.a. Patchou) to those who finance their lifestyle spying on citizens for DoD, 

JFCOM etc. BTW Eglin Air Force base is a well-known MK-Ultra Mind Control prog’mg center; in fact 

the state of Florida w/Disney World, USAF, USN is a hotbed of MK-Ultra activity…

BTW CIA (U.S.) + MI6 (U.K.) + Mossad (Israel) = Trinity

mailto:Jason.Lucas@eglin.af.mil
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Be Well

 Well done

07/26/2010 at 9:32 AM

Are you sure that was Noah asking? And not Jason Lucas or Alex Shamash of GLP?

 Weizzer

07/27/2010 at 9:03 AM

Recently you wrote that you will be doing a post about what’s to come as well as telling us when. Is this still going 

to happen? Greetings from Germany.

 intheknow7

07/27/2010 at 9:21 AM

Yes, it’s in process — nice to hear from one of my German fans!

 xp

08/29/2010 at 7:19 PM

How’s it coming along?

 intheknow7

08/30/2010 at 12:21 PM

So far…so good. Esoteric Kitten has lit a fire under my butt…she’s just bursting w/energy and ideas I can’t wait 

to put into action…

18. dawg

07/24/2010 at 3:34 PM

They’ve recently been on the attack by some copyright pros representing AP/Reuters named Attributor Corporation.

It’s rather ironic because they randomly convert posted videos from youtube and host them on godlikeproduction 

videos instead… I postedhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ttu3OmoJr8 on a thread, it turned 

intohttp://video.godlikeproductions.com/video/3_lil_cute_chickens Talk about hypocrisy. Because I called them 

out on a thread New Terms Added To GLP Disclaimer.. Please NOTE…. I got banned 1st time not only for posting, 

but just for viewing the site.

http://video.godlikeproductions.com/video/3_lil_cute_chickens
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19. R.R.

07/23/2010 at 1:04 PM

Amazing how this conversation has evolved… I see comments pop up in emails all the time and find some curious… 

what happened to the “Noah” character? I did see You’re going to continue though so that’s groovy. Hang Tough 

Ride. We’re seconds to Midnight and part of Your Mission and Call is to be a Watchman on the Wall, like it or not. 

Get the Word out while You can before they shut this whole Web down.

On a more pleasant note even the Bible says when it hits the fan, that the “Elites” will hide in the rocks of the 

mountains, ie. Underground Bases like under Denver Airport and they will run but NOT be able to hide and they 

ALL will be nailed there and cry out in distress and NO escape… they will be eaten up by illnesses and disease, they 

who take the Mark of 666 Dude. And even Death will leave them a Fate worse than Death as relief from what they’ll 

get soon enough…

I personally am kinda’ happy when one of them dies and see it as Planet Earth Ecology minus one more “Elite” 

asshole.

The Question to You and me ALL, is what kind of Footprints will WE ALL leave when it’s our Time to leave for the 

Great Equalizer of ALl Life on Earth, the Charnel Field?

Will it be flowers and Life growing in the Footprints we leave on Earth, OR will it be burnt hoofprints like the 

“Elites” leave behind where NO Life can grow that defiles the Earth right down to Bad Energy Zones in twisted Ley 

Line areas where the Energies gather like a cesspool and no flow in rot and disease?

Almost like the old Cat Stevens’ song, “Oh very Young, what will You leave us this time?”

Don’t surrender. Hang In There. We’re in the last mile…

RR

 intheknow7

07/23/2010 at 6:16 PM

Of all the posts, this one generates the most heat, I keep having to extend the expiration date on the comments filter,

I don’t want to cut off the flow of people’s interaction — re: Noah, I like to give people the benefit of the doubt before 

I slam them! Yes, I’ve got a few more things to get out “it’s like fire in my bones”….

20. Noah

07/23/2010 at 2:43 AM

Remove everything I said about GLP, I don’t think they are evil people or doing mind control or they are from 

tavistock
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what change my heart?

Don’t judge them with all the conclusion you have, maybe Trinity is keeping his life very private, Trinity is fighting 

the very thing we love, freedom of speech, the lawsuit (TPTB) want to shut down his website for the copyright issues

Remember, GLP is a place where they got the news before MSM report it

Show some respect, I changed my mind not to judge any more

It all about respect someone’s private life

I hope you understand how I feel, we should be angry at BP and the government, not GLP

 intheknow7

07/23/2010 at 6:37 AM

Noah, I’m confused as to your motivation, as some of your previous comments contained factual information 

confirmed by my own research as well as many others. Jason Lucas (a.k.a. Trinity) has been secretly 

collecting IP addresses for years, turning them over to Intel community, working w/elements of 

U.S. military to have people classified as “enemy combatants” –– I along w/ some of commenters here are

on those “lists” and do not take that lightly. Noah, this is the complete opposite of “freedom of speech”and 

“respecting privacy rights”; and although you may not wish to “judge him” (whether he’s done this willingly or by 

coercion) he’s potentially placed people’s lives in danger, and should be held accountable — this is serious Noah. If 

you have some additional Intel to share that perhaps would cause us to see his actions in a different light, please 

share…

If you still want your comments removed, I will…but your request to do so will remain, as an explanation of their 

disappearance…

Be Well

 mutagen

07/23/2010 at 9:31 AM

I can’t agree, the law suit is probably staged, and even if it wasn’t, glp is clearly stealing content in whole, and not 

only stealing it, but criticizing it to death as well, so it is doubly bad for the content writers, they are ripped off, and 

then trashed.

Imagine composers having their music played on his sight and they get nothing or this while Trinity makes mega 

bucks on it. It just ain’t right. And they have hundreds of songs on their site for free, too.

GLP also uses the content of its posters for free as well, these fools actually pay GLP to use their content for free! 

Try to fathom that! All to make Trinity rich and then Trinity just runs around banning everyone who disagrees with

him.
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So there is absolutely no free speech on GLP, just Trinity speech, and we have no idea who this crazy freak is. 

Trinity is most likely a money grubbing, content stealing asshole. I hope Reuters dismantles his ass in court. I am 

now going to help Reuters.

 mutagen

07/23/2010 at 10:03 PM

Again, Noah, I ask you, what is the difference between Trinity banning people for comments he doesn’t like and a 

petty dictator saying “off with their heads!”?

Trinity and every petty dictator are cut from the same cloth. They have their petty fiefdoms, and boy if you cross 

them, out comes their sword.

Trinity is just the Illuminati in miniature, fuck ’em.

 intheknow7

07/23/2010 at 10:38 PM

F— em’ twice!

21. intheknow7

07/19/2010 at 9:17 PM

ATTN: moderator will be taking what I hope is not a permanent hiatus from posting, but will be approving 

comments checking email and twitter— life intrudes…

Media has been issued “black-out” orders from Military-Industrial-Apparatus since June 3-6 

Bildeberger conference in Stiges Spain re: Gulf of Mexico Eco-Terror — please call your family and 

friends if they live in the region for “real” intel; ask them to take as many pics as possible, or at least email you 

w/accounts of “black rain”…post them on Flicker, Photobucket and other sites…flood the web w/as much 

“eyewitness” intel as possible. The Gulf Stream is already picking up the flow of spill, countless marine 

life has been destroyed; this will only worsen as it moves up the East Coast…

GMT is preparing to “go-to-ground” and leave us “surface dwellers” to our fates. If you are spiritually inclined 

(and I pray that you are) this is the time to “get your spiritual house in order” Regular readers of this blog 

know that moderator is NOT an alarmist, and doesn’t engage in fear mongering, but rather seeks to 

alert as many as will hear, what is and has been planned for us…this is serious people!

Be Well & Stay Vigilant

 exactly

07/20/2010 at 4:08 PM

For the sake of your readers can you be a little more specific?
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Your saying that you have intel that GMT is going underground to their D.U.M.B.S as something is about to 

happen? Can you please tell us more? What do you think is about to happen?

Are you okay? Why the sudden shift in sentiment from developing this site to all of a sudden leaving?

Please let us know.

 exactly

07/21/2010 at 8:31 PM

Thanks ITK7.

I do not view it as you fear mongering just statign your opinion. It would be very helpful to get your point of view 

and potentially life saving.

Where do you suggest one goes to minimze the damage? Clearly Colorado is where many elites are setting up 

shop, would you care to comment on that please?

Lastly, since you mention gathering family and friends what is your families (and friends) reaction to all this, how

were you able to “condition” them to accept “reality”?

22. mutagen

07/17/2010 at 11:38 AM

I pray to goodness every night that someone will start a glp competitor site with no banning, some editing of obvious

crap, and a “throw out the bums” emphasis.

Also we need a 24/7 polling and voting website so the people can see the huge difference between what they want 

and they are getting.

Then we need to get organized and strike for our demands. So they are forced to listen to the people and not the 

corporations like BP. We can’t pay them millions to listen, so we must force them, then.

 Jose'

07/29/2010 at 11:42 PM

I can successfully challenge, counter and surpass G.L.P. ‘s ‘evil success’, but lack the funds or seed ‘money’. I’ve 

secured the greatest website domain name (undeveloped) for these times, worldwide, but lack the funds to proceed

at warp speed.

23. Who wants to know?
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07/15/2010 at 1:51 PM

I figured out ats was crap and moved onto glp. Then I stumbled upon the Jessica Simpson and her house in 

Calabasas thread, which was a really intriguing thread that had talked about Satanic Ritual Abuse and child stars 

who had been forced into sexual activities. In this thread popped out the merry Christmas and somebody wrote t 

avistock or something like that. Idk how or y it’s still viewable. Now, I was aware and my pc was acting freakishly 

slow and I assumed it was the malware. I just bought a $70 antivirus program, maybe, a week ago? Then I made only

a few posts about how no credible news gets posted, all good news was ripped from rense mainly, and the weird, 

dumb, too personal posts are tmi. Yesterday, they screwed up my computer so good that my Internet explorer 

immediately crashes after I open it. The pc is now sitting, unplugged until the Calvary comes in.

 exactly

07/16/2010 at 8:29 PM

Welcome!

 exactly

07/16/2010 at 8:30 PM

BTW they mess with your IE. But I got back at them but wont say how as it is still ongoing (hiihihihih) and they 

dont even know it :) (yet).

24. BND

07/10/2010 at 4:36 PM

GLP is 1 of the reasons why I made my own forum. Join us over athttp://www.benotdeceived.org/index.php if you 

want a forum with out the shills and with out promoting the new age movement.

We are christian run!

The only real conspiracy is against the Lord Jesus.

Be Not Deceived!

25. Pingback: Godlike Productions Controlled Opposition/Gatekeepers: BANS (SRI) & Tavistock postings | 

USAHM News | The Media Hitman Has Arrived. Classified Information, and a Conspiracy?

26. freedom

07/10/2010 at 11:54 AM

Hey guys, great thread.
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I left GLP cold turkey after I was banned. I was on the Restore America thread and there were people who kept 

getting banned for ridiculous reasons, astonished I couldn’t believe them. So I posted a very normal link they said 

banned them just to prove they were telling the truth and lo and behold I got banned.

I couldn’t believe it. I contacted them telling them what happened and that I thought it was unfair that a user can be 

banned w/out realizing why. That they should post a list a key words or a warning that certain terms or links are not 

allowed so users can be informed they did something against their (strange) policy.

I was greeted basically w/ immaturity and venom from their staff. Scratching my head, I couldn’t believe it. I 

thought to myself, this site must be run by 13 year olds …

I had been viciously attacked by a user in the thread I was corresponding where he called me every vulgar name 

imaginable and completely out of no where. So putting two and two together, I picked up and left. I wasn’t going to 

waste my time over there.

Knowing business, I also filed a complaint to google adds against the site.

In my experience w/ GLP, I just knew there was something very, very, wrong w/ that site.

I encourage everyone who reads this note, never to go over there.

27. Jackson Curtis

07/10/2010 at 2:53 AM

(Disclaimer: This is my own person view point after studying COINTELPRO and disinformation tactics put out by 

the US government and the Cass Sunstein Conspiracy Theory Memo.)

Terror-O-Bloggers – Members of the AboveTopSecret and or GLP Blogging Forum who have participated in 

disinformation/cointelpro tactics either as a paid blogger to provide the material support of terrorism directed at the

US Citizens to promote a political ideology or for monetary gain.

These same Terror-O-Bloggers still push the Left vs Right Political Paradigm or supress other important 

information, attack religious beliefs or anyone that disagrees with their viewpoint instead of debating the facts or the

video evidence.

These bloggers directly attack individuals instead of information.

People need to be aware of these tactics. Learn how to spot DISINFORMATION AND COINTELPRO operations. The

media and internet news will change for you. I would suggest you join AboveTopSecret(dot)com and read their posts

for yourself. This is not a left vs right issue but whats right in your conscious. Not what the MEDIA tells you is right.

If you disagree with these people they will only attack instead of debating the facts. Some are better then others but 

all are very suspicious if they have a conscious.
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Some of these bloggers are very professional while others need to answer some serious questions about their 

motives.

OutKast Searcher

fasteddieok18

Angus123

hyperion.martin – Loves war/Promotes war

piddles

earthdude

Benevolent Heretic

warpcrafter

getreadyalready

damwel – Said glenn beck should be murdered

SaturnFX – Possible paid blogger

Southern Guardian – Possible paid blogger

TheWalkingFox

Reign02

Tigpoppa

mr-lizard

TheWalkingFox

Serenesupreme

RestingInPieces

TheOneElectric

kinda kurious

OldDragger

Xadaz

Spinalremain

rush969

Semus

Ahmose

hyperion.martin

Libertygal

total_slacker

GenRadek

dereks

pteridine

infinite

ganjoa

okbmd

weedwhacker



Spectral Norm

Sean48

Abcddcba

SFwife

Seagull

DopesickRenegade

MajinRoshi

SFwife

CanadianDream420

Harrytuttle

Justinsweatt

burdman30ott6

ogbert

Vinveezy

Racerzeke

Galadofwarthethird

whatukno

SeekerofTruth101

Tothetenthpower

OldDragger – Possible paid blogger

Skunknuts – Possible paid blogger

K J Gunderson

VintageEnvy

Ziltoid_the_Omniscient

GorehoundLarry

ImaginaryReality1984

Anthony1138

VintageEnvy

getreadyalready

Happyfeet

OddTimeSignature

Springer – MOD – bans anyone he disagrees with. Claims HOAXES on true stories

DaMod

OutKast Searcher

okamitengu

SmokeJaguar67

Isosceles

Tek-Neek55

vermonster



MaxBlack

Flatfish

David9176 – Possible paid blogger

Janky Red

network dude – Attacks Christianity

madnessinmysoul – Not Real News Sources

Anti-Evil – Citizen Spyer like Nazi Germany – Calling out youtube people who believe in the constitution are 

dangerous

traditionaldrummer – attacker

damwel – defamatory

ghostsoldier – Wants Marxist Revolution

Archirvion

tektek2012

expat2368

serbsta

12GaugePermissionSlip

lee anoma

Kaytagg

Caroline Miguel

Zeus2573

SpectreDC – Ad hom/saul alinsky tactics

 whatukno

08/13/2010 at 8:17 AM

Thank you, I just don’t know what to say, I am deeply honored to be on your list. It’s high praise to be sure.

 Jackson Curtis

08/15/2010 at 2:55 AM

I am glad you’re pleased.

If you’re a paid blogger then you’re participating in:

1. Rico Act. Using organized crime through extortion, bribery, murder in a group of two or more to commit a 

criminal act.

2. Patriot Act. Providing the material support of terrorism through US website outlets to promote a political 

ideology or for monetary gain
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3. Treason. Providing the attempted overthrow of the US Government as a possible paid agent of a foreign 

country or corporation.

If you’re not a paid blogger then I would ask what the hell is wrong with you?

Here are a couple more terror-o-bloggers that have been added.

LadySkadi

~Lucidity

 whatukno

08/26/2010 at 1:03 PM

Well, no, I am not paid to blog, I really wish I was, but sadly no.

Oh, and BTW, you spelled my username wrong on the new list, if you could be a dear and fix that for me?

Thanks,

Whatukno

 Luke

08/16/2010 at 8:12 AM

Speaking as ATS member xpert11 I didn’t make the list still it worth a laugh if nothing else .

 harrytuttle

08/26/2010 at 4:53 PM

Ok, if you don’t like being attacked, then I won’t attack you. I will attack your information.

Your information that I’m on your list of ATS’s who are cointelpro/disinfo/paid agents is 100% incorrect. That 

information is completely false. That information has absolutely no reason to exist in this universe.

I would like to speculate as to where your “information” came from, but I promised I wouldn’t attack you, so I 

won’t. I’m sure you’re a pretty nice fella.

But your information is a complete idiot.

 sunstreak

08/25/2010 at 6:35 AM

What no Phage on that list? He has to be a paid blogger or some government junkie. He always takes the side of 

NASA for some odd reason.
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 Zeus2573

09/01/2010 at 12:20 PM

I’m genuinely curious as to how you arrived to the conclusion to add me to this list of yours.

What criteria did I meet exactly?

Did you make your decision based on the content of my posts on ATS or GLP?

Please respond.

~Zeus

 Zeus2573

09/01/2010 at 12:27 PM

Do you have to be a member to reply here?

~Zeus

 intheknow7

09/01/2010 at 1:29 PM

No. Due to the nature of the subject matter, I don’t welcome bs comments — in the life of the blog I’ve rejected less 

than a handful of comments…Welcome! I must admit, the direction the GLP comment thread has taken fascinates 

me; especially the feuds :)

28. Jackson Curtis

07/10/2010 at 2:30 AM

Thanks for the post on this. This is a little rambly.

A while back I started getting suspicious of GLP and ATS because of stories they promoted and the blogging patterns

of the first 1-5 posts on the threads. If it was about NASA, Obama, UFO’s or Israel the agents were out in full force.

There were several members that did not seem right to me after I was attacked by the MOD springer for making the 

statement Obama wants to set up a dictatorship on the ATS website

So I began monitoring the bloggers on both sites. I looked for evidence and patterns of COINTELPRO and started 

tracking blogger names through google to see the patterns.

I found over 120 Govt agents on the ATS website (some could just be paid bloggers but I doubt it) and about 15 on 

GLP. The anonymous coward option didn’t allow me to track the bloggers around the net so I started noticing a 

pattern with the MOD Trinity.

This MOD Trinity was all over the place, he seemed to play both sides of the issue and would post one thread after 
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another on hit stories. Someone would ask where he got the information and he said he can’t remember.

So as I monitored trinity, on the GLP website the night before the healthcare vote. Actually 24 hours and the MOD 

Trinity posted a white house talking points about healthcare violence before the white house released the statement. 

So what right? Well it was almost word for word. Like the guy copy and pasted it from a MEMO. 24 hours before it 

was even released!

I confronted trinity and he banned me. So I started tracking him even heavier which brought me into the whole 

TAVISSTOCK thing. So me and others started testing GLP and sure enough, they were altering posts to cover up 

tavistock and GLP involvement in the CIA. And actually ATS does the same thing but I think you slipped past the 

filter for the time being.

And then you had Trinity’s threads about the BP Terrorism Oil Well Disaster, he was pumping propanda out left and

right. The guy blew he cover.

I am going to give you a couple bloggers to watch out for on the sites.

ATS

OldDragger –Possible Govt Employee

Sprinter –Possible Govt Employee Possible Ex or current CIA

Southern Guardian – Possible Govt Employee Possible Ex or current CIA

GLP

Trinity

These sites are very dangerous but I would encourage you to go and confront the bloggers on these sites. Don’t attack

them personally, attack their arguments and watch their patterns.

Also inform them that Trinity, GLP and , Springer/Above Top Secret, LLC have violated and participated in the 

following:

1. Violations of the Rico Act. Using organized crime, extortion and or murder to promote a political ideology through

US Media outlets.

2. Violations of the Patriot Act. Providing the material support of terrorism through US Media outlets to promote a 

political ideology or for monetary gain.

3. Violations of the Patriot Act. Using terrorism through US Media outlets to promote a political ideology or for 

monetary gain.

4. TREASON. The attempted overthrow of the US government through media outlets

One last thing….If you scroll to the bottom of the GLP website where the disclaimer is. You will notice a word called 

‘Social Justice.’ This is code word for communist.

If anyone could confront Trinity on the streets on VIDEO CAMERA with these accusations I would really appreciate 

it. If we could ever find his face.

 intheknow7

07/10/2010 at 7:02 AM

any Intel posted here contributing to overall exposure of principals, and or associates,sycophants, or minions (Jason 

Lucas/Alex Shemesh) of global mgt team (“GMT”) is appreciated — that is the sole purpose of this blog. Pls ck 

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-723
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back often as Intel is added to older posts; Palin Intel asSITREPs due to ongoing efforts of GMT to use her as U.S. 

“go to” distraction tool, cash cow, while positioning her as modern-day Esther for deluded 

supporters… Moderator’s feelings re: GMT are made clear here…

Tx for comments.

29. intheknow7

06/30/2010 at 4:14 AM

Thanks to all for making this blogging experience a major success!

Listed on WordPress.com “Growing Blogs” at no. 95

http://botd.wordpress.com/2010/05/25/growing-blogs-1486/

Would again urge all to read accounts of MK-Ultra Mind Control Survivors in PDF version, listed in sidebar and at 

bottom of most posts…

For those unfamiliar w/ongoing abominable Mind Control please read MK-Ultra Program Guide

Be Well & Stay Vigilant

30. changling

06/29/2010 at 10:24 PM

This thread has gotten so big I’m having trouble finding comments that I want to reply to.

 intheknow7

06/29/2010 at 11:00 PM

Alright, alright…DISQUS coming soon! I was reluctant to subject commenters to yet another layer of 

tracking/surveillance…but alas, I surrender — BTW it’s really surprising that this thread generates the most 

comments, I thought either the MK-Ultra Program Guide or the Palin Intel would be the hotspot…go figure.

Be Well

31. R.R.

06/17/2010 at 11:33 AM

I add to this a serious Podcast Interview with Ken O’Keefe who survived the Israeli attack on the Freedom/Peace 

Flotilla unarmed on USA Memorial Day. Truth NO Shill. You ALL deserve to hear Truth minus corrupt Agendas. 

This despite the horror of this event and massacre had hope for Heroic Souls like many of You.

Please listen to this and pass it on:
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http://theuglytruth.podbean.com/2010/06/16/the-ugly-truth-podcast-june-17-2010/

Further a site on the Palin propaganda Game:

http://mindcontrolandpropaganda.wordpress.com/2010/03/28/sarah-palin-propagandist-extraordinaire/

We are all in a War that we did NOT start. It has gone on a very long time before Your birth and You ALL were like I,

born into a Slavery not seeing the bars of captivity. Seduced to enjoy it in decay morally and Spiritually. The Time is 

short and we are ALL literal seconds to Midnight and the WWIII Event like it or not. Out of it (Ordo ab Chao) ONLY 

can come the NWO the “Elites” have wanted so bad for millennia by their filth ancestors…

Start in Your backyard and fight a good fight. It has to start Grassroots first.

The Podcast reminded me of where I am and need to be in Life listening to Mr. O’Keefe’s words. I salute his courage 

in the face of death and torture and being made a victim of criminal sociopaths who are paving the way for the 666 

Game coming sooner than most realize or want to cop to.

(NO, I am NOT a Church-banger)

I will close with a Quote by a Native American Chief who was asked why he warred against the USA Gov. and 

Military despite being so outnumbered and outgunned while he fought on to save his People from slavery, 

humiliation, degradation, rape and theft… he said this and it IS my Life 24/7… consider it for YOU:

“It is better to die standing than live on one’s knees.”

Peace out.

 intheknow7

06/17/2010 at 11:58 AM

“It is better to die standing than live on one’s knees.”

===========================

THAT’S WHAT I LIVE BY!

 changling

06/23/2010 at 2:07 AM

This is the best thread in the world.

 intheknow7

06/23/2010 at 3:57 AM

flattery will get you everywhere :)

32. R.R.
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06/17/2010 at 5:25 AM

PS ~ Afghanistan now grows 93% of World’s Opium and it’s not just Street Dope BUT Big Pharma is in on this 

corrupt filth too Bigtime.

More people die of Prescription Dope than Street Dope every year. Most patients have NO idea their Doctors are 

getting huge kickbacks from Big Pharma for Prescribing their Dope that often isn’t tested like 

Vioxx/Valium/Methamphetamine/Opiates/Barbituates/Psych Meds which have killed millions… not to mention 

Rumsfeld as CEO got Poison Aspartame/Sugar Substitute passed illegally by FDA then in 80’s.

And Methamphetamine and Benzodiazepines like Valium were developed in ISRAEL by MOSSAD for Mind 

Control… as former Chemist/Consultant I can also tell You also that “Crack” Cocaine has been stepped on chemically

with agents that make the “high” way different than “Rock Cocaine” Hydrochloride which is liquid before it is 

exposed to air to crystallize; and “Crack” comes to places in a paste form like Elmer’s Glue before it hits Street to be 

stepped on by Dope Dealers. The ASTM Tests Atomic Absorption and Mass-Spectroscopy will bear what I have said 

here and they read out Chemical and Elemental constituents in readouts.

The biggest “Crack” import point in the 80’s was Mena, Arkansas under the Satanist Clintons and they are Blood 

Relations to Satanist Traitor Bush Clan. They left a lot of dead bodies in the wake of that before Iran-Contra which 

was shut down so they weren’t exposed in the Dope Show.

The biggest Exporter of MDMA/Ecstasy/”X” is ISRAEL who doubtless helped develope it by MOSSAD off MDA 

Saffrole based Dope.

 peppercorn

06/17/2010 at 5:43 AM

So what does the new MDMA do to its users? Mollify them?

And why have the banned natural stuff like DMT? Are people seeing through the veil with it?

 R.R.

06/17/2010 at 9:00 AM

That’s a loaded question.

The Erowid Vault is great Info about ALL Psychoactive Drugs/Plants/Mushrooms out there.

For MDMA, it comes from precursor MDA from Safrole making it semi-synthetic, not fully artificial like say 

Methamphetamine:

http://www.erowid.org/

http://www.erowid.org/chemicals/mdma/mdma.shtml

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safrole
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“Safrole, also known as shikimol, is a colorless or slightly yellow oily liquid. It is typically extracted from the root-

bark or the fruit of sassafras plants in the form of sassafras oil, or synthesized from other related methylenedioxy 

compounds.

“It is the principal component of brown camphor oil, and is found in small amounts in a wide variety of plants, 

where it functions as a natural pesticide. Ocotea cymbarum oil made from Ocotea pretiosa, a plant growing in 

Brazil, and sassafras oil made from Sassafras albidum, a tree growing in eastern North America, are the main 

natural sources for safrole. It has a characteristic “candy-shop” aroma.

It is a precursor in the synthesis of the insecticide synergist piperonyl butoxide and the recreational drug MDMA 

(“Ecstasy.”)

http://www.mdma.net/

Here’s a FAQ that can be helpful:

http://www.ecstasy.org/qanda/index.html

MDA & MDMA are NOT Psychedelics, but are Empathogens; and they have been used in Psychology for Good 

like LSD which is Legal in parts of Europe for Therapy like DMT.

http://www.empathogens.com/

Alkaloids and so on have been long used Sacramentally… even in the Middle East as seen by Dr. John M. 

Allegro’s:

“The Sacred Mushroom & The Cross”

This goes back in time and though Allegro misses it in sections, he hit the use of Psychedelics by the Occult 

Sanhedrin in Jesus’ times tied to the Babylonian Occult Mysteries like Egypt.

Or:

“Soma: Divine Mushroom of Immortality.” (1968.)

-by- Wasson, R. Gordon.

Allegro was one of the serious Theologians who researched the Dead Sea Scrolls and was taken out of it by 

corruption seen in this book:

“The Dead Sea Scrolls Deception”

(1991, ISBN 0-671-73454-7) is a non-fiction book by authors Michael Baigent and Richard Leigh. This book in 

1991 also exposed the Vatican Head of the Office of the Inquisition and his corruption named Cardinal Joseph 

Ratzinger/Pope Benedict XVI=16th Card of the Major Arcana of the Tarot the Blasted Tower (911?)

However, Baigent and Leigh were co-authors of Gnostic “Holy Blood, Holy Grail.” Still worth reading and not 

throwing out the baby with the bathwater so to speak.

http://www.empathogens.com/
http://www.ecstasy.org/qanda/index.html
http://www.mdma.net/


As to author Michael Baigent:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Baigent

“A Freemason and a Grand Officer of the United Grand Lodge of England, he has been editor of Freemasonry 

Today since April 2001, which he has used as a platform for a more liberal approach to Freemasonry.”

He is one very serious High Mason featured in the UK and on covers of Masonic Magazines.

And oui, he’s been places like Balmoral in the UK in the Masque like say “Eyes Wide Shut” or “The Eternal 

(2004)” fictional Vampiress movie about Countess Erzsébet Bathory in the Masquerade scene in Venice, Italy 

where a lot of the Black Nobility Bloodlines are rooted in History.

Understand that Shills use a Lake of Truth to hide an Ounce of Poison.

They are often Courtiers of the Elites as post-modern Misanthropes.

The Reason of making Psychoactive Substances is multi-faceted but one main Reason is they do open 

Spirit/Mind/Being and Consciousness even though one has to write off the illusions that come from its use. They 

can trigger Psychic Talents too… and “Elites” fear this…

The “Elites” prefer to see countless Slaves addicted to Dope that shuts the Spirit/Mind/Being off and is highly 

physically addictive like Crack-Cocaine/Heroin/Meth. Simple.

 Tex

06/18/2010 at 12:55 AM

What do you think of mj? I say stay away!

 peppercorn

06/18/2010 at 3:17 AM

Of the six things humans need: nutrients, calories, water, air, sun rays, peace and truth…

The elites have managed to feed us: junkfood, mercury laden fructose, oilwater and chemtrails, sunblock full of 

carcinogens, perpetual warfare, and GLP – i.e. piles and layers of half truths until no one can peal off all the 

layers anymore.

All this work is not just for money and control.

 intheknow7

06/22/2010 at 11:50 PM
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Once the populace has been programmed (mind controlled) to believe that their leaders are there 

benefactors, when presented w/ mountains of evidence to the contrary, most will reject this Intel 

out of hand, and accuse the presenters of subversion and or insanity — media has and continues to 

play it’s role as chief accuser exceedingly well. The institutions relied upon to keep gov’t in check have been set 

up by global mgt. team and work seamlessly w/media to obstruct and deceive, thus so-called investigations go 

nowhere, and populace is satisfied there’s no substance to allegations of conspiracy.

33. peppercorn

06/16/2010 at 12:13 PM

Yes, My last trips to GLP indicated a real step down. They didn’t even have the latest news on there about the trillion 

dollars worth of rare minerals known by the US Military before their invasion of Afghanistan. Either that or they 

banned it! Very poor reporting and pinning

 intheknow7

06/16/2010 at 2:38 PM

very true…and when is MSM going to pick up on the FACT that Afghanistan (the Taliban) is the no. 1 

producer of heroin,supplying addicts all over Europe; that’s what Bush, Rumsfeld, Cheney & Co. wanted to 

control!

Three biggest and most profitable businesses on earth — oil, arms, drugs (legal and illegal)

 R.R.

06/17/2010 at 5:12 AM

You forgot the most profitable Scam since time began… RELIGION.

All of the above came from the old Mystery Cults in real human history…

Sports to make Military and entertain and select moron thugs for service; Theatre/Entertainment for Ritual and 

to dull the masses and satiate their decadence or seduce them into it… booze/drugs/sex… Politics, Cops to 

enforce the Rulers… dirty intrigues, poisoning, bribes/blackmail… ALL from RELIGION.

History has shown that thug 1984 Big Brother tactics are a Last Resort and don’t last long and will produce 

dissent and fall apart fast and hard like Nazi Germany/Fascist Italy/”Imperial” Japan in WWII prime examples…

BUT…

The seductive Brave New World with repeat NLP propaganda with flattery with Ritual/Soma=Dope-Booze with 

Sex and Luxury with grandiose Decadence glorified makes Slaves who love their Slavery and will self-police 

Dissidents who ruin their Party…
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Welcome to Amerikkka and Europe… even “Alternative News” is a perverse form of Entertainment as much as 

Mass Media now having been infiltrated badly by the Shills listed here…

The Brave New World is NOT new… Rome was able to hold Power this way until it collapsed form within after 

long Centuries in Rule as Empire. It was NOT Enemies without that brought Rome down but corruption and 

decay within… decadent lives… and so it was with Greece before them and their pederasty and corrupt decay like 

Rome… false splendour indeed.

And this is what the Shills are hiding is they ALWAYS preach 1984 thug s**t but hide the seductive Brave New 

World approach to Totalitarianism they themselves Love as Misanthropes as Moliere wrote well of in the 1600’s…

 intheknow7

06/17/2010 at 5:25 AM

Oh yes! as moderator repeatedly smacks his forehead :)

 Tex

06/18/2010 at 12:47 AM

Cathy Obrien claimed that it was bushes and cheynes drug of choice, pure unaltered heroin.

34. Tex

06/16/2010 at 8:01 AM

Something is going on. Whoever said GLP was about to go was spot on! Keep the pressure on Noah!

35. intheknow7

06/16/2010 at 5:33 AM

There very well may be a similar situation going on at so-called anti-Palin blogs Immoral Minority (IM) run by 

Jesse Griffin a.k.a. Gryphen &Palingates, run by Patrick & Regina. Since June, they’ve BANNED & 

SCRUBBED all comments from this blog! There’s a real “clanninsh” feel, and a deliberate effort to block Intel 

from their readers…

see SITREP (SP003) posted on Anatomy of Sarah L. Palin (revised)

36. Laura

06/10/2010 at 3:37 PM

I see that some of the GLP folks have joined the discussion.
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37. Fiftee

06/10/2010 at 1:15 AM

This has to be bcs they can not hide the truth any longer. That filth of a website is SO heavily moderated that even a 

brain dead iguana can tell that scam of data mining site is just a shill fest. As somebody said earlier they will crash 

and burn pretty soon. Oh, wait there will be another change of ownership and everything will be okay… fuck you 

trinity.

38. intheknow7

06/09/2010 at 11:38 AM

Excellent! read it myself…does sound like he’s worried, and for good reason…are we not already being stressed out 

enough, being “counted as sheep for slaughter”by Jason’s (Trinity’s) masters, who should be brought before a 

civilian tribunal…

39. This is Great

06/09/2010 at 9:30 AM

Check out this thread by “MDR” on glp. It’s so right on. The thread title is, “How to spot the true agents/shills on a 

forum..we are at war, have you noticed?.”

“First off …research and tally the amount of threads they post and the number of replies they make to their own and 

others threads. When they are in the “Office” they are working. Its a full time job. Their actions on a forum are not 

consistant with those of a recreational poster.They come in bursts and groups. Some of the professionals on this 

board, and i will refrain from naming names at this time, have a tremendous amount of material that they are 

posting and replying to. The amount of time needed to research the topics (many do have their research supplied) , 

plus the time on site, both posting and moderating their targets, is a lot of work and a full time position. Yes there 

are psychopaths, compulsives, and general nutjobs, as well as homebound or artfully employed people who might be

on the site alot, but their patterns are different. They too can post a serious amount of information and monitor 

replies but most of it is specific to one area of interest. Agents have broad topics to attempt to control inside of an 

arena, rarely are they specialized, budgets dont allow for that…yet………… So how do you find them? Start by looking 

at who is most active…. Then compare it to what information you have about them and work from there……. Happy 

hunting to you all and in the near future lets compare notes. ……..There is a war for your mind being waged. It is 

being fought by you from your keyboard….. You have made a decision and entered the arena…. it is the modern 

battlefield..be prepared for what lurks here and be smart…….. remember that everything you look at, everything you 

say, everything you type, is available to many elements. None of them are “good” Be Smart and stay safe MDR”

Hopefully, this thread won’t get deleted…

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1093477/pg1
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 Jackson Curtis

08/14/2010 at 6:32 PM

Thanks. You said what I said but not in a rambling sort of way.

40. comments

06/09/2010 at 3:59 AM

ITK7, Is there a way to sort comments by date? Im interested in this discussion but its hard to make out what has 

been newly wirtten and what hasn’t without combing through the whole comments section. Keep up the good work!

 intheknow7

06/09/2010 at 5:21 AM

there probably is, but I’m so “content driven” I neglect the comments section, I’ll ck it out…

Tx for compliments and for stopping by!

41. earl

06/05/2010 at 8:31 AM

every time I visit GLP now I get hit with Exploit virus

 Rebel80

06/29/2010 at 10:29 AM

I believe they may have got me too…Any advice on what tools I can use to fix. Those clowns days are numbered, 

great site by the way!

42. changling

06/04/2010 at 1:08 PM

GLP should change its name to “News with Screws”

Either that or GULP (God UnLike Productions)

43. David icke

06/04/2010 at 3:13 AM

someone earlier asked about Icke. This should end all debates…http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DBvXHfkq9s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DBvXHfkq9s
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 R.R.

06/05/2010 at 11:20 AM

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/codex_magica/codex_magica08.htm

Say… that Handshake Icke makes with Project Camelot dude and female BOTH looking real arrogant like they’re 

slick-n-devious means he must be a Freemason thinking he’s Studly Do-Right and she’s clearly an Eastern Star and

that arrogant look on her face being a Skankette when they do that funny Handshake…

is EXACTLY like Tony Blair with “Queen”ELizabeth II’s funny Handshake:

And all these other famous people doing that very same funny Handshake… like Zechariah Sitchin the Annunaki 

Boyyy with Russell Pine/”Jordan Maxwell” and more…

Then those famous Religious characters like Billy Graham and TBN Paul Crouch and so on…

http://www.cephas-library.com/masonic_handshakes/masonic_handshakes_of_the_christian_elite.html

Like old “Lion’s Paw” 700 Club Pat Robertson… Pat Robertson’s father, Senator Absalom Willis Robertson, a 

Democrat, was a fabulously wealthy Illuminist insider. The elder Robertson was Chairman of the U. S. Senate’s 

powerful Committee on Banking and Currency and later served as a “consultant” to the World Bank.

There’s pics of Billy Graham on the web making that same funny Handshake like Icke=Shill=Misanthrope with 

33rd Degree+ Illuminati Minerval+ President Harry S. Truman too…

http://www.whale.to/b/graham.html

http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Wolves/700_club.htm

Aw sucks 4 f**ks… are You saying what I think You’re saying?

http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=34620.0

O’ alA$$… boo-hoo in the poo-poo…

Another Stephen Queen whorror movie:

“Children Who’ve Been Corned, Chapter 2: Human French-Pastry as Cherry-Bendovers”

 awesome

06/06/2010 at 12:27 AM

thanks, well said.

 Jackson Curtis

08/14/2010 at 6:36 PM

This is the one you really want about Icke.
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So sad.

44. She's a Witch

06/03/2010 at 1:00 PM

Reality is B.S. had something interesting to say about the shills on GLP:

“The thing you will notice about GLP is that shills get changed from time to time. Once people catch on to who they 

are they lose their affectiveness and then their is mass bannings to provide cover for all shill changes. In the last 

operation they got rid of people like Guns and God some goat guy and others. In came Texgalfor lies, Scrum, 

19teenpedophile and the like.”

So true. I remember the mass banning debacle of late 2009. What a major F-up that was! And on queue rolled in 

pretty boy Scrump and voluptuous vixen TexGal to carry on the torch. Do they think we’re idiots? They must! No 

more. Their magick is failing them.

 David icke

06/04/2010 at 3:35 AM

do you have a link? (what is reality is bs? a website?)

 She's a Witch

06/04/2010 at 10:50 AM

Reality is B.S. is a poster on GLP.

45. It's Obvious

06/03/2010 at 11:32 AM

Lol… Now TxGal4Truth has got a huge ass banner in her sig line that says “YESHUA.” Yeah, those butt monkeys are 

reading this blog I’ll say.

R.R., very interesting post you made. Can you please tell us more. I’m curious how you escaped the family and still 

live to tell the tale.

 R.R.

06/03/2010 at 4:49 PM

You ask a loaded Question… there are a good number of Families among the “Elites”… and some Royal Families 

are minor and not even in Europe or the U.K. and take no part on the filth as now.
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Please understand all Royals are not all bad. I respect Friend & Liege Prince Hans Adam II of Lichtenstein, only 63 

square miles in size for refusing outright to surrender his tiny Nation’s Independence and Sovereignty to be a 

European Union Member Nation like the 27 who either Sold Out or were blackmailed and forced into it like 

Ireland. Liechtenstein is like the “Mouse that Roared” novel in a way.

Also, in shifting times, a fair number of minor Royal Families left Europe and the U.K. to other Countries to settle, 

particularly in the U.K. when the House Hanover took over in 1714 and mass migration in the 1800’s under tyrant 

Hanover German Victoria and her hubby of Germanic Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Edward.

Many Families left seeing them as Usurpers which they were/ARE, and refused outright to Marry into their Lines 

to Legitimize their Titles… so they had to change their name to “Windsor” in the early 20th Century and they 

married a True Brit in Diana Spencer to use her a breeding-stock then they murdered her at the 13th Pillar in Paris 

that sits under a phallic Obelisk on the land above that area in the middle of a 5-point Star. That area was a 

cavernous Diana Cult area in ancient Gaul.

Some of my own Family is rooted in Plantagenet-York into Tudor on, and a small minor Scottish Clan around long 

before Robert the Bruce and Stuart. My Family left the U.K. in part in 1604 on one side and in the 1800’s to escape 

Hanover Victoria and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha Edward. I grew up traveling from the USA to Europe in part. One of my 

Great-Great Grandfathers was a Colonel in the Civil War in the North Union and later in Politique and was a High 

Freemason and knew Pike and Mazzini and a 33rd Degree is but a possible Minerval in the Illuminati end of 

things… food chains… he quit it all when he saw what it was all about… and the seductions… and terminal end…

The “Elites” are NOT true Predators… they are but Parasites like ticks/mosquitos/lampreys… and like these 

Parasites in Nature, they infect their Host with their disease. The Deception that they want People to think is they 

are big bad Predators… but they’re just Parasites in Reality and have private fears and paranoia and much 

delusion… they mock and laugh at People as “peasants” and the Truth is they are just PISSANTS living in Denial 

which is an Acrostic for:

Don’t

Even

kNow

I

Am

Lying

Not all the Royals Minor were/are out doing Satanic filth like the Usurpers “Windsor”/Etc. at Balmoral or Chateau 

Amerois in Belgium/Castle of the Dark Mother whose Ritual Area is like a domed ceiling in a planetarium with 

lights in astrological shapes as the “Thousand Points of Light” that Bush Sr. boasted of before the USA in his filthy 

1988 speech and that set off a lot of alarms to many who know that World that he openly boasted of that place 

where the Pink Ballet is known of there…



In 2008 in June, Brown and Mandelson illegally against Parliament signed the EU’s Lisbon Treaty which IS the 

Constitution of the EU and the blue goatskin (Baphomet) bound Document was taken next to Queen ELizabeth II 

to sign behind closed doors and she gave Royal Assent to it in essence selling out the U.K. and ALL the 

Commonwealth Colonies under British Admiralty Maritime Corporate Law like the USA, Canada, New Zealand, 

Australia/Etc. And the Implications are that the EU can send NATO Troops to ALl those locations to enforce their 

Laws like the USA with over 600 FEMA Camps waiting for Martial Law and some are staffed by foreign NATO 

already there. This act of betrayal also showed without doubt that they are NOT “figureheads” in the U.K. but Rule 

behind scenes and people all upset at Blair and Brown need to look instead at the Black Nobility who pull their 

strings as the pathetic puppets they are and fall-guys well paid to be that no different than Bush Jr. and his ilk… 

look behind them to who pulls their strings.

http://www.teachersparadise.com/ency/en/wikipedia/c/ca/canadian_monarchy.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_monarchy_in_Australia#Queen_of_Australia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Hanover

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victoria_of_the_United_Kingdom

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saxe-Coburg_and_Gotha#House

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_VII_of_the_United_Kingdom

NOW… “Queen” ELizabeth II is NOT the Head of the House of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha either despite her Authority… 

that man is Prince Andreas who well might be the “Pindar” character that even Icke=Shill wrote of in one of his 

books… I’ll leave that one for You to think well on…

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andreas,_Prince_of_Saxe-Coburg_and_Gotha

http://www.sachsen-coburg-gotha.de/

http://www.sachsen-coburg-gotha.de/?Das_Herzogshaus:Die_Familie_heute:Prinz_Andreas

Quote:

“Later in the book (Biggest Secret), Icke says that “Pindar, the ‘Marquis de Libeaux’ travels in a white limousine (A 

‘code-white’ is a code understood by judges, police, the military etc and it means: look the other way or do not 

prosecute this person).” On page 453 of the same book, Icke states that ” … the Queen makes cruel remarks about 

lesser initiates, but is afraid of the man code-named ‘Pindar’ (the Marquis de Libeaux) who is higher than her in 

Satanic rank. Pindar, apparently, bears a resemblance to Prince Charles. Arizona Wilder says that Pindar is 

Charles’ real father.” 

Go look at Prince Andreas WHO is the REAL Head of the House Saxe-Coburg-Gotha… NOT ELizabeth II who 

really is NOT even a Tudor/Plantagenet as Elizabeth I was long ago.

Elizabeth II is the first monarch to be styled sovereign of Australia. In 1953 the Australian Parliament passed two 

bills. The first was the Royal Style and Titles Act 1953. This added the word ‘Australia’ to the Queen’s titles. (A 

British bill of the same name had fixed the title ‘Queen of the United Kingdom and of Her other Realms and 

Territories in 1952). In 1973 a further Act removed ‘Defender of the Faith’ from her Australian title. [26] In 1958 

Elizabeth amended the letters patent of Victoria which constituted the office of Governor-General.

Until then Australian constitutional documents were signed by the monarch and counter-signed by a British 

http://www.sachsen-coburg-gotha.de/?Das_Herzogshaus:Die_Familie_heute:Prinz_Andreas
http://www.sachsen-coburg-gotha.de/
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_monarchy_in_Australia#Queen_of_Australia
http://www.teachersparadise.com/ency/en/wikipedia/c/ca/canadian_monarchy.html


minister of state. But now such documents were to be counter-signed by the Prime Minister of Australia. Further, 

they were to be sealed with the Royal Great Seal of the Commonwealth of Australia. Victoria’s letters patent had 

ordered a Great Seal for Australia in 1900, but it was never made. On 19 October 1955 Elizabeth, advised by Prime 

Minister Robert Menzies, issued a warrant for the Seal.

The Royal Powers Act 1953 further secured the Sovereign’s new status as Queen of Australia by conferring on her 

powers that the Constitution did not give her. The Queen could now preside at Federal Executive Councils in 

person and open the Commonwealth Parliament. Elizabeth II has performed both actions three times each.

http://www.atgpress.com/kifap/britcol/b1.htm

http://www.apfn.org/apfn/bcolony.htm

Want to know WHO controls Social Security in USA as of 1997 ???

http://www.apfn.org/apfn/queen.htm

Quote:

“Queen Elizabeth controls and has amended U.S. Social Security, as follows:         S.I. 1997 NO.1778 The Social 

Security ( United States of America) Order 1997 Made 22nd of July 1997 coming into force 1st September 1997. At 

the Court at Buckingham Palace the 22nd day of July 1997. Now, therefore Her Majesty an pursuance of section 

179 (1) (a) and (2) of the Social Security Administration Act of 1992 and all other powers enabling Her in that 

behalf, is please, by and with advise of Her privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered as follows:    ”This 

Order may be cited as the Social Security (United States of America) Order 1997 and shall come into force on 1st 

September 1997.”    Does this give a new meaning to Federal Judge William Wayne Justice stating in court that he 

takes his orders from England? This order goes on to redefine words in the Social Security Act and makes some 

changes in United States Law.”

What of the odd gold fringe with 2 gold tassels on the USA Flag in Senate and District Courts all over?

http://www.apfn.org/_private/flag.htm

What IS the United States BAR Association among Lawyers?

http://www.apfn.org/apfn/secretoath.htm

“BAR” stands for “British Accreditation Research”

The District of Columbia is an Independent City-State with its own Constitution that is NOT the United States’ 

Constitution exactly like the other two Independent City States within the Cities they are located, The City of 

London within London in the UK and Vatican City within Rome. These three Polis=City-States have their own 

Independent Constitutions NOT subject to the Laws of the Cities and Nations they are in.

Want proof? Go here to research the Constitution of the District of Columbia for it by Law must be in Public 

Domain in Corporate/Monetary Codes:

http://government.westlaw.com/linkedslice/default.asp?SP=DCC-1000

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/toc/default.aspx?Abbr=dc%2Dst

%2Dweb&Action=expandtree&AP=N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F&ItemKey=N19707620913011DBA

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/toc/default.aspx?Abbr=dc-st-web&Action=expandtree&AP=N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F&ItemKey=N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F&RP=%2Ftoc%2Fdefault.wl&Service=TOC&RS=WEBL10.05&VR=2.0&SPa=DCC-1000&fragment#N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/toc/default.aspx?Abbr=dc-st-web&Action=expandtree&AP=N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F&ItemKey=N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F&RP=%2Ftoc%2Fdefault.wl&Service=TOC&RS=WEBL10.05&VR=2.0&SPa=DCC-1000&fragment#N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F
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2F4F7F5ABD6B58F&RP=%2Ftoc%2Fdefault%2Ewl&Service=TOC&RS=WEBL10.05&VR=2.0&SPa=DCC-

1000&fragment#N19707620913011DBA2F4F7F5ABD6B58F

 David icke

06/04/2010 at 3:34 AM

Thx for your post. Interesting!

 It's Obvious

06/04/2010 at 10:54 AM

R.R., thanks for the info. Looking forward to reading all of your links when I have time this weekend.

Who is the Dark Mother? And what is the Pink Ballet? Have you been inside the MOD castle?

 changling

06/04/2010 at 1:06 PM

The Dark Mother is the satanic counterpart of the divine mother, or earth mother. The dark mother smothers 

life instead of nurturing it. The Pick Ballet is the choreographed build up to child sacrifice. It can also refer to 

the dance of pretending to be normal and compassionate, which includes all the lies, dressing up, pretending 

and politics they go through to hide their true intents and natures.

 R.R.

06/04/2010 at 1:38 PM

Another loaded question…

Start here:

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1135141/posts

Quote:

“Rumours about the sex parties, the so-called “Pink Ballets” (les Ballets Roses), have been rampant in Belgium 

for about two decades. The names of prominent politicians and even the present Belgian King, Albert (who 

succeeded his brother in 1993 and used to have a reputation for being a playboy), had been mentioned in this 

connection, but nobody had been able to prove anything. Rumours about the “Pink Ballets” persisted, but many

journalists denounced them as being the Belgian political equivalent of the Loch Ness monster. Though some 

claim to have seen its shadow, serious people do not believe it exists.”

Belgium has long had a LOT of Human-Trafficking gone on like the Marc Dutroux Case that spilled a lot and 

many cover-ups.

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1135141/posts
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“Les Ballets Roses”/Pink Ballet is a Ritual that contains pedophile sex and human sacrifice like Baal and 

Moloch all as One.

http://www.isgp.eu/dutroux/Belgian_X_dossiers_of_the_Dutroux_affair.htm

You can download ALL this site on Covert Politique here:

http://www.isgp.eu/

Go there and study well… Most Researchers keep hitting on the U.K. and USA in Conspiracy and ZOG in Israel 

no doubt… BUT… Europe has a LOT that needs to be studied and seen as much or more like all the Implications

of the EU and Lisbon Treaty that will soon affect You ALL.

Here’s a little video on Chateau Amerois:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux

http://www.isgp.eu/dutroux/Belgian_X_dossiers_the_accused.htm

In his writings (“Bloodlines of the Illuminati”, p. 205) and speeches, Fritz Springmeier mentions a secret castle 

located near the village of Muno in Belgium. This castle would, according to him, be a center of the occult and 

have a cathedral inside with a dome with 1,000 lights. This castle is referred to as the Mothers-of-Darkness 

castle. Monarch programming would be performed on children there. This castle is also sometimes referred to 

as the “Castle of Kings”. Its real name is “Château des Amerois” and it is located in Bouillon (Belgium), near the 

village of Muno. This castle and its domain, the Muno forest, belonged to Prince Philippe of Saxe-Cobourg-

Gotha, Count of Flanders and father of King Albert I. He bought the property in 1869 to the Marquis van der 

Noot d’Assche. The castle of Romantic style was built in 1877 for Philippe of Saxe-Cobourg Gotha by the 

architect Gustave Saintenoy. It has 365 windows.

NOTE the old Family Name of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha… ring any bells???

Don’t forget the current EU President, Herman van Rompuy, is from BELGIUM seemingly out of nowhere… 

don’t think this little scum-boyyy hasn’t been part of the “Les Ballets Roses” at Chateau Amerois among the 

Euro “Elites”… he even writes “Haiku” pervy-poetry featured on “Elite” lil’ Ms. Arianna Huffington’s liberal 

diss-information news site:

(note that young spoiled Arianna was a Cult Member into Osho/Bhagwan Rajneesh when it was going real bad, 

not all his fault… RIP)

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/04/16/eu-president-haiku-herman_n_540264.html

As to Herman van Rompuy:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_Van_Rompuy

http://www.hermanvanrompuy.be/

“A Belgian politician of the Christian Democratic and Flemish party, he served as the 49th Prime Minister of 

Belgium from 30 December 2008 until his predecessor (Yves Leterme) succeeded him on 25 November 2009.

http://www.hermanvanrompuy.be/
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“On 19 November 2009 Van Rompuy was elected by the members of the European Council as the first 

permanent President of the European Council under the Treaty of Lisbon.”

I’ll just state the lil’ Herman van RUMPoy is one who is Prime Example of one who gave a Head to get Ahead to 

his “Elite” Masters in Belgium and the EU.

So my personal nickname for this peasant=pissant is:

“Wank Lord.”

Belgium was founded in 1830 and was/is an artificial NWO-Proto creation rife with corruption, though some 

Techno Bands I know there personally and actually like sonically such as “The Lords of Acid” is based there 

with Independent Techno Label, Mostiko…

I’ll give You all a lil’ Sample of Belgium Music, OK???

Enjoy mon Amis/Amies:

Here’s the Lords of Acid’s lil’ Warning Song about Sexually Transmitted Diseases/STD’s:

And about Relationships and Luv in Belgium:

All of the above are filled with the Masquerade & Euro Monarch… now You know.

As to the Dark Mother… very simple…

Babylon founder Tyrant Nimrod’s incestuous Mommy-Lover, the Queen of Heaven, Semiramis;

also called Ishtar in Babylon;

the Cult migrated to Egypt later as twins, Isis and Her Sister Nephthys who are Symbols in Canis Major right 

where the Belt of Orion points left to Sirius which IS a Binary Star System of brightest star(s) in the night, 

Sirius-A=Isis/Virgin that circles with its dark sister star, Sirius-B=Nephthys/Whore…

Later many names… Diana the Huntress, Aphrodite of Erotic Love, Cybele, and even whitewashed by the 

Vatican as Mother Mary for Mariolatry which is Queen of Heaven Worship that Jeremiah the Prophet 

condemned by God during the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon for Israel and Judah’s massive Evils over

time… it’s all the same Root in Babylon with Semiramis and Nimrod…

Look, the World’s Oldest Profession is NOT Prostitution… but… RELIGION. And from the ancient Temples 

came Prostitution and the old Priests and Priestesses were the World’s first Pimps and Madams. Also came 

Sports to train/indoctrinate for Military, and Usury=Fractional Debt where International Banking came from, 

to Politique and Military/Cops to enforce the Tyrants Rule… and the Entertainment Industry that was 

developed far more later in Pre-Hellenic Greece and the Dionysia in Spring with Theatre…

Go research and see… try here:



http://therr9.wordpress.com/2009/09/27/worlds-oldest-profession-religion/

This IS a deadly serious Game mon Amis/Amies; and Losers… DIE.

 It's Obvious

06/06/2010 at 10:16 AM

Thanks, R.R., for the reply and the material to research.

Do you mind if I ask you some more questions? You mentioned that you were a former insider with bloodline 

ties. There’s a lot of circulation on the net about a bloodline of the “gods” or the “nephilim” having Rh 

negative blood type. Are you Rh negative?

And for further clarification on who the Dark Mother is, you have mentioned the Queen of Heaven/Ishtar, or 

her various other aliases, but do you believe there to be a specific flesh and blood woman on earth who is 

possessed with that particular entity, and if so, do you know in which country she lives and whether she is the 

ruler over all of the occult world, including the men?

Lastly — not meaning to bombard you with questions — I enjoyed reading your web page about the “sit down, 

stand up,” sing the same song lines over and over again hypnotic routine in most religious organizations 

today, and I wholeheartedly agree. I see that you are very much against religion, but yet you have a link on 

your page to David Wilkerson, who heads the Times Square church in Manhattan and is the author of “The 

Cross and the Switchblade.” Are you a Christian, or follower of Jesus?

Thanks for answering questions.

 R.R.

06/06/2010 at 2:31 PM

Merci for kind words.

I was online to finish a new article on my small site and saw this…

http://therr9.wordpress.com/2010/06/06/159/

It features an old 1980 movie (The Awakening) based on a novel by Bram Stoker who everyone knows wrote 

“Dracula.”

What most don’t know is that he was a Member of late 1800’s Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn like other

writers Arthur Machen, William Butler Yeats and of course Aleister Crowley who later started his Argentium

Astrum-A∴A∴/Silver Star=Sirius, and later the O∴T∴O∴ thing…

Nephilim… well they were Genetic Aberrations from the pairing of the Fallen Angelic Host that landed in the

time of Jered on Mount Hermon that sits exactly 33.33° Longitude & Latitude in the Golan Heights… with 

Human Women… so there’s the Key of the 33 numeric secret…
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in Fact, that was the Object, Mt. Hermon, most sought by the Occult Sabbatean/Frankist Zionists as much 

or more than Jerusalem in the 1967 Six Days’ War and likely WHY they attacked the Intel Ship the USS 

Liberty the most to hide that illegal Land Grab=Geopolitic in the Golan Heights that has things like huge 

Baalbek there.

The Fallen Ones are mentioned in the Book of Enoch and it went more than human mating as they infected 

DNA of animals too and this created many Genetic Aberrations and that is what people call dinosaurs/etc.

BUT they were created by infected DNA with the Fallen Host as much as Human pairings… and sorry to say, 

Carbon 14 Dating is NOT accurate and they’ve tested living mollusks to be dead for millions of years that 

method… but the Scientific Community hides that… most accurate was Potassium-Argon in dating and it 

shows the Earth is a lot less old than we were lied to about in Schools growing up.

Robert Anton Wilson’s interesting book “The New Inquisition” talks about how the narrow Scientific 

Community is bigoted and prejudicial and many Sold Out to the Powers-that-Be, for many reasons like easy 

lives and fundings… they actually have a post-modern Inquisition to bar and banish Inquiry and REAL 

Scientists making valid and tangible hands-on Discoveries.

If You were to research what was actually said to Noah and his mission on the Ark, he was to bring in 

creatures who were ONLY after their own kind genetically; not spliced and infected DNA monsters that 

people call the “dinosaurs” and odd mammals too…

The reason I mention this is Genetic Science is quite new overall from the 1950’s and these conspiracy 

researchers are talking about blood types like the Rh factor and missing the DNA/Chromosome aspects of 

this thing.

God cut the last Antediluvian Age off overall to get the spliced and corrupt DNA and its Eco damages 

finished…

BUT… it began again after the Deluge/Flood. Sure… and all over people are digging up giant skeletons… and 

serious Geologists who’ve been to many places Globally will attest to saline water corrosion at high 

elevations…

one Teacher I had in College was a World renowned Geologist who was a skeptical Atheist whose discoveries

all over the Planet told him there was a Flood and he converted from that by Science, not Religion to a belief 

and relationship to his God.

It’s not about seeking blood types… but Genetics as I stated.

After the Flood this kind of Nephilim game began again but not as wide a scale as before. But it’s coming 

back again… and it’s been showing up in places.

Researcher Steve Quayle has done a lot of years of serious Research into this:



http://www.stevequayle.com/Giants/index2.html

Recently a giant came out in Afghanistan and attacked Military there and Special Forces had to be called in 

to fight the character and the body was whisked away on special flight out to Underground Bases in USA 

where I think this DNA Game is happening again in part.

Semiramis where “Sumeria” as term came from… she is said to have come from the Sea to marry Cush and 

then give birth to Nimrod/Gilgamesh (?)… maybe she was Nephilim who got away from the Flood… who 

knows… she was Ishtar and on and on later…

Look, part of the “Elites” bloodlines goes back in time to genetic inbreeding and the path goes back to 

several aspects.

One is the Tribe of Dan who migrated north to the Golan Heights; and were the first fully apostate Tribe in 

Israel and they left in shipping mercantile with Syro-Phoenicians all over and left their name wherever they 

passed…

Like Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey the actual name of the Spartans were the “Daneans” and they had long hair 

like Samson and said they were related to Israel; and they brought the Greek homosexual pederasty game 

with them to Greece from Israel… then the Danube River and Arcadian Migration that’s featured on 

Nicholas Poussin’s “Shepherds of Arcadia” painting images where the Tomb in the middle has pastoral 

Shepherds/Daneans of Arcadia in Greece looking at an inscription on the Tomb in South France near 

Rennes le Chateau that says:

“Et In Arcadia Ego…”

(And In Arcadia I…)

So I’ll decode it for You… it’s actually an anagram puzzle that says this:

“I Tego Arcana Dei”

(Begone. I know the Secrets of God)

Other places that Dan went… Ireland as the Tuatha de Danaan, to Denmark/DANmark… and the 

Merovingian Dynasties have intermarriage with Dan as they intermarried into Royals along their path… the 

Root of the Black Nobility…

Dan is the only Tribe NOT mentioned in Revelation…. thus I think You now know a genetic root for the Anti-

Christ on the Human side of the mother… their Symbols were things like the Serpent/Nachash in Hebrew 

and Eagles… like You see all over Europe…

As to the Mother of the Anti-Christ, she will be a Semiramis type and have the Danite mitochondrial DNA 

that ONLY the Mother has in any Genetics among Humans.

http://www.stevequayle.com/Giants/index2.html


A curious 1998 movie “The Eighteenth Angel” came and showed a funny thing like a Daughter of Satan like 

one Exorcist movie did… that should have made some do some thinking like… suppose Daughter of Satan 

was born first, then had Incest with her Daddy to make a super Nephilim that would indeed be a “Beast” yet 

be a man too… only way less Human DNA and mostly Angelic DNA from the Fallen Cherub…

The Angelic Host are physical like us, but of a finer material and can do more than us Humans… sure…

The things we call Demons are disembodied Spirits of the dead Nephilim who got cut off from their physical 

bodies in physical death and wander the Earth seeking whom they can possess to have physicality again 

through Human bodies… Possession… the Guilty Fallen Angels are in Sheol/Hades/Gehenna/Hell for their 

misdeeds awaiting Judgement but their progeny the Giants/Nephilim/Anakim (Skywalker… Star Whores 

alright)/Etc. though dead have Spirits wandering disembodied the Earth like dry places seeking those they 

can possess with countless false Promises like Fame and Fortune and of course inbreeding among “Elites” to

make a DNA script that ties to easy physical possession…

The Armageddon incident marks the end of the wandering Demons/Spirits as much as evil Humans and 

they’ll be cut off at last and it ends for 1000 years… until Satan is released a short season for the Final Battle 

and then he gets nailed like his 2 Beasts already in the Lake of Fire then Hell/Hades casts up the locked up 

Beings there for the White Throne Judgement… Hell/Hades can be best thought as County Jail where the 

Charged await Trial and then the Trial comes and Sentencing later… that’s the Real Deal in a nutshell…

Oui… I don’t care for Religion because Religion is NOT Relationship to God… in fact, Religion and 

Relationship have been diametrically opposed since time began…

Wilkerson… one of the few that didn’t sell out… I have others posted there in Links but I don’t always agree 

with them and NO, I am NOT a Church-Banger…

I would be called a post-modern Cathari or Waldenses or Albigensian… my Ancestors some survived the 

Albigensian Crusade and made it to Scotland and some were Templars… what do You think made William 

Wallace and Robert the Bruce who they were?

I’ll say one of my dearest relatives was a somewhat famous actress/model in the 60’s… no, she wasn’t a 

Beta~β Kitten though she worked beside a famous one in time.

One Group lied about by the Criminals who had to justify their Genocide the Albigensian Crusade in the 

1200’s were the Cathari in South France and the one writer who most honestly portrayed them was 1600’s 

Dr. Thieleman J. van Braght who accurately showed who they were in his epic rare “Martyr’s Mirror” about 

Church History from the 1st Century to 1600’s in Europe far beyond “Foxe’s Book of Martyrs.”

They were NOT Dualist Gnostics like the Guilty tried to portray them as… like the Black Nobility of North 

France, the Vatican and Pope Innocent III, and the Jewish Sephardim Merchant/Bankers long before 

Ashkenazi Rothschild/Bauer and that rot made it to West Europe later…



Don’t know if that helps… but people who are seeking are looking in wrong areas… they miss things like 

mitochondrial DNA footprints of the Female ONLY and as to 666’s Mum… it wasn’t Diana Spencer like some

have tried to portray U.K. Royals as the A.C….

Tribe of Dan… Black Nobility… where did they migrate too and settle and intermarry with?

Peace.

 It's Obvious

06/08/2010 at 10:24 AM

Well, R.R., to be honest, now I’m wondering if you’re not another disinfo agent. You didn’t answer any of 

my questions directly, and the answers you gave, especially concerning the nephilim, contain a little truth 

but mostly disinfo. If you were really a former insider/bloodliner who has truly done a 180, you would 

know the real truth and would willingly tell it. My radar is on high alert with you now. Sorry, but just 

telling the truth.

 R.R.

06/08/2010 at 12:41 PM

I saw this post in passing this late hour. I don’t know who You are… or what have You put there to 

research in this thread where You’ve found things. So I don’t know where You’ve studied or who You are.

This was an unusual blog conversation thread dealing with shills that are Celebrities all over Alternative 

News.

I hadn’t been to this GLP site until seeing this thread and it looked like other ones from what I saw; as to 

imitative and repetitive drivel.

I didn’t go over it in much detail…. it was just like many others out there is all… and they don’t interest 

me because they all echo each other in a lot of paranoia, fear-mongering, fairy-tales, and nonsense; and I 

frankly wonder when the last time was most of those f**ktards had an Original Thought since You ask.

I gave no diss-information on the Nephilim from the DNA standpoint as the Human side would be the 

Female mitochondrial DNA that they carry and for that reason, the Jews too look at the 

Matriarch/Mother’s lineage to determine who is Jewish by birth.

I don’t know much about the Rh bloodline thing You mentioned. I don’t engage in forums like that.

I don’t spend my Life wanking to Conspiracy fear and all the nutters out there with all these New Agey 

ideas like ‘Stargods’ and ‘Annunaki’ s**t since You mention it.
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In Fact, people who think Zechariah Sitchin is all that can go research sites I listed and see him making 

the Masonic Handshake with another New Agey shill…

His LIE is he’s only one who knows the Sumerian Cuneiform alphabet; and the best valid Researcher was

Sir Wallis Budge way back who knew Egyptian, Syro-Phonicean and Cuneiform well… and his books are 

the place to research, not this late propaganda out there.

I’m not a diss-information agent. I have no agendas and I don’t advertise asking for money for anything. 

I’m not a shill either.

All I possess in Life, I earned by ethical work. I don’t hit on people for money or handouts to parasite off 

them. I don’t seek handouts.

And this is not my main interest in Life. You don’t know me nor my Life. To Assume is to make A$$ of U 

and me.

You don’t know me one ounce to make accusations and I don’t know what You’ve been researching on the

Nephilim unless it was some of the weird New Age stuff on the many odd forums out there.

I walked away from past Life and all old connections in 2005 at great cost.

As to the Nephilim and Giants, I respect Steve Quayle though I might not agree with all his ideas and 

former Military, Chuck Missler too, who hits on those things too…

I believe it as the Book of Enoch, Genesis 6, and the Sepher Yasher/Book of Jasher tell… and the Book of 

Jude and the Prophets.

I don’t get into the New Age Aliens thing nor Outer Space stuff beyond valid points in the Sciences. No 

Ivory Tower fantasies like a lot of Physicists who have psychological wet-dreams like a lot of Conspiracy 

Researchers out there who are far on the Outside trying to look in and make Theories and Guesses at best

too often; like Physics nutters who express their fantasies in math equations is all…

I don’t know what You’ve been studying about Nephilim or Aliens… or whatever.

Perhaps if You’re into all the ‘Annunaki” and ‘Reptilians’ from Outer Space and fear them that they might

shape-shift to seduce You to produce Nephilim or Greys, then go buy an Intergalactic-Prophylactic so 

You can have Safe-Sex with those Aliens.

I don’t earn my Living selling Conspiracy s**t and DVD’s and whatever else like weird books like 

Icke/Maxwell/Jones/Tsarion/GLP, and whoever else…

Think what You want of moi…

Opinions are just like Assholes…



EVERYBODY has one…

and EVERYBODY is one at times in Life.

M. KR… I will sign off on this thread since this individual is upset and does NOT know me who hasn’t 

contributed much to the thread but makes accusations because I don’t give my Life info away to people I 

do NOT know. I did all I could. Sorry if any offense taken.

I think I’ll go watch the “Rocky Horror Picture Show” since this one reminds me of Professor 

Frankenfurter/Tim Curry.

AuRevoir;

RR

 comments

06/09/2010 at 4:24 AM

Very well said, and thanks for your posts. There is a healthy dose of skepticism and that poster sure is 

no diplomat. BTW why did you leave it all in 2005? any particular reason? Good luck with evertyhing 

and me thinks you have solved most of the puzzle… bravo.

 It's Obvious

06/09/2010 at 4:58 AM

Shills, when they are exposed, will always call someone crazy or “nutters” as you put it. It’s how they are

programmed to respond. Right outta the playbook on damage control 101.

 R.R.

06/10/2010 at 7:45 AM

No… I don’t give personal detail info on my life to individuals with no social etiquette or decorum who

make slanderous comments inferred like this one that tells me You need to see a Doctor to see if You 

can be healed of Your doubtlessly problematic

Cranial-Rectal-Inversion;

since You make petty demands and offer nothing from Your own Researches.

Hopefully You won’t need surgery.

 Web

06/09/2010 at 4:58 AM
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You clearly did not read his awesome blog/website. I think YOU are the fucking shill. R.R., I have read 

half way through your first post (9/2009), I recceomend everyone do the same. Brilliant. Pls keep it up.

 Jackson Curtis

08/14/2010 at 6:43 PM

of course RR is dis info. that whole post was copied and pasted.

It didn’t matter what you ask that info would be posted.

Just the logic was screwy.

Anyone that supports a corrupt government or MURDERING LYING PEOPLE is either insane or govt 

agent.

 R.R.

08/16/2010 at 4:24 PM

I just saw this post in passing. I don’t know who this “Jackson Curtis” is.

That was my first WordPress article and it was NOT copy/paste, and anyone I quoted gave a link to 

that. I wrote it. WordPress is very complex to do anything with for those who’ve worked its system.

I do NOT support the USA Gov’t. either. The Gentleman who has this Blog & I have had contact and he 

knows personal information about my own Life. You do NOT.

I despise the USA Gov’t. most particularly the Bush Clan & their sodomite cronies & Cheney who are 

embodiment of pure Ponerology Evil. And the moderator who knows me knows why I carry that serious

hate 24/7.

As far as Obama, people will NEVER understand him trying to read either Martin Luther King nor 

Malcolm-X… I tell people to go read “PIMP: The Story of My Life” by Iceberg Slim/Robert Beck who 

wrote his autobiography to warn the young African-American Community not to end up as he did in 

the”Game” of the Inner Cities. Obama as Community Organizer was on Chicago’s South Side in Folk 

Nation turf and if he hadn’t been in the “Game” there, he’d have been a drive-by long ago. Despite his 

affected accent, he’s Pimp/Playa’ in street slang, besides being part of Chicago’s Gay Bath-House sub-

culture there. Anyone there living on the South Side would tell You what they know about Obama & his 

Daddy Frank Marshall Davis the Communist KGB Asset & Pimp/Playa’ too like father/like son.

And I’m not a Shill nor a paid Blogger, and I have a Chicago slang for individuals like You who talk shit 

making Slander/Defamation of Character remarks about me:

Punk A$$ Bitch.
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Anytime You or any of these other smartass individuals want to make slander/defamation of character 

remarks to talk about it to my face, feel free and we can do it in Court under Legal Remedy You like to 

mention in your comments, or the Streets anytime. But I already know what Your kind are in Reality…

 intheknow7

08/17/2010 at 1:51 PM

I think you should challenge Curtis Jackson to a duel (of whits)

I despise the USA Gov’t. most particularly the Bush Clan & their sodomite cronies & Cheney who are 

embodiment of pure Ponerology Evil. And the moderator who knows me knows why I carry that 

serious hate 24/7.

============================================

The above is true, and I’ll just add this: RR is a pretty hard core dude, at least by my standards, 

w/considerable life experience and a more than fair amount of knowledge about topics revelant to this 

blog; definitely not a lightweight. I would urge all to spend some time reading through the comments 

he’s posted on this thread and elsewhere on this blog. If you want to attack him, that’s on you, but be 

warned, he’s more than equipped to deal with anything that comes his way. BTW excellent write up on 

Ponerology here…

http://ponerology.blogspot.com/

 R.R.

08/28/2010 at 11:06 PM

Enjoy the 1st Podcast dedicated to You & EsotericKitten, Ride. Merci boucoup for Courage & Ethics:

http://therr9.podbean.com/2010/08/28/sarah-palins-2008-prophecy-about-obama-exposed/

 comments

06/09/2010 at 4:19 AM

Nice post and interesting observation about the master # 33. I hope you keep posting, but what is your 

website pls?

Also, what are thoughts on Jesus and/or the brotherhood of Saturnalia?

 R.R.

06/10/2010 at 7:38 AM

I believe You are the one who found my small site and left a comment and a link to the Saturnalia subject.

If so I stated where I was on the subject Jesus on comments on the 5th article in the “God-Game” series.

http://therr9.wordpress.com/
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Best Wishes.

 R.R.

06/04/2010 at 3:01 PM

NOTE:

If You suffered any trauma-based Programming, You might not want to see these videos… should have posted a 

warning last note. Apologies…

For more on Monarch in Music in U.K. it doesn’t get any more explicit than Alison Goldfrapp:

http://www.spike.com/video/train-goldfrapp/2464572

Here’s their song about Heroin (China White) Dope:

Then even Underground Proto-Goth U.K. 80’s Danielle Dax “Cathouse” (ie. Beta~β Kitty Gurl)

So there You go to see prime examples off the mainstream Big Labels even of Monarch Beta~β…

By seeing these Divas, You have an Idea of what goes on in Entertainments in those places of the “Elites” 

gatherings…

 R.R.

06/04/2010 at 3:21 PM

And if You think this is not in East Europe to Russia, think again this super highly Occult song by 

Russian/Ukraine’s

Via Gra “Pocelui”… this imagery You will see here IS “les Ballets Roses” in essence…

http://lovi.tv/video/play.php?Code=hdkqwbewle

This IS the one that most accurately shows what it looks like as toPsycho-Drama=Ritual… even the setting in 

Castle down to Etiquette of the Masquerade…

The Attendees in Masque will retire to Chambers/Rooms to do what would best be described in the Marquis 

de Sade’s 1795 “La Philosophie dans le Boudoir”/”Philosophy in the Bedroom”

 intheknow7

06/05/2010 at 5:51 AM

“DC is an Independent City-State w/ its own Constitution…NOT US Constitution…just like other two City States 

within the Cities they are located…City of London and Vatican City. These three Polis=City-States have their own 

Independent Constitutions NOT subject to the Laws of the Cities and Nations they are in…”

======================================
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see on this blog…

Empire States: Geostrategic Power Centers, Part 1 of 3

Empire States: Geostrategic Powercenters, Part 2 of 3

 David icke

06/04/2010 at 3:19 AM

nothing in that blog is real. TXgal4truth is probably a fat ass unemployed satanic shill stuffing his face with a big 

mac.

46. R.R.

06/03/2010 at 2:07 AM

Interesting thread of comments… Shills of all sorts exist. They often hang out with “Elites” (like Occult/New Agers 

like Russell Pine=’Jordan Maxwell’ and his UK butt-buddy he’s in photos with on his site in total arrogance like very 

Satanic Royal Courtier “Sir” Laurence Gardner filth-boyyy… wanna’ see Proof??? go here:

http://www.jordanmaxwell.com/gallery.html

You ALL ought to go there and see photos of “Maxwell”=Pine with Star Whores’ Georgey Lucas (WTF???) and many 

others of the alleged Conspiracy Truthers cliques with New Agey leanings and be real f**king careful who You think 

is OK); like David Icke being one of them of very Questionable Origins like his possible Relative William Jefferson 

ROCKEFELLER Clinton who now looks like his Daddy Winthrop Rockefeller like spitting image twins now:

http://troyspace2.wordpress.com/2008/07/12/is-david-icke-the-scion-of-john-d-rockefeller-jr/

Tsarion the Multi-Generational Occult boyyy, and quite a few others);

These Shills DO attend the “Elites” Ritualistic Parties in the Masque exactly like “Eyes Wide Shut” hiding who they 

are and how they REALLY know what they know and are diss-information units who are exactly as 1600’s playwrite 

Moliere described in “The Misanthrope” about filthy brown-nosing Courtiers in King Louis XIV’s times who gave a 

Head to get Ahead.

The Reason they cut each other down is two-fold…

They are Courtiers for Favour among the “Elites” they all serve, and they compete with each other ruthlessly for 

Royals’ Favour and they are Hegelian Dialectic in Action. Misanthropes ALL of them.

As former Insider with Bloodline Ties I walked away from long ago, I bear eye-witness to this Fact.

That one-liner You like:

“They use a Lake of Truth to hide an Ounce of Poison”

I made that up way back in the 70’s and saw it first in the “Charismatic” Christian movement growing back then long

before the 80’s Moral Majority, Religious Right among GOP Repulsives, and PNAC crap with Shills like 33rd Degree 
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Mason Kenneth Copeland who physically looks like a nasty reptile and his Masonic scum Brothers like Oral (sex?) 

Roberts who got Copeland started in Religion-for-Profit (what kind of Mom names her Kid ‘Oral’ really???) who ALL

dripped evil physically to see even on TV then… (physical demonic possession from Satanic Rituals exactly like 

physical possession is the Intent in VouDoun/Santeria and the Ruling Hand behind them, Palo=Branch Rituals in 

Haiti, the Caribbean, and the South in USA all over there.)

And at that time age 16 my 2 cousins (RIP) came back from Tours in Vietnam as Special Forces (SEAL & Green 

Beret) having been pulled into the CIA Phoenix Program and came back scarred for Life having been in places we 

were NOT at War like Laos & Cambodia wiping out rival Drug Cartels, assassinations of Drug Lords and whole 

villages in genocide Black-Ops.

They told me ALL and then I met and worked with many Special Forces Vets whose trust I earned in that time who 

told ALL that echoed it like countless body-bags of USA & NATO Soldiers stuffed with Dope like Opium, Morphine, 

Thai-Stick Opiated, Heroin, Weed and shipped back to their Countries to be intercepted, the Dope grabbed and sold 

on Streets and Big Pharma too before the bodies were turned over to their grieving Families.

They tossed all Gary Allen’s books at me age 14-16 and out where I grew up in the West in Wyoming in part, the 

Cattle Mutilations were going full-tilt bonzo there and I’d grown up on ranches there; and to ride up to an area 

where those Cults ritually had left cut up cattle drained of all blood with surgically cut off body parts like genitals, 

and NO scavengers like vultures or coyotes would even go near their corpses out there was one very serious eye-

opener for a teenager, and knowing we were likely being watched out there by whoever did that sick sociopathic shit 

to those poor animals was very creepy…

The names of Satanic Cult Members in Wyoming came up again and again out there; and DICK Cheney was one of 

them. (1974-1976) I rode the range with a sawed-off full choke 12 gauge magnum because of seeing that filth at that 

age and carried it with me 24/7 to my place by the bed just in case.

I knew from an early age the World I grew up in was f**ked up bad and the 60’s mystique was not all bad as to the 

part of Counterculture that the Rulers could not control because it got too big for them and woke up countless 

Souls… that’s WHY they shut it down…

The 60’s Counterculture blew up in their faces then much like manmade HIV/AIDS got out of control and infected a 

big number of “Elites” in the West unexpectedly beyond where they released it for eugenic genocide in Africa…

And Truth Counterculture can now blow up in the Enemy’s ugly inbred faces. But this time don’t be ignorant like the

60’s Kids were…

“IGNORANCE CAN BE CURED; STUPIDITY IS TERMINAL”

 smack

06/03/2010 at 10:48 AM

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-555


Love these rants. Everybody has an angle and most are following the fricking money, sex and power. May 2012 kill 

them all.

47. It's Obvious

06/01/2010 at 11:50 PM

Wow, Noah, what a great story! I can’t believe they would be so stupid to delete your post like that on such a high-

traffic thread. Like I said, they have no wisdom.

And that is certainly interesting news to hear about Sickscent. I had my suspicions about him before, but this 

confirms it for me. Why I had my suspicions about him is simply based on the fact that he is so popular on there. 

They go a little overboard with the ass-kissing fan club. Same thing goes for Phennommennonn, or however you 

spell that witch’s name. Some of the responses in her threads praising her are so fake and phony.

BTW, TxGal is back to using “Yeshuah” now.

48. It's Obvious

05/31/2010 at 12:36 PM

Don’t know if you guys follow TxGal4Truth’s threads on GLP, but it’s obvious that whoever was playing her 

character in the past has been replaced and someone new has now taken her place. The writing style is completely 

different as to be blatantly obvious. I can spot writing cadence style a mile away. Certain words the original character

used to always use, such as saying “Yeshuah” has now been replaced with “Jesus Christ.” This is an obvious mistake 

that a so-called sacred namer would never make, as they consider the name Jesus Christ to be false. Also TxGal now 

says “you guys” instead of “y’all.”

But it gets even more interesting than that. If you copy and paste things that TxGal types in “her” responses to make 

it look like it’s her own words, it’s copied and pasted from other websites, such as gotquestions.org. It’s like whoever 

is playing her character is searching the internet to come up with Christian-sounding responses to questions she’s 

asked in the thread.

It’s so obvious that GLP is a psy-0p with fictional characters created to portray certain agendas.

 smack

06/03/2010 at 2:12 PM

I totally agree and furthermore, each character they support, or portray advocates a dead end path.

This salient fact is crucial to the fallen agenda. They offer lots of confusing, sympathetic paths, but they don’t lead 

to freedom and liberty, just more stupid slavery.
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49. smack

05/28/2010 at 1:47 PM

Why doesn’t someone around here create a website where people can share their honest feelings on current topics, 

without being banned?

A lot of people from GLP would sure come over.

I would.

 intheknow7

05/28/2010 at 10:38 PM

I was thinking the same thing :)

 Laura

05/28/2010 at 11:12 PM

Problem is, based on long experience, if you set up a forum and do not moderate it, it quickly gets taken over by 

pathological types that turn it into a sewer. You end up paying good money for serving something that you 

wouldn’t spend any time involved with yourself.

Then, if you start moderating, you find that this generates bad feelings because everybody doesn’t think the same 

way you do. Or, pathologicals come along just to spoil your efforts because that’s what they do. Or, you find you 

can’t do it all and must get helpers. The helpers, being imperfect human beings as we all are, fall into the same 

trap as you would by yourself: fights begin, filth starts flying, and it turns into a mess.

It’s really a can of worms to run a forum.

 smack

05/29/2010 at 2:33 AM

Yes, a good website is like a garden, you gotta prune and weed every damned day.

Here at our lower level of polarity, every good effort births an equally evil effort. That is the secret, unholy heart 

of our Yin and Yang boot camp of 3D illusion. Sorry about your lawsuit. Why don’t you start a competing 

website and ban the shills, instead of the free thinkers? Or would they go after you again?

 Laura

05/29/2010 at 8:53 PM
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Yes, gardening is a good metaphor. The crazy thing is that the weeds think they are prize-winning roses, and 

even the good plants scream when you prune them! But, if you have to come down on somebody, you can 

generally tell what sort of person they are by their reaction. As Gurdjieff said,

“A decent man will behave decently even if he thinks that he has been treated unjustly or wrongly. But many 

people in such circumstances show a side of their nature which otherwise they would never show. And at 

times it is a necessary means for exposing a man’s nature. So long as you are good to a man he is good to you. 

But what will he be like if you scratch him a little?”

I have a website/forum, but we have been running it rather strictly with a particular aim in mind. I’ll discuss it

with our moderators and see if they are willing to open it up to wider ranging discussions just to give normal 

people a place to congregate and behave decently. Lord knows, we’ve sure practiced long enough on the 

whackos that GLP and others have sent to disrupt our rather quietly academic discourse. We can spot ’em a 

mile away.

I don’t worry about the legal stuff anymore since going through an 18 month lawsuit has given me 1) a good 

knowledge of what is actionable and what is not; 2) a team of attorneys still on retainer.

Finally, the day that they stop persecuting me is the day I realize I’ve lost my way.

 Laura

05/28/2010 at 11:15 PM

One thing I forgot to mention… the legal aspect. I was sued for several million in 2008 because of an opinion I 

expressed on my own forum. It cost over 150K to defend the suit, and I won, but I sure learned a lot about the 

legal issues of running a forum.

 smack

05/29/2010 at 2:23 AM

Compare the wonderful Above Top Secret.com rules with other forums like glp:

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/about_abovetopsecret.html

or Rense.com’s disclaimer

http://rense.com/disclaimer.htm

All these are clear mission statements that keep discussions viable, fair and on track. If these sites can do it, 

GLP can do it. But GLP is the ultimate in hypocrisy, it seems to me, allowing mockery of everything except its 

own website. This is just plain atrocious.

 Laura

05/29/2010 at 8:55 PM
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ATS and Rense are both shill sites, they are just more covert about it though ATS got totally exposed a couple 

of years ago… See link posted in comment above: http://laura-knight-

jadczyk.blogspot.com/2006/03/abovetopsecretcom-exposed.html

 web

06/01/2010 at 12:34 AM

Did GLP sue you? for what for? Hope you were able to recover the legals costs, they sure can be sky-high (but 

worth it). Good luck and open up that forum, I will surely stop by!

 Laura

06/01/2010 at 3:21 PM

No, it wasn’t GLP suing me, it was a different nutzoid.

50. Olga Trejo

05/27/2010 at 10:43 PM

Hah am I honestly the only comment to your incredible writing?

51. Bring It On

05/27/2010 at 12:33 PM

GLP is noticeably, to me anyway, self-imploding lately. I see more and more threads getting deleted over trivial 

posts, and a lot of the intelligent posters are abandoning ship because they see what’s going on, or already have.

Even, from experiences in the chat room, more and more posters are questioning their censorship mode and 

comparing it to the MSM.

What we are left with are the same ole’, same ole’ tired, well-known Members whose threads nearly always get 

pinned and who always have the same agenda, whether it be anti-Muslim or anti-Obama, pro-Zionist, anything to 

steer us away from the real world-dominant culprits and Satanic elite, et cetera, like a broken record, such as 

TexGal4Truth, ScrumptheTexan, and Mathetes, Phenn, and on and on and on.

One, it doesn’t show a lot of wisdom from the people behind the scenes to have the same Satanic shills endlessly 

dominate the board. As the Proverb goes… “Seldom set foot in your neighbor’s house — too much of you, and he will 

hate you.”

Two, overzealous, delete-thread-happy mods only serve to do the exact opposite for which they’re hoping, which is to

draw attention to that subject and cause it to go viral.
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No wisdom. No wisdom at all. And I, for one, will be happy to watch them self-implode into an infamous relic of a 

bygone era.

52. Curious

05/27/2010 at 8:15 AM

Has anyone heard any stories about people having their paypal account automatically debited every month for a 

subscription to glp without their authorization? There was a thread the other day about this that got deleted almost 

immediately even though the poster didn’t blame glp for it happening. I found that curious.

53. manna

05/27/2010 at 5:19 AM

http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=117964

What do you think of david icke? Icke must be a shill also… everybody is and its fun to point that out! Its all for 

entertainment purposes which makes it fun! LOL

 intheknow7

05/27/2010 at 6:09 AM

have gotten some good info from Icke over the years — for those just starting to question the system we live “under” 

anything challenging the status quot is a good start…once you begin to put together certain connections, move on, 

get more Intel that helps complete the picture, share that with as many who will listen…

Tx for shout out you gave this blog!

 Laura

05/29/2010 at 8:37 PM

I’m not so sure that Icke is a shill as much as he may be being “used” by forces he is not aware of entirely, and that 

is due to his vulnerabilities inculcated into him as a child. We are all wounded and unless and until we deal with 

our own stuff, we are just a concertina of buttons waiting for any pathological to come along and start playing a 

tune on us!

54. JASON LUCAS

05/26/2010 at 12:30 AM

So, there was a thread yesterday (still there probably) with a title is trinity jewish? To me it seemed like a bait thread,

but anyways I posted: “Is your name Jason Lucas?”. What appeared was “Is your name fuck_off?”. Right afterwords 
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I got banned from posting and then a post was immediately deleted. Instead it appeared a post from an AC from 

Canada saying: “You are going to meet the Burger King man” which is what that turd of Jason Lucas shows you 

when he bans you. Also, I read on another forum/blog that some people got really pissed at glp (JASON LUCAS) and

were planning something to expose him and his shitty satanic website. I sense JASON LUCAS is shaking in his 

boots, tons of people are on to him….

 Laura

05/26/2010 at 3:18 AM

I doubt that any of them are shaking in their boots. A reasonable estimation of a future event is NOT within the 

mental capacities of psychopaths – they have no grasp of space and time as abstractions. That’s why they really do 

feel gobsmacked when they get stomped… they don’t have the ability to see what is coming which is necessary to 

feel afraid.

 intheknow7

05/26/2010 at 5:18 AM

I respectfully disagree — the mental state(s) of high-level GMT players remains in question; we can reasonably 

determine their ranks includepsychopaths, sociopaths and megalomaniacs, to what degree we can never 

be certain; were they to undergo any analysis, results would certainly not be released — suffice to say 

they’re certifiably insane! There appears to be a condition of extreme arrogance coupled w/paranoia…

why else would they engage in such subterfuge to conceal their nefarious deeds? What’s w/ all the coded 

language, hand signs, annual secret meetings closed to press, under military guard, dizzying array of front 

groups, secret societies (Masons, Rosicrucian’s, Order of The Garter/Bath) steering committees (Pilgrim Society, 

Bilderberg, Trilateral Cmmsn, Royal Institute of Intl. Affairs (RIIA) Council On Foreign Relations (CFR) 

Committee of 300 etc. SMOM Knights of Malta, Jesuits…

Masonic Oath of 3rd degree or Master Masons

http://www.trosch.org/bks/blue_lodge.html

Time article discusses Jesuit Oath of Fourth Vow

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,912814,00.html

Pope Benedict XVI (Joseph Alois Ratzinger) past Prefect of Congregation for Doctrine of Faith 

(CDF) of the Roman Curia from 1981-2005, formerly Holy Office of Inquisition or Chief High 

Executioner…urges Jesuits to remember Fourth Vow

http://www.catholicculture.org/news/features/index.cfm?recnum=56764

Congregation For The Doctrine of 

Faithhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congregation_for_the_Doctrine_of_the_Faith

Holy Office of Inquisitionhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inquisition

Abominable Jesuit Oath of The Fourth Vow or Oath of Extreme Induction (Library of Congress copy)

excerpts [emphasis mine]:
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“His Holiness, the Pope, is Christ’s Vice-Regent and is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church 

throughout the earth; and that by the virtue of the keys of binding and loosing given to His Holiness by my 

Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose heretical Kings, Princes, States, Commonwealths, and

Governments, and they may be safely destroyed…”

“I do further declare that I will help, assist, and advise all or any of His Holiness’s agents, in any place where I 

should be, in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Ireland or America, or in any other kingdom or territory I shall come

to, and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant or Masonic doctrines and to destroy all 

their pretended powers, legal or otherwise…”

“I will have no opinion or will of my own or any mental reservation whatever, even as a corpse or 

cadaver (perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and every command that I may receive from my 

superiors in the militia of the Pope…”

my personal fav…

“I do further promise and declare that I will, when opportunity presents, make and wage 

relentless war, secretly and openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Masons, as I am directed 

to do, to extirpate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex nor 

condition, and that will hang, burn, waste, boil, flay, strangle, and bury alive these infamous 

heretics; rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women, and crush their infants’ heads against 

the walls in order to annihilate their execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly I will 

secretly use the poisonous cup, the strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet, regardless of 

the honor, rank, dignity or authority of the persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or 

private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agents of the Pope or Superior of the 

Brotherhood of the Holy Father of the Society of Jesus…[Jesuits]”

“That I will in voting always vote for a Knight of Columbus in preference to a Protestant, especially a 

Mason, and that I will leave my party so to do; that if two Catholics are on the ticket I will satisfy myself

which is the better supporter of Mother Church and vote accordingly. That I will not deal with or 

employ a Protestant if in my power to deal with or employ a Catholic…”

Full text here http://www.exposingsatanism.org/illuminati-jesuits-blood-oath.htm

Black Pope’s — (left) Adolfo Nicolas; (right) former Peter Hans-Kolvenbach, title “Superior 

General” or “Father General” of 500-yr old all male Roman Catholic Military Order — the power behind

the Papacy

Pope Benedict XVI w/ Black Pope Adolfo Nicolas; notePope’s Masonic “sun-finger” sign in this 

traditional “power behind the Papacy” photo, w/the hidden hands of the Black Pope, standing just behind 

http://www.exposingsatanism.org/illuminati-jesuits-blood-oath.htm


the Pontiff…truly “wolves in sheep’s clothes”

Whatever your religious persuasion, this is undeniable…

http://marcoponce.com/2010/03/satan%E2%80%99s-jesuit-papacy-its-avoidance-of-god%E2%80%99s-curse-

given-in-genesis-121-3/

this brings it full circle…http://marcoponce.com/2010/03/satan%E2%80%99s-jesuit-papacy-its-avoidance-

of-god%E2%80%99s-curse-given-in-genesis-121-3/

Recommended reading:

The Secret History of The Jesuits – by Edmond Paris

PDF http://arcticbeacon.com/books/Paris-The_Secret_History_of_Jesuits%281975%29.pdf

http://arcticbeacon.com/books/Paris-The_Secret_History_of_Jesuits(1975).pdf
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Vatican Assassins: Wounded In The House of My Friends – Eric Jon Phelps

PDFhttp://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/vatican_assassins.pdf

Fifty Years In The Church of Rome – by Charles Chiniquy

PDF http://arcticbeacon.com/books/Chiniquy-Fifty_Years_in_the_Church_of_Rome-1886-NOT-Bkmrkd.pdf

http://www.whatsaiththescripture.com/Voice/Fifty.Years.Church.Rome.html

excellent vids here (History of The Jesuits, Romanism)http://engforum.pravda.ru/showthread.php?

270350-History-of-the-Jesuits

Be Well & Stay Vigilant

 truthiness

05/27/2010 at 3:20 AM

Let me add a couple of aspects to what intheknow says so well. Just like society has always been polarized 

between slaves and rulers, so has Alien life and the so called “Interdimensional beings” hijacking and feeding 

off the valid creation. The Catholic church and the Illuminati are the two best examples. These two have 

corrupted religion, politics, environment, economy, and even science, with our money –an incredible feat!

Some negatively oriented beings are energized by killing. This is the true core of psychopathology and perpetual

war. This vamperism is fundamentally impossible for normal people to understand as murder is naturally 

repulsive to normal people.

Adding these types of intelligent alien forces greatly expands our problem of trying to understand the sources of

corruption, and fighting them effectively to achieve personal freedom and international peace. They are 

significantly stronger, richer, smarter and more invisible than us…

The #1 reason the illuminati are so effective is because they have the ancient technological support of the 

Anunnaki, Orions, and the Draconians. These are incredibly advanced, dedicated, strong and enslaving groups 

that create matrices of negative energy resulting in whole populations of sleepy, stupid lemmings.
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There is now ample archeological evidence for these groups going back 10,000 years. And it is the negative 

energy produced from their propaganda, toxins, and false science and religion that physically block 

enlightenment from occurring in normal humans. Otherwise enlightenment would occur naturally just from 

experience and evolution.

So evolution must be stopped and they use increasingly greater violence to do so, hence the dizzying array of 

evil groups intheknow mentions. Few of the employees in these evil groups understand what they are 

contributing to and the karma they will share for it. The book “the Great Shift” talks more about this.

 Laura

05/29/2010 at 8:43 PM

intheknow wrote: “I respectfully disagree — the mental state(s) of high-level GMT players remains in question; 

we can reasonably determine their ranks include psychopaths, sociopaths and megalomaniacs, to what degree 

we can never be certain; were they to undergo any analysis, results would certainly not be released — suffice to 

say they’re certifiably insane!”

I know what you are saying, but my point is that those who are at the core of this pathological grouping simply 

aren’t capable of feeling fear – that’s been tested and proven numerous times. But, that there are a variety of 

pathologies involved is also true and some of them can feel fear. I think that one fear they do have is that they 

won’t have “food” and this is at the root of their secrecy. After all, if the predator cannot lurk in the shadows, he 

very likely won’t have any dinner. All one has to do is study predatory behavior in the wild to understand these 

types.

You might very much enjoy “Political Ponerology” which discusses the various types and how they interact 

dynamically.

http://www.ponerology.com/

It also gives enough info that, after a period of observation (and sometimes, right away), that you can pretty 

much figure out exactly what type you are dealing with. If you know that, you can then “test” it in an 

unobtrusive way, wait for the reaction, and “if it quacks like a duck, swims like a duck, walks like a duck…” and 

so on. Also, once you have nailed the type, you can pretty much figure out where they “rank” in their dark 

network.

 intheknow7

05/26/2010 at 3:15 AM

This is what I find amusing — w/ all the technological wizardry available to the NSA-CIA shills (spook 

clowns) at GLP, this is what they engage in — juvenile pranks w/ your tax dollars! — legitimate Intel 

from those earnestly seeking answers to some of the mysteries surrounding the military-industrial-apparatus is 

replaced w/ high school level profanity. Lists are being compiled for DoD, USJFCom and Unified Intel Agencies who

are supposed to be “protecting our freedoms” and ensuring our safety…no doubt accomplished w/ their “off-

the-shelf” black budgets…
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The absurdity of GLP and Jason Lucas is that w/ GPALS, GWEN towers, (2) way flat-screens, RFID

chips and TENA (post coming soon) and they’re still afraid of us — specifically our fingers…

pathetic!

 truthiness

05/27/2010 at 1:57 PM

Ha! I saw that thread and I thought it was yet another example of one more person waking up and testing the 

waters. GLP would face their accusers if they could, but sadly they can’t. Deleting instead of dealing with these 

matters will get him in the end.

Welcome to the thread, Jason. The vast numbers of hits they post on their website as views and posts probably are 

not true either.

55. truthiness

05/25/2010 at 6:42 AM

No one has explored on here the link between GLP and the BATF. Consider the following post:

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message131160/pg1

If this isn’t a set up, also called entrapment, I don’t know what is. DMT is a schedule 1 drug with a heavy rap, plus 

they can seize all your assets and you will never see them again. There are hundreds of drug posts like this on glp. 

How can people be so stupid?

GLP could have an automatic kick out where all responses are sent to the nearest BATF agency, or local cops. The 

BATF sends glp a check every month to keep the leads coming in. A good deal for GLP for very little work. They 

could join the drug reponses with that IP’s political profile, you get the picture….

56. Bring It On

05/24/2010 at 5:13 AM

Laura, I would like to read that Elaine piece you wrote. How can obtain a copy from you without giving out my e-

mail address on here?

 Laura

05/24/2010 at 5:46 PM

You can write to me care of sott.net (go there for contact info) and I can send the files.

57. denny
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05/22/2010 at 3:01 AM

In case you need any proof that glp is anti real change, check out the following national strike posts:

All progressive countries around the world take time to strike until their demands are met. Strikes are clearly the 

safest way to overcome government resistance, but look at what happens when real people post this great idea on 

glp. They are criticized, smacked down, and buried; instead of pinned.

This kind of treatment is the exact opposite you would get from any real conspiracy site.

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message942396/pg1

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message868926/pg1

This next post is a silly protest from one of their insiders, so they allow more hits

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1037936/pg1

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message978936/pg1

For more examples just type “national strike” into their search engine. I think we should strike glp.

 Web

05/23/2010 at 8:40 AM

Careful with these links, this is GLP trying to figure out your IP. Fuck you glp.

 Jackson Curtis

08/18/2010 at 8:18 PM

HA. That fits perfectly with Al Gore calling for a Communists to hit to the streets because the government failed us 

in Climate Change. HA.

He put out a fake press release that 10,000’s of people were protesting for climate change laws in Australia and 

people in the states need to do the same.

58. banned again

05/22/2010 at 2:41 AM

My latest proxy attempt has failed. Does anyone on here have a working proxy system others can use? Sorry to 

interrupt.

GLP said they didn’t ban me, but clearly their bk man comes up when I try to post. Then they said a third party has 

done this to me; not them…! Later they said they had to ban a large range, but why don’t they ban the ranges on 

either side of me, then? Its bullshit. All responses, posts and hit counts from glp are unreliable. They simply realized 

I was in on their game, banned me, and don’t want me angry at them.
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59. The Old Man

05/21/2010 at 7:42 PM

This will get you banned in a hurry at glp.

The Test and Training Enabling Architecture, TENA, Offers Range Interoperability and Resource Reuse Solutions

By

Gene Hudgins (Primary)

TENA Software Development Activity (SDA) 557 Mary Esther Cut-Off

Ft Walton Beach FL 32548

850.244.7765 (Voice) 850.244.7590 (FAX),

J Sun Loo Kas

TENA SDA Deputy Director

201 West Eglin Blvd, Suite 258

Eglin AFB FL 32542

850-882-8169

 intheknow7

05/22/2010 at 2:18 AM

Agree 100% — stay tuned…TENA will be explored very soon!

 Web

05/23/2010 at 8:34 AM

THANKS!!!

60. BobbyBadly

05/21/2010 at 4:37 AM

GLP originated in 1999 when I personally exposed a man named Kent Steadman as a Tavistock/CIA asset involved 

in perpetrating doom scenarios and guaging the response. At the time the Sun was in a major peak of activity, and I 

had developed a technique to forcast solar x ray flares and to correlate it with the ‘chemtrailing’ phenomenon…His 

website forum was called cyberspace orbit, and nothing but disinformation. This GLP forum was birthed out of 

cyberspace orbit, the old jew was getting old and stupid so they got rid of him. There is no doubt whatsoever that 

GLP will never allow anything that damages their nefarious agenda to be posted. I think we should organize a co 

ordinated attack, coming in under hundreds of IP addresses simultaneously, and post this information there 

repeatedly until no one is left there besides themselves.

GLP published my name and address more than once and that fucking childish asshole tried to emply I was a mass 
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murderer who happened to have the same name as I did. I was a very powerful and influencial poster on GLP, the 

one who did the very most to undermine it’s mission. They couldnt ban me without shutting the whole forum down 

because there are so many ways to bypass their ‘security’, which they did on occasion..I have been threatened openly 

with death on GLP repeatedly by MIC pr guys and government shills, as well as zionist operatives. Theres your clue, 

folks. It all comes back to this jew world order thing, and people like Jason are too greedy and shallow minded to 

ever think that this world they are trying to create will be one they themselves have to live in. It takes a real scumbag 

to sell his own decendants into slavery.

That’s right folks, and more than likely this forum is here to find out what we really know that is damaging. To those 

of you who would like me to believe there are only a 100,000 people aware, let me make you aware I am not buying 

it.

 intheknow7

05/21/2010 at 5:23 AM

“I think we should organize a coordinated attack, coming in under hundreds of IP addresses simultaneously, and 

post this information there repeatedly until no one is left there besides themselves…”

“It takes a real scumbag to sell his own descendants into slavery…”

====================================

sounds like a plan! see “Call To Action Memo” and yes, the traitorous aspect is particularly despicable from 

anyone e.g. current occupant of White House, Zbig Brezinski’s hand-picked puppet, Prince Hall Mason/Boule 

Society…pretender extraordinaire w/ his Zionist-Mishpucka Henchmen Rahm Emmanuel

“Mr. President, Whose Team Are You On? Who Are Your Masters?”

Tx for posting!

 Bring It On

05/21/2010 at 8:15 AM

BobbyBadly, very interesting what you said. I believe it. What does “MIC” stand for?

 intheknow7

05/21/2010 at 10:01 AM

“military industrial complex”, from ex-POTUS Eisenhower’s Jan 17, 1961 farewell address @ 1:48, actually 

referring to diabolical MK-Ultra Program, it’s many sub-projects and most importantly army of Mind Control 

Slaves. The media likes to pretend ole Ike was just blowing off steam about incestuous relationship 

between military contractors and Congress — not so! Sorry for the overuse of acronyms in my 

postings/comments…old military habits die hard :)

 Web
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05/21/2010 at 6:00 AM

I remember you very well, glad your ok. I have posted this link (intheknow7’s story on glp) on GLP and few times 

and they didnt catch it. After they caught it they banned any link with intheknow7, insta-ban if you try. I use many 

proxies so I dont give a shit but shows you how deathly afraid they are of this information.

I have another idea, how about opening a username forabovetopsecret.com and posting a thread there about GLP 

being psyop with this information. ATS is apperently GLP nemesis so they should not mind, also it will gain 

popularity bcs ATSers and GLPers frequently surf both sites.

As far as this site (intheknow7) being a GLP asset to test what information is really out there, that could be easily 

true however this post by intheknow7 on GLP could easily shut down that dataminingfest of a site (glp)… If GLPers

realize they are being duped with datamining and baiting I would be sure most people would stop going there. That

looser trinity can go back flipping burgers. Jason Lucas, ill take mine well done please. :)

 intheknow7

05/21/2010 at 10:28 AM

ill take mine well done please…

========================

great…another comedian :)

ATS strategy sounds fun! stay tuned more GLP posts coming soon…

Tx for stopping by, don’t make yourself a stranger!

 Laura

05/23/2010 at 1:01 AM

That’s actually very interesting because the piece on Elaine Belisha makes some connections to Kent and 

cyberspace orbit. I had a few run-ins with the guy years ago and, based on his behavior toward me, figured out 

pretty quick that he was a serious “agent of disinformation.” Gads, when you see your own stuff published in a 

twisted and distorted way, used to hype fear mongering, and you ask the person to make the corrections and they 

refuse, you know something is up.

61. intheknow7

05/19/2010 at 1:50 PM

To all my new German fans:

Um alle meine neuen deutschen Fans aus:

DasGelbe Forum

http://dasgelbeforum.de.org/forum_entry.php?id=163727

http://dasgelbeforum.de.org/forum_entry.php?id=163727
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Zeit fur den Geist

http://www.editor.zeitgeist-online.de/2010/05/15/internet-hype-um-eine-wahrungsreform-fern-der-realitat/

Ich danke Ihnen allen für das Interesse in diesem Blog gezeigt, nicht sicher, was hat Sie an dieser Stelle, aber egal, 

danke ich jedem von Ihnen für den Besuch, nicht macht euch Fremde und fühlen sich frei, um Kommentare zu 

hinterlassen – verzeihen Sie mir nicht für das Hinzufügen eines Übersetzers früher …

 Web

05/21/2010 at 5:47 AM

intheknow7, are you german?

 intheknow7

05/21/2010 at 10:32 AM

No…but users from a couple of German forums have given my stats a huge erection :)

62. Bring It On

05/17/2010 at 10:47 PM

Web, ah yes, TxGal4Truth, something’s definitely fishy with that one. I think she/he is another plant. I didn’t see 

that man thread. I wonder what all it said? Anyone else here that read it?

 Web

05/21/2010 at 5:45 AM

To my surprise it got deleted right away. I say surprise bcs it had 2 full pages so it must be that the thread took off 

in a matter of minutes… but it was strange. I agree that at least 50% of “paid members” are actually paid shills. Its 

quite obvious to me I do not get how so many people get fooled by their deception, its going to blow up in their 

faces. Blogs like these wake up many by the day. Way to go in the know!

63. Bring It On

05/17/2010 at 3:35 AM

Dropped by, no, I didn’t try to post on it. It’ll get deleted anyway, which it did, and I’d get banned immediately. I like 

to irritate them in other, more subtle ways ;-)

 dropped by

05/18/2010 at 8:35 AM

I’d like to sue them for denying my right to free speech in an unregulated public forum. This should be illegal for 

any business operating over American bandwidth.
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 Laura

05/23/2010 at 12:58 AM

I don’t think you can sue anybody for kicking you off a forum that they own and operate, even if it is “free and 

public.” You also can’t call it a business unless they are collecting money for your admission. Basically, what it is 

is like an “open house chess club” where there is a host and their house open to guests that are there for the 

“advertised” purpose. If they don’t like you, they can ask you to leave.

 denny

05/24/2010 at 5:22 AM

GLP is a business, they do not have non-profit status, that I know of. The current laws allow them to operate 

outside the constitution, really, but we should close these laws by calling our legislatures and stating the facts: 

businesses and operations for profit, are using fraudulent means to deceive Americans and selling personal and 

societal information to foreign governments and the corporatocracy.

Everyone should letter this to their legislatures to get a clear law written for the web-age. Not that this would 

stop corrupt government or anything, but it would help.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporatocracy

64. Bring It On

05/16/2010 at 10:17 AM

About the “Elaine” thread, I saw one a few days ago, and all the dates were from 2005. It was like the thread popped 

up now in 2010, and yet no new posts in 2010 had been added. And then it was deleted. Is that the thread you were 

talking about, dropped by?

 dropped by

05/17/2010 at 1:34 AM

My view was a few days ago, right, but I didn’t notice the 2005 posting date, that makes this even weirder. Did you 

try to post on it?

65. dropped by

05/16/2010 at 4:59 AM

I can share something. I saw a post go up on GLP with the headline” “Elaine xxx is working with the NSA”. The 

paragraph of text said that Elaine xxx and GLP were also working with Tavistock and other propaganda groups.
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This post had about 2 pages of comments, which I was surprised at, but the interesting thing about the comments is 

that they were repeated twice! The second page was a exact repeat of the first page, as if all the comments were first 

faked and then duplicated. Very weird!

I checked back after an hour and the post was still in view, but the next day it was gone, and now 3 days later it is 

still gone after searching on “NSA” and “Elaine”.

I’m not sure what to make of this as the comment repetition suggests GLP posted this but then removed it, too. 

Totally odd!

 Web

05/17/2010 at 8:29 AM

Interesting. I think someone first posted then GLP tard mods and gay druid jason scrambled to delete and 

something happened that it made it look weird. They probably thought it was gone, for if they wanted to keep an 

open forum they would not have deleted that thread. They delete TONS of threads. Just the other day there was a 

thread with two pages and the title was something like “TXgal4truth is a man and I can prove it”. By the time I 

clicked on it it was gone…

Druidy trinity aka. jason the loser uses tons of aliasas and spend his sorry ass all day on that garbage of a data 

mining site…

66. Pingback: Internet-Hype um eine Währungsreform fern der Realität

 intheknow7

05/15/2010 at 4:28 PM

Zu 100% zustimmen und danken Ihnen und meinen neuen deutschen Legion von Fans 

aus http://dasgelbeforum.de.org/board_entry.php?id=163681 für den Besuch dieses Blog,,,

Stay tuned, daran nun interessant!

Be Well & wachsam bleiben

67. Bring It On

05/13/2010 at 11:05 AM

What did you mean by this quote, INK? ” namely, Scrump the Texan, who has been on that sight for 20 years. ” 

Typo? I thought they’d only been around for about 10 years, and Scrump’s profile says he registered in 2009.

 intheknow7

05/14/2010 at 1:46 AM

was responding to:
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dropped by

May 13, 2010 at 1:37 AM

“It is no accident that a druid witch on glp would highlight their favorite Christian, namely, Scrump the Texan, who 

has been on that sight for 20 years”

68. dropped by

05/13/2010 at 1:37 AM

Bring It On

May 13, 2010 at 12:17 AM

“If it’s an authority issue…I intheknow7

hereby deputize you in the name of “truthseeker” and henceforth you are blog bound to NAME NAMES!”

Too funny, ITK.

Ok, in the video Trinity was demo’ing his new computer system, and he had pulled up a page from GLP. His 

computer was some kind of touch screen, and he pointed to one of ScrumptheTexan’s threads and, if I remember 

right, blew it up or something like that. I can’t remember what else he did with it, and I can’t find the video now.

I found it odd that, of all people, Trinity should choose to use him to showcase in his demo. After all, Scrump is a 

self-professing Christian, and Trinity, in his own words, is the offspring of a Shaman and a Druid Witch. I’m not 

saying I know 100% definitely that Scrump is on their side, but I just found that odd back then and was kind of like 

hmmmm…..

It is no accident that a druid witch on glp would highlight their favorite Christian, namely, Scrump the Texan, who 

has been on that sight for 20 years. The Illuminati (witches, satanists, banksters, et al) like Christianity after they 

dumbed it down from an enlightened mysticism into a child fucking faith based religion. This was accomplished 

through the Catholic Crutch hundreds of years ago. That church went on to destroy just about everything.

The game plan for the dark forces is simple: redirect all spiritual effort into dead end philosophies. They do the same

thing with politics where they redirect all humanism into their perpetual war machine. They do the same thing with 

the economy where they redirect all business into feudal slavery. They do the same thing with medicine where they 

have successfully perverted curing people into maintenance programs that take all your money then kill you faster 

than cancer treatment. They pro actively pollute our water, air and food to subjugate us slowly. As Hitler noted, 

people will accept a big lie faster than a little one. This lie is so big, no one dares to doubt it! People are farmed like 

cattle.

Blogs like GLP help the conspiracy to monitor our angst about these programs so they can either step up their 

subjugation activities or slow them down. They are going to do evil every time we allow it. And quite a bit beyond 

that.

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-363


69. dropped by

05/11/2010 at 10:42 AM

Here is what glp is a very small part of, but sometimes its helpful to see the larger picture to understand the small 

one.

http://freedom4um.com/cgi-bin/readart.cgi?ArtNum=117778

 intheknow7

05/12/2010 at 2:59 AM

“hiding in plain sight”…agency “tradecraft”…

Tx for link, and ALL your insightful comments…

70. peppercorn

05/11/2010 at 10:11 AM

I have been wondering, just how many people at GLP are in on the lie? It seems like all “Advisors” from Tavistock 

are, certainly, and all the owners, who have not been listed anywhere, that I know of, and all the mods to some 

extent, but also all of the older subscribers as well.

For how could they possible stay so long with GLP without realizing the spin? Some subscribers claim they have 

been there 20 years, now. Wow! They must be getting paid pretty well. Anyone got any numbers on this?

 intheknow7

05/12/2010 at 3:02 AM

great observation…don’t know about you, but If I hang out anywhere for 20yrs I’m looking for a “pension”…w/ at 

least 3/4 payout! :)

71. Bring It On

05/11/2010 at 5:38 AM

I can’t seem to find that jpg link image showing, supposedly, Jason’s pic. I can’t remember what thread I saw it in, 

and for some reason I’m unable to figure out how to view my past history of websites I’ve visited with this new 

Windows 7 I have. Frustrating… I’m not the best with computers.

72. Bring It On

05/10/2010 at 10:45 AM
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I’ve heard the last names Randolph and Brown are also Satanic bloodlines.

Speaking of Trinity, did anyone catch his new computer system video about maybe 2-4 months ago? It looked like a 

tall, skinny, shirtless man with extremely hairy armpits was in the video. But then I’ve seen that pic of a very small 

person with Mister Obvious, and some say that’s him. I doubt it. I’m just wondering if that shirtless man was really 

Jason. Also, did anyone notice whose GLP member profile he used as a demonstration of his new computer? I was 

wondering if anyone else caught that. I don’t want to name names, because I’m not sure I should do that, but it was 

pretty obvious to me.

 intheknow7

05/10/2010 at 1:48 PM

There are many families “orbiting” the (13) bloodlines — Bush Syndicate is one — haven’t seen the possible Jason 

footage you refer to…drop a link in the comments

Tx much for visiting…keep coming back, things about to get interesting!

 Laura

05/23/2010 at 6:21 PM

I think that the real issue of “bloodlines” is that they carry the genes for psychopathy.

 intheknow7

05/24/2010 at 4:01 AM

Exactly! just as the Monarch Butterfly transmits genetic code to it’s offspring, so do humans. GMT Nazi mind 

scientists discovered this and bloodline dynastic clans have been “in-breeding” for centuries — you can even see 

the physical resemblances…

this clip pokes fun at their incestuous lifestylehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyN1O-GwALI

 denny

05/24/2010 at 6:44 AM

Let me add that it is not just genes that control genes, there are also many “epigenetic” influences that control 

genes. Beyond these are several higher dimensions with actual “chemical genes” influencing the 3D genes in 

our chemistry. And beyond this are “light patterns” than can be reduced to genes in a lab, given enough heat 

and pressure.

Because genes have a higher and lower nature, they are very hard to control. This is why the dark side must 

preserve, and blend, and hide their evolving genes in the general population. This is very tricky!
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For example: Pres. Clinton turned out to be yet another Rockefeller, from an illegitimate union, like most high

level leaders are lately. The Mafia and Royalty, does this also.

 intheknow7

05/24/2010 at 3:36 PM

“Pres. Clinton turned out to be yet another Rockefeller, from an illegitimate union, like most high level leaders

are lately. The Mafia and Royalty, does this also…”

====================================

Tx for that — many are not aware of how common incest, inbreeding, intermarriage is in Bloodline 

Dynastic families; the things our so-called leaders stand before us smugly denouncing, are the very practices 

they gleefully engage in. Isn’t Tea Party Queen from a state infamous for rape and incest?

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/9/12/19576/3667/212/596769

 Laura

05/24/2010 at 9:08 PM

That’s the signature of the psychopath: accusing others of that which they do themselves. Have a 

look:http://www.sott.net/articles/show/148141-The-Trick-of-the-Psychopath-s-Trade-Make-Us-Believe-

that-Evil-Comes-from-Others

and:

http://www.cassiopaea.com/cassiopaea/psychopath.htm

The whole 9-11 thing and the “war on terror” (which is really a war OF terror waged by the psychopathic 

elite against the normal humans, i.e. the majority) becomes comprehensible when you understand that you

are dealing with psychopathology. That also means that NONE of the normal means of coping or righting 

the situation are going to work.

 intheknow7

05/12/2010 at 3:10 AM

“I don’t want to name names, because I’m not sure I should do that…”

===============================================

WHAT?!? that’s what this blog is about...looking beneath the 55gal drum of nuclear waste that is the NSA MK-

Ultra Mind Control Prog and ALL it’s benefactors, and to do that you MUST name names! exposure is their no. 1 

fear…

If it’s an authority issue…I

intheknow7

hereby deputize you in the name of “truthseeker” and henceforth you are blog bound to NAME NAMES! :)

 Bring It On
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05/13/2010 at 12:17 AM

“If it’s an authority issue…I intheknow7

hereby deputize you in the name of “truthseeker” and henceforth you are blog bound to NAME NAMES!”

Too funny, ITK.

Ok, in the video Trinity was demo’ing his new computer system, and he had pulled up a page from GLP. His 

computer was some kind of touch screen, and he pointed to one of ScrumptheTexan’s threads and, if I remember 

right, blew it up or something like that. I can’t remember what else he did with it, and I can’t find the video now.

I found it odd that, of all people, Trinity should choose to use him to showcase in his demo. After all, Scrump is a 

self-professing Christian, and Trinity, in his own words, is the offspring of a Shaman and a Druid Witch. I’m not 

saying I know 100% definitely that Scrump is on their side, but I just found that odd back then and was kind of 

like hmmmm…..

73. peppercorn

05/10/2010 at 9:20 AM

I agree, the face of evil is never shown and its name never heard. If it ever is, then it is changed before dawn.

Without secrecy, they would be known; and if we knew even a portion, we would surely go after them.

 intheknow7

05/10/2010 at 1:52 PM

George HW Bush, Sr. confiding to Helen Thomas of White House Press Corps…”Helen, if the American people ever 

found out what we have done, they would hang us from the lamp posts”

Their number one fear is exposure…

74. Bring It On

05/10/2010 at 9:10 AM

I’m reading your link to Fritz’s Bloodlines of the Illuminati. Good stuff, although I still think the most powerful 

families’ last names are not circulated on the internet.

Intheknow, I can’t find the link to the “photographically memorized” pdf you referred to above. Where is it?

 intheknow7

05/10/2010 at 2:14 PM
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Smile :) All the survivor accounts are “photographically memorized” — MK’s are fully functioning 

human recording devices, this is what, I think, makes their accounts so riveting,it’s as if you’re there, 

w/ the most powerful people on the planet, listening to their insanity, having perpetual delusions of 

grandeur,abusing children, using drugs (lots of coke) Henry Kissinger pimpin kids as CIA contract 

agents (honeypots) for sexual blackmail, and you wonder why we can’t get a national pedophile registry in 

this country — the gov’t would shut down! — from local municipalities to Congress, White House, Supreme 

Court straight to the “Emerald City” the “Puzzle Palace” (NSA) and of course the Global Unified Intel Agencies who 

shield their nefarious deeds…

I realize this is just too surreal for many…take it in small pieces, but please read survivor accounts, if anything 

remotely considered positive can be found in their harrowing tales, it’s 1) you can escape the programming 

and 2) the KNOWLEDGE of WHAT OUR MINDS ARE CAPABLE OF!…there’s still time, we ALL can be 

“de-programmed”…

Keep watching this blog for upcoming post on “TENA” — remember the scene in ” Mars Attacks” w/ Martin 

Short and he invites the MK in red into White House? Remember the ring w/all-seeing-eye she wore? TENA will (is) 

functioning on such a premise…MK’s on-line, uploading/downloading Intel transmitted direct to 

NSA, Ft. Meade, MD all budgeted w/your tax dollars…USA! USA!

75. intheknow7

05/10/2010 at 5:25 AM

ATTENTION: see sidebar under MK-Ultra for PDF versions of“photographically memorized” POV testimony

fr Brice Taylor (Sarah L. Palin is Beta Prog’md Brice Taylor Upgrade) Cathy O’Brien, Cisco Wheeler & Fritz 

Springmeier’s brilliant expose of (13) Black Nobility Ruling Bloodlines…

Please take some and read the eyewitness accounts of your leader’s sinister deeds — before the next 

quadrennial tickle-fest of 2012…

76. peppercorn

05/10/2010 at 2:47 AM

One of the most obvious “tells” that glp is crooked as hell is the way they assign rotations to the posts. In radio they 

give fast rotations to good songs and poor rotations to bad songs. Same with glp. I have seen good posts get 30-60 

hits in prime time, while shill-shit gets pinned and racks up 3000 hits for the same time loop.

This just makes you want to cry cause you can see how good the other post was, and then you never see that person’s

name again cause they are are offended. What a bunch of suckin’ liars.

77. Bring It On

05/09/2010 at 12:14 PM

DoS, why are you afraid of revealing, if Jason does read this blog?
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78. DoS

05/09/2010 at 1:01 AM

One thing I did notice on GLP is that most paid members (I’d say 50% +) are shills. Either paid shills or “friends” of 

Jason Lucas / Elaine Belisha. I’ve been on GLP for many years (2003-4) and Im certain these friends are part a 

larger satanic ring. All these friends belong to the same satanic organizations, of this Im almost sure bcs I have 

caught them posting to each other in unsuspecting threads using “their” lingo (hidden in plain sight from other 

posters). I have seen paid members refer to each other in ways that only people who actually would know of one 

another would refer to or people that shared a certain credo. Its funny as heck watch them, but they are careful 

making it hard to spot. Either way its entertaining! LOL

 Bring It On

05/09/2010 at 1:25 AM

Most definitely DoS, they are part of a larger satanic ring. Can you give us some examples of the lingo they use to 

each other?

 DoS

05/09/2010 at 8:04 AM

I can’t because I know Jason from GLP monitors this board (rightly so…). But its there…

79. Bring It On

05/08/2010 at 11:43 AM

What a great blog! I found it b/c someone at glp linked to here. I really enjoyed reading all the comments. Laura, did

you ever post that expose about Elaine? If so, I’d love to read it.

What’s amazing to me on glp is how gullible most people seem, to actually trust that that site is somehow exposing 

the complete truth. And what cracks me up is how certain members like to butt kiss the mods and Trinity. Most of 

them are working on the inside and pretending, but there’s some that are completely clueless. It’s sad and funny at 

the same time.

 DoS

05/09/2010 at 12:57 AM

Welcome.
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80. intheknow7

05/07/2010 at 7:21 AM

housekeeping updates:

1) finally getting around to “hyper-linking” within all posts/pages — whew!

2) most posts/pages now available as PDF on http://www.scribd.com/

Thanks To All For Your Support

 DoS

05/07/2010 at 9:15 AM

Thank you for this excellent blog.

 intheknow7

05/07/2010 at 10:49 AM

Tx much…don’t make yourself a stranger!

81. dare to deduce

05/06/2010 at 2:28 PM

I hear you on this. There is something very strange and seeming sinister with GLPs banning practices. The only way 

I can make sense of it is to postulate they are actually protecting Illuminati, Governments and Catholics.

I know they try to look progressive, but they really are not. So this demands investigation. Why don’t you experiment

with some more threads and see if you can find a pattern?

 Laura

05/23/2010 at 1:03 AM

Better yet, just look at what they promote/permit. That will tell you their agenda. They’ve been defaming me for 

years now. And I do mean actionable defamation that will be “actioned” in the not too distant future. Hey GLP, can

you spell R-I-C-O???

 denny

05/24/2010 at 1:52 AM

yea, RICO, why didn’t I think of that?
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racketeer_Influenced_and_Corrupt_Organizations_Act

 Web

05/25/2010 at 5:32 AM

Go get em Laura! :)

 Laura

05/29/2010 at 8:56 PM

Not to worry, we are gathering the necessary information and making haste slowly.

 Web

06/09/2010 at 5:35 AM

Laura, why is your forums name Cassiopeia?

 Laura

06/09/2010 at 6:13 AM

Because it began as a discussion of the “Cassiopaean Experiment” back in 1998 and kept growing to the point 

that we just created a forum. It is still focused on the Cs, primarily, but we have had to expand into so many 

areas due to the demand from readers and members.

 Anon

06/10/2010 at 1:22 AM

Or Maybe because cassiopeia is none other than Ishtar(isis etc.) herself…? You must be a satanic shill for 

naming your forum the depiction of the mother of darkness herself. Ugh, Im so sick of you satanist worthless 

freaks (what happened mommy dear didnt let you suckle her teet and led you to revolt against our 

ALMIGHTY LORD?), get fucking lost you dumb bitch…

 Tex

06/14/2010 at 5:34 AM

I agree Anon, you sure were able to shut her up pretty fast… Cassipean experiment my ass, who does she 

think she is kidding? Typical shill, once the questions start they hide for their lives. Good job to the site 

owner ,weeding out these numbskulls….

82. Jane
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05/06/2010 at 9:19 AM

I am so glad to find this. I just started posting on GLP and Twice, when I mentioned trafficking of women, girls and 

sacrifices, from my findings from research AS a feminist women’s human rights advocate [an issue I’ve been 

advocating on for Years] Immediately,

the threads went completely down. It gets better, ready for this…because I’ve only told two people and they think I’m

crazy, I am not. I came to God when I was twenty, but it was a shallow conversion, you see I had a lot of anger over 

severe child abuse. Anyway so I rebelled, I got into sinful life, several abusive relationships, got into politics, leftist 

radical/socialism, then got out of that due to betrayals to women’s rights then got into radical feminism, fell out with

many there due to selling out of women’s rights,

especially over issues regarding pedophilia and women abusing children. You see my abuser was female–my mother.

My brother too was abused.

Anyhow, so going full circle I finally had enough of the insanity and came back to the Bible and started reading. God 

started working, but then the nightmare began. I started researching OT and seeing things, then I would go to 

ancient history and what I would see tied Right into all the research I had done on trafficking/abuse/violence to 

women.

Was I crazy? Then, I start having dreams, God started dealing with numerous fragmented memories or pain I had 

stuffed, these dreams I would research and one incident I had, when I asked Jesus about iniquity in my family line 

and what it was exactly, let’ just say, something very weird and paranormal happened. My husband who isn’t a 

believer in Jesus even admitted to what I showed him that something weird was up.

I had Never, been a believer in the paranormal before, would have said it’s just lies and so forth. Anyhow, so I start 

researching things in the dreams And putting it together with what I Did remember,

the memories, my birthplace, WASHINGTON D.C., TAKOMA PARK MD. All prior to six years old…then my mother 

left my father [a shriner and who knows what else, I never saw him after again] then moved us to the South–

what I didn’t know, was the towns we lived in, well, first one, mascot was ‘demons’, second one, town had ‘sun’ in 

title and when I looked, sure enough, the Mason sun symbol, third town, had ‘pan’ in title,

Coincidence? Am I just crazy? Then, the men in my life, all the years of rebellion I lived, well because I didn’t trust 

God [RA abuse, etc], I find, had links somehow to other beliefs/gods, from Kali to Allah to Egypt, etc. And so I”m 

like having to deal with the fact that for years I really wasn’t saved and was under the control of darkness, that guilt,

but then too, how my life from childhood without My consent, was like, geared to this by forces I had no 

understanding of. Due to the abuses in my life I got into human rights at young age, interest in, especially women’s 

human rights,
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then I started seeing the links between the violence to women in the world AND links or threads in my life that are 

similar, like Juarez, and Maize and Mayan…it’s connected, over 1000 women raped/slaughtered and have ritual 

marks cut into their skin. It’s one of the issues I worked on,

I worked in maize fields when I was 12, had a dream about them too, when I put it together, I looked up Mayan, 

Aztec, and one of the sacrifices they did in B.C. was force children to dance in Maize fields then cutting off their 

heads.

This isn’t the only connection I am finding…but Who do I talk to? Do I talk to anyone? Why am I seeing all this? On 

top of that I’m trying to get MY life right with God and with Jesus,

So like I am seeing all these threads, then wonder OK is this coming from evil or is God trying to show me or is it 

distraction from getting my things in order, etc., with God,

then I post on GLP, mention trafficking routes and government, and they immediately take them off. What are they 

hiding? It’s NOT like this info isn’t out there, if one puts it together,

then I look up Tavistock, then did a google on trafficking in UK, interesting things there, around 2005. Coincidence?

I don’t think so…don’t think so, at all.

btw, I’m looking for Answers, to a lot of pieces, in my early childhood, the things I do remember,

like, Venus on the wall, I was around 5, maybe 4, I know, sounds Crazy, but I did some moon-shadow experiments 

with a little doll [because my mother owned a 5 inch Venus de Milo Statute to rule out night terrors, moon reflection,

etc],

the problem is, no way would moon reflection turn a small figure into a Giant. No way, and not the luminous white 

of it either…nor the wrought iron gate on the wall that I realized not to long ago, Couldn’t have been the apartment 

we lived in, our place was on second/third floor from what I remember [burbs around D.C., year 65-70] Unless a 

moon can reflect a gate on ground up three floors–

I remember waking up blinking my eyes terrified trying to get that Venus to go away–it didn’t, there are other 

memories too and like Weird things, just weird. I am not trying to add memories or drag false ones up, trying to 

reasonable deduct,

but there are dreams, when I did research on a couple of things in some dreams and I had Never even Heard of 

Monarch or anything of the like..those few things, came up, one of them, a dream I had,

a man after raping me telling me ‘come see my Opera’,

I looked up opera and child rape, came up with Monarch. Now, tell me,

am I insane, no, I’m not, but I don’t think I was in any CIA experiment-but Something happened. BTW, all my 

father’s side of family Work for government, low levels, from what I know, that and he worked, for a college, in MD, 



which as none other than a observatory on roof. I’ve been trying to find answers by myself, it’s NOT like you can tell 

people this, they think you’ve lost your mind.

 DoS

05/07/2010 at 12:22 AM

Im sorry to tell you that your ramblings make little sense to me, maybe its bcs I ramble too.

You say your mother sexually abused you? I heard of that happening but I always thought it was a very rare 

circumstance… Hope your recovery is going well and that you heal 100%.

Also you bring up your husband, but aren’t die hard femminist all lesbians? And what about your paranormal 

experience cojuld it be that is was entirely normal (explainable) but just weird?

Good luck…

 Jane

05/07/2010 at 5:31 AM

“Also you bring up your husband, but aren’t die hard femminist all lesbians?”

That is such a misconception and I really don’t know why that is…propaganda? There are numerous schools of 

feminist philosophy and feminism has had Christian roots as well as non-Christian. There is yes, a lesbian 

feminism but actually, for informative purposes here, those two branch out into two camps,

one is not anti-woman and the other is anti-woman, the latter being a very misogynist form in it’s own right. Add 

transgender to it and it becomes even MORE misogynist, and I am not referring here to only the 

submissive/internalized misogyny but a total erasure of anything deemed as feminine or of the ‘womb’.

Now, before you can classify that in it’s school there is several sub branches in that, one Marxist de-gender and 

not all Marxists were of that philosophy, Stalin in fact was more mutterland/maternal for the nation State, just as

Hitler was,

there is post-Marxist that I think is the strongest today in those extreme branches and they have more in 

common with the atheist liberal hedonism AND materialist sex dialects, what I refer to as the ‘borg’ society where

there is no gender, but of course pedophilia is just fine in those societies [Firestone was one of the leaders of this 

philosophy].

ETC

so, to label all ‘feminists’ as lesbian or as pro-abortion or traditional, not to be offensive but going to be truthful, 

is really just ignorance of feminism and gender issues and is actually sadly what is believed due to the other 

‘social engineers’ because if you can subjugate half of the human race for whatever reason,
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you subjugate the Entire human race. On the other hand, oppression of females is the outlet to protect males 

from male on male oppression/violence and therefore,

the extreme anti-feminist patriarchy are actually,

homosexual in nature. This is why, like the Bible says,

first comes the womb-woman hate by Men, patriarchy, then the reaction to that is Women turning against nature

while Men lust after Men, and then the women eating their young, etc…it’s a digression, so to lump it all up as 

feminism = lesbianism and not confront the patriarchal roots/that are misogynist and actually, yes, homosexual,

is really missing half of the problem of human relationships.

So, yea, and if I was to classify what type of feminist, I would say Christian eco-radical [radical meaning turning 

over every rock looking for truth] woman centered feminist. That has elements of several schools but many of the

philosophies I strongly reject, on both right and left sides.

And yes, mothers, women do abuse, including sexually, while America has a lot of waking up in this fact, 

Australia and Canada do have support groups, not just for female survivors but Male survivors,

and hierarchy and patriarchy/Misogyny yes, contribute to the dynamics of both, male and female abuse. It’s 

about Power and the abuse of, and Yes, if the social engineers [and Satan was a misogynist btw, Genesis] can 

demonize women and use patriarchy,

they can mass control the entire society. So, actually, silencing feminism, does far more to Support, the social 

engineers, Baphomet, etc

than ever, to confront or destroy the porgrams.

Jane

Jane

83. Doglike Deductions

05/05/2010 at 1:57 AM

Personally, I think folks are being snookered in a big way. I’ve even seen posts that claim Elaine Belisha doesn’t 

exist….which is hysterically funny considering how many times she and/or Hiam have been to court in GA.

http://www.gwinnettcourts.com/#partycasesearch/pnamelast:belisha/qfields:8199/pcsform:1/

There is NO proof whatsoever that Elaine sold Godlike Productions to anyone. People are going on her word…which 

in my experience is completely and utterly worthless! If that woman says the sky is blue, you need to stick your head 

out the window and look.
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Her claim that c2media/lop.com bought GLP is ridiculous if you stop and think about it. If the script kiddies had 

bought it, they would have turned it into a portal and started hijacking browsers, because that’s what they do. 

However, the GLP forum scripts have never changed…they’re still as buggy as the day she compiled them. I think she

claimed to sell to c2media shortly after LOP was publicly exposed because she knows they can’t come forward…..too 

many people want to sue them too. LOL

GLP is a piddly public forum where anyone can say anything…barely one notch up from Usenet. What would the 

Mossad/CIA be using her for…comic relief? All she did was change servers…and maybe put the site in her daughter’s

name. IMHO Elaine Belisha is just a net savvy Wiccan / Faux Indian who’s into BDSM and public attention. What is 

she doing/producing that could be considered a threat to anyone but herself? She plays pat the sheeple for fun and 

profit. What’s new and exciting about that?

I think Marylin is running GLP, Elaine is running alien-earth orgy, and they are both milking the sites for all they are

worth. Is it a coincidence that Elaine started the whole “GLP has been sold” RUMOR shortly after some of her 

creditors started making noises about seizing the site? She and Hiam got into a big financial mess awhile ago with 

some on-line auction sites…then they broke up and Hiam pretty much left her holding the bag since the sites were 

registered in her name.

I don’t think she went “underground” because she was threatened by government agents, aliens, 4D STS organic 

portals, etc … I think she ran and hid because her creditors started looking for assets to seize. Of course such an 

ordinary, mundane reason for her actions doesn’t fit her whole “there’s a huge government conspiracy against us” 

persona.

84. Once upon a time...

05/04/2010 at 8:31 AM

If the government is associated with Godlike Productions, then they have sent them money. It is usually possible 

with, a little digging, to uncover all checks from government as they are public information. The amount of the check

would tell us something also. I think we should look any communications between the two. Tavistock does 

propaganda for many governments, but any government actions should be available. Please post them here if you 

have any.

 DoS

05/04/2010 at 9:59 AM

but how?

 Once upon a time...

05/04/2010 at 2:31 PM
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Departments within the government would write checks that would probably have to be viewed at the 

department that made the acquisition. Usually someone has to watch over you while you view these records. They

don’t make it easy…. They don’t like snoopers….. Maybe a freedom of Information act would be required.

http://www.justice.gov/oip/

It is illegal for government be restrict freedom of speech. Private entities may, however, under current law, up to 

a point.

But we probably need new laws stating that all public blogging forums must allow for freedom of speech, 

especially if they are accepting tax payer monies from the government through the back door.

It is actually false advertising, fraud and false representation to pretend to be a free service when you are a 

phishing operation for private interests, who are likely manipulating the voting apparatus of a supposedly free 

nation. This might be seen as a valid lawsuit if it was brought forth by the ACLU or some other respected entity.

http://www.aclu.org/

Once you get a valid law suit going you can ask the judge, under normal discovery rules, to turn over all 

documents pertaining to potential government involvement in freedom of speech violations, as this is against the 

law.

Banning people can be a violation of free speech, especially if they paid to be on a free speaking website with no 

published guidelines. Even if the server is in London, they are still doing paid business over here under American

laws.

Pawning themselves off as a free website when they are actually a phishing and propaganda outlet is extremely 

fraudulent.

It might be seen as ” entrapment” in the same way as secretly recording a telephone call is illegal. Same thing 

here. These complex borderline issues need to be brought to specific types of lawyers to see if existing legislation 

can stop it, or if new tighter laws need to be crafted and passed.

We should talk to our legislatures about this too and make it clear we will not accept propaganda and phishing 

instead of news and views. We demand to know who we are talking to and what their business is. Most 

companies have an “about us” tab on their sites and a mission statement. Not GLP! They don’t have anything, so 

don’t have anything to do with them.

 Laura

05/05/2010 at 4:36 AM

If it was gov sponsored, it is unlikely that there would be a paper trail. Those kinds of things are run through 

fronts. For example, there’s several New Age types out there who have been funded by a “millionaire 

philanthropist” who just happens to be the “front” for funding these gov run and staffed ops. The only way you can 
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track that sort of thing is by tracking connections. Eventually, you find one or more of such a spiderweb who has 

closer connections in some respect.

85. DoS

05/04/2010 at 4:55 AM

Has anyone posted a thread about this on abovetopsecret.com? I dont have a username but that ouwld be a good 

idea since the two are competitors of one another. Great site and keep it up!

 intheknow7

05/04/2010 at 5:17 AM

haven’t seen anything on them yet…but would’nt be suprised if your suspicions turn out to be correct — Tx for 

stopping by!

 Laura

05/23/2010 at 12:51 AM

I would say that ATS and GLP are not competitors but rather just different arms of the same Octopus. Have a 

look here: http://laura-knight-jadczyk.blogspot.com/2006/03/abovetopsecretcom-exposed.html and related 

posts. We did a lot of research on that gang…

 intheknow7

05/23/2010 at 1:02 AM

Not surprised…in fact many of the so-called “conspiracy” or “truther” sites are controlled opposition, data mining

traps etc. Any efforts to bolster official gov’t stories (LIES) is a huge tip off. GMT is going into overdrive 

attempting to keep a lid on all their PsyOps, but the masses are awakening, however slowly…

Tx for link!

 Laura

05/23/2010 at 1:22 AM

Yup. All you have to do is read “Protocol 12” and modernize the applications. It also helps if you don’t assume 

it was written by any particular ethnic group, but rather that it exposes the thinking of psychopaths with 

designs on the planet. Yeah, maybe a lot of them are Zionists, but not all of them for sure! I prefer to think of 

it as “Protocols of the Pathocrats”.

 intheknow7

05/26/2010 at 1:56 PM
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sorry for late reply, but you touched on something I feel strongly about — namely arguing endlessly about 

authorship of the Protocols, when the focus should be on whether the goals have been enacted! Let’s say we 

didn’t know it was penned by Zionists…it still demonstrates there’s a clear and undeniable plot to subjugate 

earth’s inhabitants and set up a perpetual hereditary monarchy…

Tx Laura

 Laura

05/26/2010 at 5:49 PM

Exactly. The issue gets diverted to authorship and that’s not the point. Anybody with two firing neurons 

can read it and see that it is a step-by-step plan that HAS BEEN FOLLOWED! So, if that is the case, then 

we can assume that the objectives are as stated.

Douglas Reed, in his book, “Controversy of Zion” also points out how exactly the protocols match the “facts

on the ground.”

Polish psychologist, Andrew Lobaczewski, in his book “Political Ponerology”, points out that the Protocols 

exhibit the thinking of a particular kind of psychopath. He also mentions that this type of psychopathy 

occurs at a higher rate among Jews than among other ethnic groups.

So, as they say, if it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck, swims like a duck…

86. Anyone

05/03/2010 at 3:41 AM

Last time I was on glp, a thread was warning people that one of the regular posters was gone since 6 weeks ago, after 

he posted he was going to confront the USGS about Earthquake reporting “errors”. He apparently had done his own 

tests on his own equipment.

Well, where is this guy now? Doesn’t this raise concerns? Is glp a means of drawing renegades out into the open 

where spooks can get a shot at them? A lot of people test their theories on glp before taking action on them. Bad 

fucking idea. glp is probably part of the ever growing surveillance grid.

 Laura

05/03/2010 at 4:14 AM

It’s not beyond imagining that it was a sockpuppet trying to create a drama. Remember the “Dr. Grant Gartrell” 

business, and the asteroid that was supposed to hit the earth? That’s what got me going on the whole thing – 

investigating that nonsense. It was purely and simply a psy-op experiment. That’s also what clued me in that the 

owners of the board – Elaine Belisha at the time – were well and truly behind it, which led to the research that 
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revealed some pretty shady connections. Not very long after that, it was sold. And like I said, I don’t think it was a 

hostile takeover – it was just passing an asset on to some “experts” because Belisha was exposed.

 Anyone

05/03/2010 at 11:47 AM

Well, exactly, once the site’s ownership is hidden in a shell game, plus poorly associated with clandestine 

activities like Tavistock, then nothing can be trusted on that site anymore.

Any post on glp can be: bait, spin, propaganda, lead on, subterfuge, a poll, a virus, a spyware program, a bot 

program, a code, you name it. And all the posts are serving dictatorial forces in the long run.

Come to think of it, I have had serious slow downs after being on that site…..

So my simple observation is: GLP is compromised and no one should use it for anything except a quick look at 

the news.

 Laura

05/03/2010 at 5:35 PM

What news can you get there that you can’t get elsewhere with less spin and less danger to your operating 

system? Not much, I think. And you also avoid the “non-news.”

87. ALG

05/02/2010 at 5:49 AM

I admire your bravery and efforts against such a great beast, monsters and psychopaths! As we approach some seven

billion people on this planet it becomes clear that the numbers of those interested in such information and 

knowledge fall short of a 100,000 people. More shocking is the fact that less then the half of those express any real 

signs of true awakeness. Tragically, few individuals process the character of mind to stand up against the now strong 

institutions of governments and religions for fear of their own livelyhood. How lucky for the sake of the spirit of man

that a small group of people live in this world who do get their hands dirty to find out what the hell is really going 

down on this planet and greater universe.

 intheknow7

05/02/2010 at 10:25 AM

Thank You Sir — I can use all the encouragement coming from comments like that! Their no. 1 fear is exposure! This 

is something ALL can participate in, as all have been subjected to their nefarious activities. I really don’t consider 

myself to be a particularly brave person…I’m just one of those “rather die on my feet, than live on my knees” sort a 

guy…
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Tx much for support, don’t make yourself a stranger!

 ozyprem

05/29/2010 at 8:03 PM

You’re doing an awesome job. I used to visit Wes Penre’s site, ’til it all got too much for me. Your compiling of the

MK info and ongoing story (ie. Palin/Kissinger/Mengele) is a huge service, making it possible for anyone to pass 

these links onward, publish, push for transparency.

I only discovered your site today, after listening to a reading of the current article on BBS radio. (I’ve spent some 

hours on your site, hence end up posting here, on this glp thread.) Kudos and my immense gratitude for your 

efforts.

PS, what’s the banner photo?

 intheknow7

05/30/2010 at 1:54 AM

Tx much for compliments and time spent — you’re the first to ask about the banner photo; tragically, that’s 

what GMT has planned for us “useless eaters” courtesy of FEMA…

Be watchful for the next false flag, declaration of Martial Law,forced micro-chipping (many have already 

been implanted) asformalization of NAU (US, Canada, Mexico merger) go forward, as most are still under 

the hypnotic spell of Mr. Yes We Can! and his pretend nemesis “Caribou Barbie”…Kissinger’s 

MK’d mega-distraction and Alaskan demagogue…

88. Niles

05/02/2010 at 5:27 AM

I remember reading about GLP and Elaine Belisha, Haim Belisha, Jeffrey Bashtuk and the whole smoke and mirrors 

of it all. What was disturbing was that a number of the addresses listed for registered agent, 4-5 of them, were within

a mile or two from the house I lived in at the time! One of them I had even visited (shop) though not knowing its 

association. This was years after, but bizarre nonetheless. I took some photos and visited locations. Porsche HQ 

complex happened to be one of em. I was told by security guard that since 9/11 it was illegal to take pictures and not 

allowed on premises so left. This was at night.

When I looked into Belisha link discovered southwest ozarks as another registered address, again disturbing as this 

was maybe 9-miles from where I grew up! It was about that time I stopped searching on the thread. Shortly after 

though I read of cattle mutulations in this same area, 9-miles the other way, during the 90’s, again during the time 

living there though I never heard about it at the time. Fort Leonard Wood area.

Read that Branson is reportedly a “hot-spot” of all types of mind-control and sic sex-trafficking.
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Great job both of you in the search for and publishing of truth!

 Maat

05/02/2010 at 11:48 PM

Niles, back in the late sixties I was working as a professional musician. We were booked into the Ft Leonard Wood 

officer’s club for a week. It was the weirdest, creepiest gig I ever had – and I had some lulus. Once those guys got 

some liquor in them, the masks came off and their hostility came out.

Having grown up in the OK/AR/MO region, I can point out several areas of high strangeness. Camp Gruber, 

outside of Muskogee, OK, is another such place. We used to spend time fishing on Greenleaf Lake, right next 

door… until something happened at Gruber which killed all life in that pristine lake. This is also the site where the 

concealed Ryder Rental truck was photographed just before the OKC Federal Building bomb.

 Fiftee

05/03/2010 at 12:02 AM

http://anti-cointelpro.blogspot.com/2006/04/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html

 intheknow7

05/03/2010 at 12:23 PM

Tx for the link…”oh what a tangled web we weave…” — this is exactly what I’m attempting to show on my blog; 

once you start pulling at the threads, the whole multilayered architectural structure starts to unravel. They’re being

sloppy due to 1) time factor 2) arrogance…they’ve gotten away w/ this for so long, they think ALL of us are asleep —

Well, I purpose in my heart to be one the loudest alarm clocks!

Be Well

 Laura

05/03/2010 at 5:33 PM

Yes. I guess that one of the people who wrote and asked for my articles after they were removed by me saw fit to 

post them in greatly reduced form. There was, originally, a lot more about the Grant Gartrell saga which proved 

to be nothing but a load of hot air.

89. Laura

05/01/2010 at 10:22 PM

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-244
http://www.sott.net/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-269
http://www.sott.net/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-268
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
http://anti-cointelpro.blogspot.com/2006/04/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-262
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-261


Having been the target of YEARS of defamation on GLP, I was rather glad to see that someone else was seeing what I

was. Yeah, I know, it’s easy for me to say they are posting endless lies about me, but what is my proof. Well, I have 

that proof and it has been posted, but then it gets deleted and/or shouted down by dozens of “Anonymous Cowards.”

It all began when I published a two-part expose on the then owner of GLP, Elaine Belisha, showing which revealed 

some really creepy connections to the rich, right wingers. There were disturbing connections to weird sex, B&D, 

pedophilia, etc. Within a day or so, I received threats by email, and within a week, there were “warning shots” fired 

over my physical bow in the way of my car being tampered with, my fence cut, being threateningly followed by thugs 

while out shopping with my children. I was told to remove the piece or suffer the consequences… that I wasn’t “too 

far away”. They had made their point. I removed the articles and things quieted down. GLP was “sold” and 

apparently, other management took over, but I think it was just from one front to another.

If you are interested in the articles, I can send them privately.

 intheknow7

05/02/2010 at 2:27 AM

Another prime example of how powerful we are, and how pathetically weak and cowardly they are! Your efforts to 

expose GLP triggered their no. 1 fear — exposure! With all they’ve invested in their multilayered architectural 

structure of decit, with all the weapons at their disposal, they’re scared of our fingers — a few mouse clicks, and 

applying them to the keyboard can have the entire command structure running around like a monkey tring to f–k a 

football!

re: your harrowing ordeal — “First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then 

you win.” — Ghandi

Tx Much for visiting…Be Well & Stay Vigilant

 Anyone

05/02/2010 at 6:34 AM

In my view, glp will ban you if you’re any type of threat to the establishment. Venting, protesting, and other weak 

actions are permitted because they actually relieve pressure on the establishment.

 intheknow7

05/02/2010 at 10:13 AM

Agree 100% — in many respects much of the so-called “new media” esp. social networking sites serve as release 

valves for the enormous stress levels intentionally maintained by GMT, to keep us focused on each other or Bread

& Circus they provide…

Tx for visiting…

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-255
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-253
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-247
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
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05/02/2010 at 10:02 AM

Very interesting. Please do share, plenty of people following this site which Im sure would love to read about it. 

Thanks!

 Laura

05/03/2010 at 4:17 AM

It’s two rather long pieces. I don’t have the gift of making things short and succinct like “intheknow7” does. If 

“intheknow7” wants to take a look at it, and finds any of it worth condensing, I’ll send it on via email if there is 

one to send it to.

90. Natalia

05/01/2010 at 10:45 AM

Why do you think glp “will be a barren life-less waste of bandwith” ? I stumbled upon it a few months ago, and just 

dismissed it as a weird conspiracy site. But I have been following (mostly) a single thread since early April of this 

year. : )

91. major poster

04/23/2010 at 3:56 PM

Yes, I concur, I have been banned on GLP several times for saying they did not allow free speech, for criticizing the 

pope, for criticizing the Illuminati, etc. I repeatedly asked them for guidelines which never came. They encourage 

visitors to speak their minds, but when you do they ban you. It does seem like a phishing and research operation. 

There are also a lot of “I’m using this drug, what do you think about it” type of lead ons. and “how many people are 

not paying income tax this year” etc. They are clearly trying to get people in “caught”.

92. 33

04/22/2010 at 8:37 AM

Wow, Thanks for this but it was obvious glp is cia. That’s why it is entertaining, but its days are numbered, soon it 

will be a barren life-less waste of bandwith.

Great site btw, thanks vm! You write extremely well, I enjoy reading it and hope you keep on keepin on.

 intheknow7

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-199
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-205
http://none/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-242
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-265
http://www.sott.net/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-254


04/22/2010 at 12:08 PM

Tx for compliments, glad you enjoyed…

 intheknow7

05/19/2010 at 9:01 AM

“a barren life-less waste of bandwith”

Love it!

93. gregory

04/21/2010 at 12:36 PM

This is sooo awesome.I was just thinking about these jerks last week.

A few years back when I found GlP someone had posted a nice page that linked the IP addresses and other info 

important damaging info on the site.Therewas a Langley address too.It was gone in minutes,but,from then out it was

clear who these freaks are.

I think Jason was in Austin,Tx at the time ,not sure though.Home to another famous change agent Alex Jones.

Love this site,Thanks a million.

 intheknow7

04/22/2010 at 12:16 PM

Tx much…it’s hard to tell sometimes whether they got sloppy or they dont’ care — a chainsaw couldn’t cut through 

the arrogance, most think they’re “gods”. Keep coming back, things about to get interesting…

94. EsotericKitten

04/17/2010 at 9:41 AM

Yes, in tracking who owns what and who is affiliated with who, you will find peculiar connections, suspicious 

relationships and of course the opposing data will always be buried. Holding companies, investors, and business 

intelligence backgrounds certainly come in handy and are invisible to the mind that is not aware. What better way to 

conceal deception than to legally register it as a company. Time and time again it happens…

 intheknow7

04/17/2010 at 12:17 PM

you’re so right…they are masters of deception, but their arrogance ALWAYS betrays them…

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-170
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-169
http://www.youtube.com/esoterickitten
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-201
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-198
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-420
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-200


btw Esoteric Kitten has a kick ass You Tube channel/ smokin’ blog re: MK-Ultra Mind Control in pop culture –she 

has helped me tremendously in my efforts to expose these vile beasts — and she’s cool to talk to, ck her out in my 

sidebar….

95. Sherri

04/12/2010 at 5:13 PM

Hmm, I know I’ve read a lot of this information before, but your writing is superb, and the way you tie it all together 

is fantastic. You are so very cutting edge without being a freak about hammering your point home. I guess a little too 

good, ‘eh?

 intheknow7

04/18/2010 at 7:27 AM

Thanks much — yes, alot of this stuff is out there, but most fail to connect the dots for various reasons, namely — 

who has the time or even cares? I take no credit for my writing ability…as a child, I was a terror-on-wheels / spoiled 

brat, who had to be dragged kicking/screaming (Woody Allen glasses fogging up) to the dining rm table for 

disciplined study, where I was given additional tasks beyond those assigned *thanks Mom* As far as being able to tie

things together…that’s pure military…

96. intheknow7

04/12/2010 at 6:23 AM

To: Jason, Alex and the gang — it had to be done…

 cropcirle

08/13/2010 at 2:02 AM

This list is fairly accurate. I am a member of ATS for 2 + years, LOL some of these posters are so obvious. Some of 

them are sly…Just follow them on the profile page of each user, watch the posts. It will be easy to see what “cause” 

each belongs to. Who pays them…anyones guess.

I just wonder, how does workmans comp work on an online job? Ha Ha…

“A certain poster by the name of ___truthteller____ caused me harm by acusing me of being a schill.

LOL

LOL

LOL

https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-911
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-127
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-176
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/#comment-131


https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-
opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/

M A Y  0 1 ,  2 0 0 6

Godlikeproductions is Psy-Ops

I found this revealing expose at "Anti CoIntelPro and Disinformation" at the url: http://anti-

cointelpro.blogspot.com/.

As some of us are beginning to be aware, there is a HUGE amount of this Cointelpro on the internet. The 

problem for the majority of people is in being able to discern which is indeed Cointelpro and where they may 

find something at least attempting to speak truth.

The article:

Godlikeproductions is Psy-Ops

This report was apparently written in 2004. Godlikeproductions has since "changed hands." That is, the 

owners/operators apparently responded to the publication of this information by "going undercover." Some of 

the links may have been scrubbed. But, at the time we obtained this, all of the links were valid and all of the 

information is accurate.

Remember the "Aussie Bloke hoax" that was running wild in the Spring of 2004? It all began on 

godlikeproductions. And so, we decided to take a closer look.

The first thing we found was that the Whois information regarding godlikeproductions.com is as 

follows:

Registrant: Belisha, Elaine (GODLIKEPRODUCTIONS-DOM)
Godlike Productions
P.O. Box 725 West Point, GA 31833 US

The domain was registered on July 25, 2000.

http://www.whois.net/
file:///D:%5CMy%20Documents%5CAussie_Bloke.htm
http://anti-cointelpro.blogspot.com/
http://anti-cointelpro.blogspot.com/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/
https://intheknow7.wordpress.com/2010/04/11/godlike-productions-glp-%E2%80%9Ccontrolled-opposition%E2%80%9D-gatekeepers-for-global-mgt-team/


Nothing is terribly interesting about that, now is there? But we continued to search. We find Elaine on

a google search, FILER'S FILES, cached, since the page is no longer available:

NORCROSS: Elaine Belisha reports her 14 year old daughter, Marilyn Chen, saw a translucent, 

boomerang-shaped aircraft on Sunday, Sept. 13, 1998 at 8:00 PM. "I asked her to draw a picture, 

thinking it might be a stealth bomber, but it has a much larger wingspan relative to the size than a 

stealth." The UFO appeared and disappeared almost magically even though it was at close range at 

dusk. Thanks to E. Belisha, 2019 Lia Hills Drive Norcross, GA.

We then find Elaine HERE::

RE: segmentation

Posted By Elaine Belisha On Thursday, April 04, 2002 at 9:48 PM

CRM is not a subset of e-commerce, but of business. One of the most valuable questions I was ever 
asked was, "How does this help me run my business?" CRM is segmented and complex due to 
proprietary legacy data, for one. Whether the software includes micro-managing your sales force 
or data mining for marketing targets, it's all about streamlining profits.

Elaine Belisha

We find Elaine   HERE:

RE: help please....crystal reports and asp
Posted By Elaine Belisha On Saturday, March 02, 2002 at 1:42 PM
Crystal Reports are tricky to load. I made mine in visual interdev and they work. I have the source code at 
the office though. I don't have it on my home computer (or interdev). It involves creating two active-x server 

http://windows.ittoolbox.com/groups/groups.asp?v=ASP-L&i=72041
http://webdesign.ittoolbox.com/groups/groups.asp?v=crm-select&i=82122
http://216.239.51.104/search?q=cache:VuEHT8KyM28J:www.ufoinfo.com/filer/1998/ff_%203798.html+%22Elaine+Belisha%22&hl=en


objects: 1) a report object that points to the report, and 2) a viewer object that points to the report object. I'll 
post the code monday, if you can wait that long.
E. Belisha

and HERE:

RE: APACHE & ASP configure ?
Posted By Elaine Belisha On Tuesday, January 29, 2002 at 9:13 AM
Chilisoft is what I use on my Apache. http://www.chilisoft.com/ I didn't do the install but it works well.
E. Belisha

There are other computer tech discussion entries under Elaine's name, all of which suggest that 

Elaine is a very computer savvy lady.

Then, we find Elaine on Kent Steadman's CyberSpaceOrbit and onRumorMills in a very unflattering 

light:

GODLIKE ATTACKS ME, RMN AND THE OLD MARINE WIFE
Posted By: Rayelan Date: Sunday, 18 April 2004, 5:05 p.m.
[...]
I wonder how many people have actually met Oswald LeWinter??? He's the poster on Godlike who started all
of this... of course he doens't even use his real name... he hides behind 100s of aliases... it must be real fun for 
him to do this. I wonder how many people realize they have fallen for disinformation coming from an old 
CIA/Mossad opertive... one of the best... so you shouldn't kick yourself too hard if you swallowed his crap line
hook line and sinker!
but again... let's look at the person they assigned to "take down" Rayelan and Rumor Mill News... the sent the
best!
Having been married to the #3 man in the CIA... I still have a few strings I can pull to get information. I 
called one of these "strings" to inquire about whose payroll Oswald is on. I was told that he is hated by 
today's CIA and if he ever comes back to this country he will end up in prison or worse. I was told that he is 
on the Mossad payroll. ON THE MOSSAD PAYROLL!! WOW!!!! THAT IN ITSELF IS AN EYE-OPENER -- 
Think about it... THE MOSSAD IS TRYING TO SHUT DOWN RMN. Why??? Are we getting too close to their 
involvement in 9.11 - OKC -- Waco -- and their blackmail of George W. Bush... with the threat of biological or 
nuclear attack on a US city! (article being written on this)

http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?noframes;read=47575
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/timeshift.htm
http://emergingtech.ittoolbox.com/groups/groups.asp?v=asp-l&i=60929


Even if the above impassioned rant is a bit incoherent, the reference to MOSSAD will become more 

interesting as we go along.

All in all, the pickings on Elaine Belisha were pretty slim! I was beginning to think that the woman 

didn't even exist before the UFO report on September 13, 1998. However, we are resourceful if 

nothing else. We found Elaine here: Guestbook of Michelle Guerin   where she filled in the form with 

the following information:

Email:Elaine Belisha
Web Page:www.hifiexchange.com
How I found your page: mail
Comments about the web site: Great page, Michelle! LOVE it

What can we deduce from this tiny bit of information?

Well, first of all we note that Elaine must be a friend of Michelle Guerin because she says she was 

informed about the creation of the page, probably by Michelle herself. Her personal comment also 

seems to confirm this.

But what is even more interesting is that Elaine gives a website address: hifiexchange.com

A whois search on hifiexchange.com gives the following result:

Registrant: Keyword Traffic
PMB # 483
1733 H Street, Suite 330 Blaine, WA 98230-5106 US
800 633 8435x05

The domain was registered on July 31, 2003.

http://www.whois.net/
http://members.aol.com/nymush2/guest.htm


When we try to go to hifiexchange.com, we are redirected   to a sort of "auction" page which tells us 

that we arrived at that page because "You searched the web for Home Theater Speakers."

Well, we didn't exactly do that. So we decided to search google for "home theater speakers." For at 

least the first four pages of search returns, there was no appearance of "hifiexchange.com."

BUT, we notice a little image in the upper corner of a funny little blue guy and the word "TopDotz" 

(tm)

We search for whois on topdotz and find:

Registrant: Keyword Traffic
PMB # 483
1733 H Street, Suite 330 Blaine, WA 98230-5106 US
800 633 8435x05
Domain Name: TOPDOTZ.COM

The domain was registered on September 22, 2000.

I want to mention, at this point, that there are no names of real people on the "Keyword Traffic" 

domain registrations.

Nevertheless, we visit topdotz.com   and discover that it is a search engine displaying a logo that says: 

DotzUp!

Well, by now, we can't resist and we go and search whois for dotzup.

Domain Name: DOTZUP.COM
Administrative Contact: Master, Web dotz@icehouse.net
4235 S. Cheney-Spokane Rd STE 10 Spokane, WA 99224-9661 US
1 509 443 1948

http://www.whois.net/
http://topdotz.com/dtz4.php?C=3945&D=42170&domain=topdotz.com
http://www.whois.net/
http://hifiexchange.com/g.php?C=27991&D=119217&domain=hifiexchange.com&K=Home+Theater+Speakers&V=5168


The domain was registered on August 11, 2000

Again, there are no names.

So, we want to know if there is any connection between the new owners of hifiexchange.com and 

Elaine Belisha and we proceed. Leaving DotzUp, we go back and continue searching for 

"hifiexchange.com" we find a curious website that says:

Here is the INFOPAK.... NOTE: The compilation of this infopak is due in large part to the efforts of 

many others, far too many to mention here, with the exception of Wizdomme, SteelBtrfl, and 

DsSiteMstr to whom is owed many thanks for their efforts on behalf of the BDSM community. A 

request can be sent to SteelBtrfl to be placed on her mailing list.

Here the reader will find the milieu in which Elaine Belisha seems to live and thrive. The website has 

such entertaining sections as:

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR:
Submissives [...]
Dominants [...]
Switches

and

A LustSlave's Page
Sublime: Slavery, Sluts, Submission

and

Leather on Q
Boston Dungeon Society
Bound For Pleasure BBS
Tantric Sexuality:

and

http://members.aol.com/domto1/infopack.htm


The Gorean Pleasure Slave
Silk & Steel SLAVEPENS

About half way down, we find Elaine Belisha's personal website - hifiexchange.com - listed as 

"INDIVIDUAL WEBSITES" of those who are associated with this group of extremely strange 

individuals.

Okaaaaaaayyyy....

This is getting interesting.

Well, we wondered if Elaine's old website - now owned by Network Traffic - was in the web archive. 

Sure enough! The old hifiexchange.com! On this interesting page we read the following:

Welcome! My job titles include MOM, Goddess, alien abductee and Webmaster. Unfortunately, I don't get 
paid for doing any of these things. I have an admirable collection of unpublished science fiction novels, with 
rejection slips included. I am fond of bad puns and dirty jokes. I love receiving e-mail on any subject, 
especially alien abduction experiences (and skeptics & debunkers are welcome, too). I am especially 
interested in the Philadelphia Experiment and the Montauk Project.

The next items are about her children one of whom we already met in the UFO sighting report:

This is my oldest daughter, Marilyn. She's primarily interested in the internet, and spends hours on it daily. 
She loves role playing games and something called Magic, The Gathering. She's fourteen years old. At school 
she is in the gifted program but she always gets confused about "push" or "pull" signs when opening doors. 
Visit marilyn's Web page....oooooo scary....Marilyn's Darkness For some cool poetry by Allen, Marilyn's bud,
Visit Allen's Page of Various Useless Stuff

http://web.archive.org/web/19971009100700/http:/www.hifiexchange.com/elaines.htm


It seems that the above was written about the time of the UFO sighting if her daughter was 14 at the 

time of writing. Elaine has another daughter about whom she writes:

This is my youngest daughter, Sara. She is fond of dominating cats into submission. She loves them and pets 
them and squeezes them to death. Her goldfish committed suicide by leaping out of the aquarium into a cup 
of coffee. She's really not sadistic, just er... eccentric.

Charming family, eh? Elaine's a veritable June Cleaver, now isn't she? B & D being passed on to the 

children...

Well, it gets better. We find oldest daughter Marilyn keeps an online journal with such beguilingly 

innocent entries as:

You seek Magick! First of All I LOVE alien SEX FIEND!

and

I havnt been fucked like that since grade school.

If you check her model portfolio, you will find cute bondage photos. Wonder where she learned all 

that?

If you check her links page, you will find that she links to mama's site: godlikeproductions, among 

others listed as "friends."

Then, if you search google groups for "ebelisha" you will find a few posts on the newsgroups from 

daughter Marilyn:

From: ~Marilyn (ebelisha@mindspring.com)
Subject: Re: New Satanic Site!!!!
Newsgroups: alt.satanism, alt.individualism, talk.religion.misc, alt.atheist, alt.magick
Date: 1997/08/13 "!"

http://www.marilynchen.com/main.htm
http://www.livejournal.com/~spidergin/


Check out ~Marilyn's Darkness~ http://angelfire.com/ga/Marillyn/index.html
Tis a great page! Meet satan, and Dark poetry! Also,theres a poem of the week contest. ~Marilyn

Obviously, Marilyn was only 13 years old when she was posting the above on the 13th day of August - 

which fact obviously entertained her as we can see by virtue of the exclamation point put next to the 

date.

One can also find "ebelisha" at the godlikeproductions FAQ which says:

Moderators help keep Godlike Productions ufpdated with the most current news. If you have a question 
about being a moderator, you should direct it to ebelisha@godlikeproductions.com.

Getting back to hifiexchange.com - the one listed by Elaine Belisha as her home page - we finally find 

it HERE   in the web archive. The address is given as: 5926 BUFORD HIGHWAY, ATLANTA, 

GEORGIA

Okay. What to do next? Well, check the Georgia corporation listings.

Under the business name: HIFI Exchange we find:

HIFI EXCHANGE, INC. A DOMESTIC PROFIT COMPANY
ADDRESS: 5926 BUFORD HWY NORCROSS , GA 300712405
CEO: HAIM BELISHA
CFO: HAIM BELISHA

http://www.ganet.org/services/corp/corpsearch.shtml
http://web.archive.org/web/19971009100349/www.hifiexchange.com/index.htm


SEC: HAIM BELISHA
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: JEFFREY ALAN BASHUK
990 HAMMOND DR. STE. 990 ATLANTA , GA 30328
Date of last annual registration 03/10/1999 Dissolution 11/09/2002

So, it looks like the Belisha's sold their business and their domain name to the Network Traffic folks. 

Remember that Keyword Traffic only registered the domain name on July 31, 2003. No big deal, 

right? Well, perhaps, or perhaps not.

As it happend, Haim Belisha popped up on a second run at the Georgia Corporation site:

AUDIO CREATIONS, INC. A DOMESTIC PROFIT COMPANY
ADDRESS: #176, 9700 MEDLOCK BRIDG RD DULTUH , GA 30097
CEO: HAIM BELISHA
CFO:
SEC:
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: JEFFREY BASHUK #990, 990 HAMMOND DRIVE ATLANTA , GA 30328
Date of last annual registration 05/09/2001 05/18/2002

Note here: We find Jeffrey Bashuk or Jeffrey Alan Bashuk as registered agent for over 50 different 

corporations on the Georgia Secretary of State site ranging from THE DECATUR CHURCH OF 

RELIGIOUS SCIENCE, INC. to NORTHLAKE ALLIANCE OF GAYS/LESBIANS & STRAIGHTS, INC. 

The obvious reason for this is that Mr. Bashuk must be in the business of acting as a Registered Agent.

This, however, may be more interesting than we initially suppose.

Moving along: another interesting item that popped up was that when doing the domain search on 

hifiexchange.com another similar domain popped up: HOMEHIFIEXCHANGE.COM So naturally, we

decided to just take a peek. It was a bit of a surprise to discover that this company was also domiciled 

in ATLANTA, GA! Well, who'da thunk it? What a coincidence! Here is the whois   data:

Organization:, ExchangeBlvd.com, LLC,
Brad Lloyd, 6205 Barfield Rd., Suite 125, Atlanta, GA 30328,
Date of last annual registration August 18, 1999
Is there anything interesting about this "ExchangeBlvd.com, LLC?"
Doing a Georgia corporation search on the company, we find:

http://www.ganet.org/services/corp/corpsearch.shtml
http://www.whois.net/
http://www.ganet.org/services/corp/corpsearch.shtml


EXCHANGEBLVD.COM, LLC A GEORGIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
ADDRESS: 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 30097
CEO:
CFO:
SEC:
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: LARRY TEDESCO
6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 30097
Date of last annual registration 11/03/1999

There are no officers listed, but we do note the registered agent: Larry Tedesco. We note that the 

contact listed on the domain registration is a Brad Lloyd. So, while we are on the Georgia Corporation 

website, we do a search for Brad Lloyd, finding:

THE CAMERA EXCHANGE, LLC A GEORGIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
ADDRESS: 861 HOLCOMB BRIDGE RD STE 101 ROSWELL , GA 300761900
CEO:
CFO:
SEC:
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: BRAD LLOYD 861 HOLCOMB BRIDGE RD.,STE.101 ROSWELL , GA 
30076
Date of last annual registration 03/08/1999 and dissolved on 11/09/2002

and

INSTRUMENT EXCHANGE, LLC A GEORGIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
ADDRESS: 861 HOLCOMB BRIDGE RD STE 101 ROSWELL , GA 300761900
CEO:
CFO:
SEC:
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: BRAD LLOYD 861 HOLCOMB BRIDGE RD.,STE.101 ROSWELL , GA 
30076
Date of last annual registration 03/08/1999 and dissolved or revoked on 11/09/2002

Again we notice that there are no officers listed.



Okay. What next? A corporation search on Larry Tedesco which brings up:

INSTRUMENTEXCHANGE.COM, INC. A DOMESTIC PROFIT COMPANY
ADDRESS: 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 30097
CEO: LARRY TEDESCO
CFO: LARRY TEDESCO
SEC: STEVE SCHECHTER
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: LARRY TEDESCO 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 
30097
Date of last annual registration 03/10/2004 and still active as of 06/14/2003

and

PHOTOGRAPHYEXCHANGE.COM, INC. A DOMESTIC PROFIT COMPANY
ADDRESS: 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 30097
CEO: LARRY TEDESCO
CFO: LARRY TEDESCO
SEC: STEVE SCHECHTER
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: LARRY TEDESCO 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 
30097
Date of last annual registration 06/14/2003 , still active as of 03/10/2004

and

GOLFCLUBEXCHANGE.COM, INC. A DOMESTIC PROFIT COMPANY
ADDRESS: 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 DULUTH , GA 30097
CEO: LARRY TEDESCO
CFO: LARRY TEDESCO
SEC: STEVE SCHECHTER
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: LARRY TEDESCO 6470 EAST JOHNS CROSSING ST390 ATLANTA , GA 
30328
Date of last annual registration 06/14/2003 and still active as of 03/10/2004

and



TEDESCO, INC. A DOMESTIC PROFIT COMPANY
ADDRESS: 1034 BROOKWOOD DR AUGUSTA , GA 309092304
CEO: LARRY TEDESCO
CFO: SEC: DAVID L SPENCER
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: LARRY TEDESCO 1034 BROOK WOOD DRIVE AUGUSTA , GA 30909
Date of last annual registration 03/06/1997 Dissolved or revoked: 07/05/1999

and

GEORGIA GOLF ENTERPRISES, LLC A GEORGIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
ADDRESS: 2105 WOOD FALLS DR. CUMMING , GA 30041
CEO:
CFO:
SEC:
REGISTERED AGENT & OFFICE: LARRY TEDESCO 2105 WOOD FALLS DR. CUMMING , GA 30041
Date of last annual registration 01/21/2004

Mr. Tedesco is almost as busy as Jeffrey Bashuk.

The next item that popped up was an article about Larry Tedesco in theAtlanta Business Chronicle:

EXCLUSIVE REPORTS From the April 26, 2002 print edition
Auction site bidding on expansion

by Mary Jane Credeur Staff Writer

The organizers behind ExchangeBlvd.com Inc., which operates an online golf club auction site, are 

http://atlanta.bizjournals.com/atlanta/stories/2002/04/29/story6.html


hoping to duplicate their specialty auction concept for musical instruments and photography 
equipment.

Atlanta-based ExchangeBlvd.com recently raised another $1.5 million round from previous 
investors to cover the cost of launching InstrumentExchange.com and, later this year, 
PhotographyExchange.com.

"We want to be a specialty shop for equipment that you can't find in just any old run-of-the-mill 
store," said CEO Larry Tedesco.

The 6-year-old company has brought in roughly $4 million in investments over its 
lifetime, much of which came from Arkansas investment bank Stephens Inc.,which is owned 
by the family of PGA legend and former Augusta National Chairman Jack Stephens.

With sales last year topping $9 million, Tedesco believes it's time to expand the profitable auction 
site to include other high-end goods. ExchangeBlvd.com expects to pull in revenues of $2.5 million 
on projected sales of $15 million this year, Tedesco said. [...]

Since the site went live six years ago with only a few dozen users, the company has attracted 
200,000 regular users and has gained the backing of the PGA of America and Golf Magazine. The 
company also began publishing a "blue book" reference guide of used golf club values based on the 
nearly 100,000 golf equipment transactions it handles each year.

We finally find Larry together with Brad on a yahoo biz site:

Exchange Blvd, Inc
Company Profile

http://uk.us.biz.yahoo.com/ic/116/116747.html


Exchange Blvd provides item-specific online auction marketplaces. Sites include GolfClubExchange.com and 
InstrumentExchange.com (musical instruments).

Coming back to Haim Belisha, undoubtedly the husband of Elaine Belisha, another curious item 

popped up:

Leslie Hore-Belisha   was born in Devonport in 1893. Educated at Clifton College and Oxford University he 
served as a major in the British Army during the First World War.

Hore-Belisha, a member of the Liberal Party, worked as a journalist and lawyer before entering the
House of Commons for Devonport in 1923. [...]

In 1937 Neville Chamberlain appointed Hore-Belisha as Secretary of State for War. This was a 
controversial decision as the former holder of the post, Alfred Duff Cooper, was popular with the 
British armed forces. [...]

Hore-Belisha upset the Army Council by replacing three senior members with younger and more 
flexible men. He also upset Neville Chamberlain by suggesting the introduction of military 
conscription during his negotiations with Adolf Hitler in 1938. His attempts to 
persuade Chamberlain to rapidly increase spending on the armed forces was also 
unsuccessful.

In the House of Commons the Conservative Party MP Archibald Ramsay was the main critic of 
having Jews in the government. In 1938 he began a campaign to have Hore-Belisha sacked as 
Secretary of War. In one speech on 27th April he warned that Hore-Belisha "will lead us to 
war with our blood-brothers of the Nordic race in order to make way for a 
Bolshevised Europe." [...]

Neville Chamberlain eventually decided to remove Hore-Belisha as Secretary of State 

http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/2WWbelisha.htm


for War and appoint him as Minister of Information. Lord Halifax objected, claiming 
that it was "inappropriate to have a Jew in charge of publicity." In January 1940 
Hore-Belisha was sacked as Secretary of State for War.

In 1945 Winston Churchill appointed Hore-Belisha as Minister of National Insurance. However, he 
lost office when the Labour Party won the 1945 General Election. Leslie Hore-Belisha, who lost his 
seat in the election, died in 1957.

One wonders, of course, if the above Leslie Hore-Belisha was related in any way to Haim Belisha?

In any event, getting back to Elaine's friend, Michelle Guerin we find that on her website, she has 

posted a story about her life as a "Montaukee." We also find an article written by Michelle on the 

subject of Alien/Human Hybrids.

We also find that Elaine has written a comment to an article posted onKent Steadman's site.

6/19/2002 6:00 PM
Re: SLEUTH ALERT: Worldwide Periodical Time Shift?
So all we have to go on are a number of mechanical watches (which DO and SHOULD lose time, because no 
watch is perfect). How did you know these watches measured time accurately before this magical date? A 
decent way you can measure the rate of watches losing time is to record the difference of your standard time 
reference (STR to save me typing) to your time. If the difference between your watches over a few days, and 
the STR increases then either there is something going on with time or your watch is deteriorating. If the 
difference between these watches and the STR is relatively constant over time, everything should be normal. 
And the sun moving? You should consider errors made in your measuring and the dodginess of the astro-
software you use -- and donÂ´t forget the fact that the sun naturally changes its path across the sky across 
seasons. HTH.
Elaine Belisha

and here, in response to an article about Fulcanelli:

http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/fuccanelli.htm
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/timeshift.htm
http://educate-yourself.org/ab/alienhumanhybrids03oct03.shtml
http://members.aol.com/nymush2/rep.html


6/2/127 1:30 AM
Re: FucanelliÂ´s Doom: Judgement Day: The Trial by Fire on 9/22/2002
It is amusing how the "white" man valued the beliefs of my people so little until now, when they realize thier 
f#@$ed,they run to us for the answer.The fact is,these "people" are an infection,a disease, perhaps like a 
cancer, eating away at the natural order of things.Be careful what you think, if you believe it,it will happen, 
withen your own frame of reference.That is to say, you are creating your own reality and your reality 
sucks.Stop
Elaine Belisha

We notice that both ladies like Kent Steadman and both ladies are into Montauk and alien abductions.

So, we have a look at Kent Steadman just for the heck of it:

Registrant: Kent Steadman (CYBERSPACEORBIT2-DOM)
425 South 156th Street, #119A Seattle, WA 98148 US
Domain Name: CYBERSPACEORBIT.COM
Record created on 01-Sep-1999.

This jogs our memory and we recall that Network Traffic which now owns hifiexchange.com is also in 

Washington state.

Probably a coincidence.

But then there is that strange coincidence where homehifiexchange.com suddenly came to be in 

Atlanta, where the OLD hifiexchange used to be... while the old hifiexchange went off to Washington 

State and we see some strange little threads hanging out here and there just waiting to be pulled.

So, I went back to Network Traffic which has the nifty little trademarked icon... and searched the US 

Trademark site.

Nothing.

No corporation filings in Washington State either.



Whoever they are, these folks are invisible.

Remember Larry Tedesco and homehifiexchange.com about which company we are told:

The 6-year-old company has brought in roughly $4 million in investments over its lifetime, much of which 
came from Arkansas investment bank Stephens Inc., which is owned by the family of PGA legend and former 
Augusta National Chairman Jack Stephens.
With sales last year topping $9 million, Tedesco believes it's time to expand the profitable auction site to 
include other high-end goods. ExchangeBlvd.com expects to pull in revenues of $2.5 million on projected 
sales of $15 million this year, Tedesco said. [...]
Since the site went live six years ago with only a few dozen users, the company has attracted 
200,000 regular users and has gained the backing of the PGA of America and Golf Magazine. The company 
also began publishing a "blue book" reference guide of used golf club values based on the nearly 100,000 golf 
equipment transactions it handles each year.

Now remember that when we searched the domain registration of hifiexchange, we found that the 

domain was registered by Keyword Traffic on July 31, 2003. So if it was a 6 year old company in 2002,

then that means that Haim Belisha is either closely involved, or acted as a front since he and Elaine 

Belisha owned hifiexchange prior to that time.

Just to get a handle on who these people are, go HERE and read carefully. Among other things you 

will find:

1979 Mochtar Riady and Stephens Inc set up Stephens Finance Ltd. In Hong Kong. Lance is indicted on 
charges of violating federal banking laws. Clifford's partner, Robert Altman, represents Lance who 
eventually achieves a hung jury. During this same period, Stephens is, according to Peter Truell and Larry 
Gurwin in "False Profits," playing "a crucial role in BCCI's penetration of the US market."

1984 Mochtar Riady buys a stake in the Worthen holding company whose assets include 
the Stephens-controlled Worthen Bank. Price: $16 million. Other Worthen co-owners will 

http://www.questionsquestions.net/bushladen/profiles/bcci2.html


eventually include BCCI investor Abdullah Taha Bakhish. Deal handled by C. Joseph 
Giroir II. Giroir is the Rose law firm chair who hired Hillary Clinton. Giroir will continue to be a 
deal-maker for the Riadys.

1985 Arkansas state pension funds -- deposited in Worthen byGovernor Bill Clinton -- suddenly 
lose 15% of their value because of the failure of high risk, short-term investments and the brokerage 
firm that bought them. The $52 million loss is covered by a Worthen check written by Jack Stephens 
in the middle of the night, an insurance policy, and the subsequent purchase over the next few 
months of 40% of the bank by Mochtar Riady. Clinton and Worthen escape a major 
scandal. Mochtar's son James comes back to Arkansas to manage Worthen as president. Worthen 
is investigated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency for improper loans to companies 
owned by the Riadys and Stephenses.

1986 George W. Bush and partners receive more than $2 million of Harken Energy stock in 
exchange for a failing oil well operation, which has lost $400,000 in the prior six months. 
After Bush joins Harken, the largest stock position and a seat on its board is acquired by 
Harvard Management Company. The Harken board gives Bush $600,000 worth of the 
company's publicly traded stock, plus a seat on the board plus a consultancy that 
pays him up to $120,000 a year. When Harken runs short of cash it hooks up with Jackson 
Stephens, who arranges a $25 million stock purchase by Union Bank of Switzerland. Sheik 
Abdullah Bakhsh, who joins the board as a part of the deal, is connected to BCCI.

1988 Stephens' wife Mary Ann runs George Bush's campaign in Arkansas. He is a 
member of Team 100 -- individuals who have given $100,000 to the Republican party.

A few days before the supposedly surprise arrest of five BCCI officials, some of the 
world's most powerful drug dealers quietly withdraw millions of dollars from the 
bank. Some government investigators believe the dealers were tipped off by sources 
within the Reagan administration. [...]

1991 Stephens Inc gives $100,000 to a Bush dinner committee. With Stephens, Mochtar 
Riady buys BCCI's former Hong Kong subsidiary from its liquidators. A former top aide to White 
House Chief of Staff John Sununu goes to work for a prominent figure in the BCCI 



scandal less than a month after leaving the Bush administration.Edward Rogers Jr. 
signs a $600,000 contract to give legal advice to Sheik Kamal Adham, an ex-Saudi 
intelligence officer who is being investigated for his role in BCCI's takeover of First 
American Bankshares.

The Miami acting US Attorney is reportedly rebuffed by the Justice Department in his efforts to 
indict BCCI and some of its principal officers on tax fraud charges. Justice Department later denies 
this occurred. [...]

We wonder again, just who owns hifiexchange.com NOW? And geez, Elaine Belisha, founder of 

Godlikeproductions.com sure hangs out with interesting people, eh?

But let's go back to that funny remark Elaine Belisha made on Kent Steadman's site:

"It is amusing how the "white" man valued the beliefs of my people so little until now, when they realize thier 
f#@$ed,they run to us for the answer."

This connects us back to Will Scott Anderson of the Aussie Bloke Hoax:

Scott Anderson is the current spokesperson for a false group operating out of Deltona Florida using the name
of Indian Creek Band of Chickamauga Cherokee. Anderson has in fact been known for the solicitation of 
donations from the public on behalf of a Convicted Sex Criminal who is a Registered Sex Offender in the State
of Missouri, along with several other incidents of exploitation affecting American Indian People.

With all the sex-capades going on in the background of Elaine Belisha's life, put together with her 

remark that seems to indicate that she is claiming to be Native American, we can't help but make a 

connection here, however tenuous.



If all of this doesn't look like covert ops run by the Bush-MOSSAD Administration in cahoots with 

their Saudi pals, I don't know what does.

In short: Godlikeproductions is Psy-Ops.

posted by The Observor | 6:13 PM

8 Comments:

 Anonymous said...

What a great research job! I was wondering about that site since I got "banned" from it for no known reason. I was

discussing the Kyle Huff case and suddenly got blocked. Seemed ridiculous, but I'll stay away from now on. 

Thanks.

7:08 PM

 Anonymous said...

Interesting what happened to Elaine's lead moderator did he get off without a wrist slap?

1:32 AM

 Anonymous said...

He's doing his work at PWR donned a new hat.

1:20 AM

 Anonymous said...

great article

Most users of GLP have no idea how many threads and posts are deleted every day. 

I was permanently banned several times, the main topics for banning:

1) bringing up their past as spyware vendors

2) Oddly, the ban anyone who uses the words: Mossad, Jesuit, 

and I was banned 8 times in the last two day for just giving a list of possible antichrists. You know, the future 

http://liebuster.blogspot.com/2006/05/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html#c114844802457242432
http://liebuster.blogspot.com/2006/05/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html#c114836235585060938
http://liebuster.blogspot.com/2006/05/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html#c114756168962147351
http://liebuster.blogspot.com/2006/05/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html


world government leader. Strange yes but they allow every matter of strangeness but not this topic: I'll post those 

people here, I will do some further research and find which ones caused the ban.

1) Prince William/Harry

2) Arnold Schwarzenegger

3)The pope, any pope, or all popes

4) Bush?

5) a Rothschild - the Israeli flag is the mark of Rothschild

6) some false jewish messiah

7) a muslim - the dajjal?

I had some other possibilites. I think they are connected to the Rothschilds thru Riady. The Rothschilds are the 

Vatican's bankers. They are at the top of the zionist pyramid to enslave the world.

I copletely agree GLP is total psyops, and I would like to come together with other researches as well as hackers to 

take this site offline permanently or at least inform every visitor of that site.

Ban me GLP? THIS IS WAR. I will aseemble all your enemies togehter and we will expose you.

1:59 AM

 Anonymous said...

Also Haim Belisha is a Jewish name

its probably what she was referring to by talking about the "white man" comment

2:00 AM

 Anonymous said...

I was recently banned from GLP as well for posting an internet article on some person named Trinity on a post 

related to "spooks". This Trinity character appears to be a mainstay of the GLP website. Just one more idiot to me,

by the way. 

I am not sure the purpose of the GLP website. It reminds me of an internet comic book. If GLP is what the three 

letter agencies are up too, then this country is worse off than I thought.

Most of the posts are garbage, some are interesting, some are funny. All are a waste of valuable time. 

As Gerald Celente would say - here are the words that encapsulate those in power -Harvard, Yale, Princeton, 

Bombs, Bullets and Bankers.

http://liebuster.blogspot.com/2006/05/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html#c2553209316366696982
http://liebuster.blogspot.com/2006/05/godlikeproductions-is-psy-ops.html#c4094483385739149885


10:40 AM

 Women Leather Bombers Jackets said...

Nice post love reading it 

Leather Jackets

7:09 AM

 Anonymous said...

Would it be of interest to learn that possibly what goes on now in and around C2media might be nefarious 

software wrote for mobile devices, there's a hot spot for coding cellphone app's in basically the same city as 

C2media, I have way more information just on assumptions, but I do know the company I speak of was working 

million's of dollars worth of contracts with one certain Cellphone company. I didn't know this last bit of 

information several years ago when I was getting banned from GLP for pointing out I lived in the same County in 

Florida as the Military base mentioned in this article. I was getting banned for pointing out the underground 

survival shelter Lucas ripped people off with donations for and never got to use, even to this day we haven't had 

one storm to hide from(haha). Now I've been banned yet again this week for remembering GLP, coming back to 

only find a 4 year old retelling of the telescope donations that exceeded 10,000$ and 4 years later there's no such 

thing. So if anyone is still perusing this obvious conspiracy one should look at companies that offer software 

creation in Okaloosa County Florida.I can't think of any better way to encode backdoors in software, especially 

when C2Media exists in the same County as the Military base listed in this blog, and also in that same county in 

about the least likely spot in America you will also find a computer programming company that abandoned their 

Model and went full force into Cellphone apps a few years ago. I would say a lot more, but I like breathing fresh air

everyday.

7:05 AM
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	Godlike Productions (GLP) Controlled Opposition/Gatekeepers: BANS (SRI) & Tavistock postings
	intheknow7 Channel
	ITK7 Journal
	PDF (select posts) @Scribd.com
	“Aren’t we on the same side, working tirelessly to expose this evil cabal? Aren’t we  brothers in the fight, united in our conspiracy theories? What’s up  Jason?
	ITK7: Godlike Productions (GLP) BANS posters for typing “C2Media”, “Lop.com” ,“Stanford Research Institute”, “SRI” and especially “Tavistock” in any posts! Some checking with some Friends of Mine  got big laughs and revealed  Godlike Prods. is one of the many “controlled opposition” sites functioning as “gatekeepers” for global cabal…
	Jason Lucas (a.k.a. Trinity GLP moderator) is based in Shalimar, Florida (.7mi) from Eglin Air Force Base, US  (no Florida office  listed on company website) — Alex Shamash is based in UK  (no UK office listed on company website) Both design “spyware/malware” for Military Industrial Complex to conduct “data mining” —  Jason is Deputy Director of  a “data mining” (spyware/malware)  a.k.a.  flowers”program for Dept. of  Defense (DoD) Joint Forces Command.
	ITK7: These two clowns must be sharing a brain, to leave their butts hanging out like this — the utter stupidity of attempting to suppress info re: Tavistock Behavioral Research Institute and it’s sister org Stanford Research Institute (SRI)… it’s like trying to collect the sand on the beach, it’s on Wikipedia, and their antics are all over the web!
	Hello Jason/Trinity — love your site, I’m not an anonymous coward, but read in PC World that you and partner Alex Shamash were formerly principals in “Trinity Acquisitions Inc” and “Secure Software” — Is it true C2Media, LOP.com & “Fla Internet Marketing Inc”are your current spyware/malware companies used for “data mining” or spying on people? I’m new to this NWO stuff… do your posts cover Tavistock Behavioral Research Institute and (SRI) Stanford Research Institute?
	SITREP: Jason Lucas/Alex Shamash are contract agents for Military Industrial Complex who( 1) previously were principals in “Secure Software” and “Trinity Aquisitions Inc”arecurrently in joint ownership of  “Fla Internet Marketing Inc” — a data  mining  business (2) GLP is  masquerading as a place for people who are fed up w/global mgt team,  to share info, when in reality Jason (a.k.a. Trinity)  is  compiling  lists, turned over to Dept. of Defense (DoD) and at some point, will be classified as “undesirables” and “enemy combatants” 3) Jason Lucas & Alex Shamash own “spyware” companies” (4) C2Media is a CIA-front org w/offices in IL, CO, TX, VA, NY, WA, OR,CA and Canada (5) Jason is amiddleware sofware designer working w/DoD, Joint Forces Command (JFCom) on system that will co-ordinate movements of  Monarch Prog Multiples, using Virtual 3D imagery, Remote Neural Monitoring via EEG Evoked Potentials, utilizing all three NSA platforms (SIGINT, COMINT, HUMINT) The military apparratus displayed within TENA training  manuals/visuals  is a thinly veiled cover for army of Monarch Multiples — MK’s they are the  weapons in their arsenal. This will give Military Industrial Complex ability to broadcast directly into audio/visual cortex of  the  brain — basically a huge megaphone  heard simultaneously.  RFID (Verichip)  implanted Monarch Units, as well as civilians, will feel the effect of  “having a song stuck in your head”  Signals will originate from NSA, transfer toGWEN towers,  strategically placed throughout CONUS. MKs have enhanced audio/visual capabilities —  this system will allow  on-line, real-time  retrieval of  images stored in audio/visual cortex, as well as transmitting coded intel to individual or groups of MK’s — the days of  physically reporting for de-briefings are being phased out. Easiest way to decode TENA is to substitute MK’s for weaponry. 
	ITK7: Jason Lucas, Alex Shamash, Congress, Dept. of  Defense (DoD), U.S. Joint Forces Command, MI6, CIA, NSA and the rest of  the “spook” community don’t want you to know about MK-Ultra Monarch Mind Control Prog and its “brainchild” –– hiding behind the  false banner of “national security”…
	Tavistock has been all over the web for years, despite several name changes, the goal of its founders remains the same — condition the masses (useless eaters) to accept servitude — “a slave is easier to control, if he doesn’t know he’s a slave” In 1920, Tavistock Institute of Medical Psychology (TIMP) was founded, renamed Tavistock Clinic, Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, currently known as Tavistock Behavioral Research Institute. This was only a“formal” coming out. Rothschild Dynasty funded Sigmond Freud (about 1909 -1912) and a team of Nazi mind scientists, set them up  i n lavish estate to conduct “mind science” research. Under the guise of “providing assistance to wives of SS members”, SS  Himmler used these as breeding camps. Orphanages were set up as holding pens,  children were shipped to Germany for “Germanization” or “re-education” — read: subjected to horrific torture sessions in order to cause “mind splitting” (DID -MPD) in their twisted efforts to create army of human robots. The generic description of “experiments” is deceptive, as it  masks  the “purpose” of  the (SRA) satanic ritual abuse — those who could  not withstand the torture, were ritually sacrificed under the Occult-Nazi death symbol — the swastika…
	“Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; and hid, that shall not be known”  (Matthew 10:26)
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